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PEEFATOEY I^OTE.

The title-page sufficiently sets forth the end this

little book is intended to serve.

For convenience' sake I have arranged in alpha-

betical order the subjects treated of, and for economy's

sake I have kept in mind that "he that uses many

words for the explaining of any subject doth, like the

cuttle-fish, hide himself in his own ink."

The curious inquirer who sets himself to look for

the learning in the book is advised that he will best

find it in such works as George P. Marsh's "Lectures

on the English Language," Fitzedward Hall's "Recent

Exemplifications of False Philology " and " Modern

English," Richard Grant White's "Words and Their

Uses," Edward S. Gould's "Good Englisji," William

Mathews' "Words: their Use and Abuse," Dean

Alford's "The Queen's English," George Washington
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Moon's "Bad English" and "The Dean's English,',

Blank's "Vulgarisms and Other Errors of Speech,"

Alexander Bain's "English Composition and Rhetoric,"

Bain's "Higher English Grammar," Bain's "Com-

position Grammar," Quackenbos' "Composition and

Rhetoric," John Nichol's "English Composition,"

William Cobbett's "English Grammar," Peter Bullions'

"English Grammar," Goold Brown's "Grammar of

English Grammars," Graham's "English Synonymes,"

Crabb's "English Synonymes," Bigelow's "Hand-book

of Punctuation," and other kindred works.

Suggestions and criticisms are solicited, with the

view of profiting by them in future editions.

If "The Verbalist" receive as kindly a welcome as

its companion volume, "The Orthoapist," has received,

I shall be content.

A. A.

New York, October, 1881.



Eschew fine words as you would rouge.

—

Hake.

Cant is properly a double-distilled lie ; the second power

of a lie.

—

Carlyle.

If a gentleman be to study any language, it ought to be

that of his own country.

—

Locke.

In language the unknown is generally taken for. the mag-

nificent.

—

Richard Graxt White.

He who has a superlative for everything, wants a measure

for the great or small.

—

Lavater.

Inaccurate writing is generally the expression of inaccui'ate

thinking.

—

Richard Grant White.

To acquire a few tongues is the labor of a few years ; but

to be eloquent in one is the labor of a life.

—

Axoxymocts.

Words and thoughts ai'e so inseparably connected that an

artist in words is necessarily an artist in thoughts.

—

Wilson

Flagg.

It is an invariable maxim that words which add nothing

to the sense or to the clearness must diminish the force of the

expression. — Campbell.

Propriety of thought and propriety of diction are com-

monly found together. Obscurity of expression generally

springs from confusion of ideas.

—

Macaulay.

He who writes badly tliiuks badly. Confusedness in

words can proceed from nothing but confusedness in the

thoughts which give rise to them.

—

Cobbett.
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A—An. The second form of the indefinite article is used

for the sake of euphony only. Herein everybody agrees, but

what everybody does not agree in is, that it is euphonious to

use an before a word beginning with an aspirated h, when the

accented syllable of the word is the second. For myself, so

long as I continue to aspirate the h's in such words as heroic,

harangue, and historical, I shall continue to use a before them;

and when I adopt the Cockney mode of pronouncing such

words, then shall I use an befoi-e them. To my ear it is just

as euphonious to say, "I will crop off from the top of his

young twigs a tender one, and will plant it upon an high

mountain and eminent," as it is to say «h harangue, an heroic,

or an historical. An is well enough before the doubtful

British aspiration, but before the distinct American aspiration

it is wholly out of place. The reply will perhaps be, "But
these h's are silent ; the change of accent from the first syllable

to the second neutralizes their aspiration." However true

this may be in England, it is not at all true in America ;

hence we Americans should use a and not ati before such h's

iintil we decide to ape the Cockney mode of pronouncing

them.

Errors are not unfrequently made by omitting to repeat

the article in a sentence. It should always be repeated when

a noun or an adjective referring to a distinct thing is intro-

duced ; take, for example, the sentence, '

' He has a black and
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white horse." If two horses are meant, it is clear that it

should be, " He has a black and a white horse." See The.

Ability—Capacity. The distinctions between these

two words are not always observed by those who use them.
" Caparifij is the power of receiving and retaining knowledge
with facility ; (tbUity is the power of applying knowledge to

practical purposes. Both these faculties are requisite to form

a great character : capacity to conceive, and ability to execute

designs. Capacity is shown in quickness of apprehension.

Ability supposes something done ; something by which the

mental power is exercised in executing, or performing, what

has been perceived by the capacity."—Graham's "English

Synonymes."

Abortive. An outlandish iise of this word may be oc-

casionally met with, especially in the newspapers. " A lad

was yesterday caught in the act of abortively appropriating a

pair of shoes." That is abortive that is untimely, that has

not been borne its full time, that is immature. We often

hear abortion used in the sense of failure, but never by those

.

that study to express themselves in chaste English.

Above. There is little authority for using this word as an

adjective. Instead of, "the above statement," say "the

foreijoiiKj statement." Above is also used very inelegantly for

viore than; as, "above a mile," "above a thousand "; also,

for beyond ; as, "above his strength."

Accident. See Castalty.

Accord. '

' He [the Secretary of the Treasm-y] was shown

through the building, and the information he desired was

accorded him."—Reporters' English.
'

' The heroes prayed, and Pallas from the skies

Accords their vow."—Pope.

The goddess of wisdom, when she granted the prayers of her

worshippers, may be said to have accorded ; not so, however.
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•when the clerks of our Sub-Ti'easiiry answer the inquiries of

their chief.

Accuse. See Blame it on.

Acquaintance. See Friend.

Ad. This al)breviation for the word advertisement is very

justly considered a gross vixlgarism. It is doubtful wliether

it is permissible under any circumstances.

Adapt—Dramatize. In speaking and in writing of

stage matters, tliese words are often misused. To adapt a

play is to modify its construction with the view of improving

its form for representation. Plays translated from one lan-

guage into another are usually more or less adapted ; i. e.

,

altered to suit the taste of the public before which the trans-

lation is to be represented. To dnrmatize is to change the

form of a story from the narrative to the dramatic ; i.e., to

anake a drama out of a story. In the first instance, the

product of the playwright's labor is cidled an udaj^fation ; in

the second, a dramatization.

Adjectives. "Very often adjectives stand where ad-

verbs might be expected ; as, ' drink deejj, ' ' this looks

strange,' 'standing erect.'

" We have also examples of one adjective qualifying an-

other adjective ; as, ' ivide open,' 'red hot,' ' the jm/e blue

sky.' Sometimes the corresponding adverb is used, but with

a different meaning; as, 'I found the way easy—easily'; 'it

appears clear—clearly.' Although there is a propriety in the

employment of the adjective in certain instances, yet such

forms as 'indifferent well,' 'extreme bad,' are grammatical

errors. ' He was interrogated relative to that circumstance,

'

should be relatively, or in relation to. It.is not unusual to say,

'I would have done it independent of that circumstance,' but

independently is the proper construction.
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" The employment of adjectives for advei'bs is accounted

for by the following considerations

:

"(1.) In the classical languages the neuter adjective may
be used as an adverb, and the analogy would appear to have

been extended to English.

"(2.) In the oldest English the adverb was regidarly

formed from the adjective by adding 'e,' as 'soft, softe,' and
the dropping of the 'e' left the adverb in the adjective form;

thus, 'cl(vne,' adverb, became 'clean,' and appears in the

phrase 'c/ean gone'; 'faste, fast,' 'to stick y«s<.' By a false

analogy, many adjectives that never formed adverbs in -e

M-ere freely used as adverbs in the age of Elizabeth :
' Thou

didst it excellent,' ^equal (for equally) good,' 'eDxeJlent well.'

This gives precedent for such errors as those mentioned

above.

" (.3.) There are cases where the subject is qualitied rather

than the verb, as with verbs of incomplete predication, 'being,'

'seeming,' 'arri^nng,'etc. In 'the matter seems clear,' ' clear'

is part of the predicate of ' matter. '
' They arrived ' nafe '

:

' safe ' does not qualify ' arrived, ' but goes with it to complete

the predicate. So, ' he sat silent,'' 'he stood _^?'m.' 'It comes

heautxfuV and 'it comes beautifully' have different meanings.

This explanation applies especially to the use of pai'ticiples as

adverbs, as in Southey's lines on Lodore ; the participial

epithets applied there, although appearing to modify 'came,'

are really additional predications about 'the water,' in ele-

gantly shortened form. ' The church stood fjleamiw) through

the trees ' :
' gleaming ' is a shortened predicate of ' church

'

;

and the full form would be, ' the church stood and gleamed.

'

The participle retains its force as such, while acting the part

of a coordinating adjective, complement to 'stood'; 'stood

gleaming' is little more than 'gleamed.' The feeling of ad

verbial force in 'gleaming' arises from the subordinate parti-
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cipial form joined with a verb, 'stood,' that seems capable of

predicating by itself. 'Passing strange' is elliptical : 'passing

(surpassing) tvhat is strange.' "—Bain.

" The comparative adjectives iviser, better, larger, etc., and

the conti-asting adjectives different, other, etc., are often so

placed as to render the construction of the sentence awkward ;

as, 'That is a much better statement of the case than yours,'

instead of 'That statement of the case is much better than

yours' ; 'Yours is a larger plot of ground than John's,' instead

of, ' Your plot of ground is larger than John's
' ;

' This is a

different course of proceeding /rom what I expected,' instead

of, ' This course of proceeding is different from what I ex-

pected ' ; ' I could take no otlier method of silencing him than

the one I took,' instead of, 'I could take no method of

silencing him other than the one I took."'—Gould's "Good

English," p. 69.

Administer. "Carson died from blows administered by

policeman Johnson."—"Xew York Times." If policeman

Johnson was as barbarous as is this use of the verb to ad-

minister, it is to be hoped that he was hanged. Governments,

oaths, medicine, affairs—such as the afFaii'S of the state—are

admiiiiMered, but not blows: they are dealt.

Adopt. This word is often used instead of to decide

upon, and of to take; thus, "The measures adopted [by

Parliament], as the result of this inquiry, will be productive

of good." Better, "The measures decided upon,''' etc. In-

stead of, "What course shall you adopt to get your pay?"

say, "What course shall you <«A-e," etc. Adopt is properly

used in a sentence like this : "The course (or measures) pro-

posed by Mr. Blank was adopted by the committee." That

is, what was Blank's was adopted by the committee—a correct

use of the word, as to adopt, means, to assume as one's own.

Adopt is sometimes so misused that its meaning is inverted.
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" Wanted to adopt, " in the heading of advertisements, not

unfreqiiently is intended to mean that the advertiser wishes

to be relieved of the care of a child, not that he wishes to

assume the care of one.

Aggravate. This word is often used when the speaker

means to provoke, irritate, or anger. Thus, "It aijtjravates

[provokes] me to be continually found fault with " ; "He is

easily CKjtjravated [irritated]." To aggravate means to make
worse, to heighten. We therefore v^ry. properly speak of

arjr/ravatinij circumstances. To say of a person that he is

a'jriravdted is as incorrect as to say that he is palliated.

Agriculturist. This word is to be preferred to agri-

ritlturalisf. See Conversationist.

Alike. This word is often most bunglingly coupled with

both. Thus, "These bonnets are both alike," or, worse still,

if possible, "both just alike." Tliis reminds one of the story

of Sam and Jem, wlio wei'e very like each other, especially

8am

.

All. See Universal.

All over, "The disease spread all over the country."

It is more logical and more emphatic to say, " Tlie disease

spread over all the country."

Allegory. An elaborated metaphor is called an allegory

;

both are tigurative representations, the words iised signifying

something beyond their literal meaning. Thus, in the

eightieth Psalm, the Jews are represented lunler tlie symbol

of a vine :

'
' Thou hast brought a vine out of Egypt : thou hast cast

out the heathen, and planted it. Thou preparedst room

before it, and didst cause it to take deep root, and it filled

the land. The hills were covered with the shadow of it, and

the boughs thereof were like the goodly cedars. She sent out

her boughs unto the sea, and her branches unto the river.
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Why hast thou then broken down hev hedges, so that all they

which pass by the way do pluck her? The boar out of the

wood doth waste it, and the wild beast of the field doth

devour it."

An allegory is sometimes so extended that it makes a

volume; as iu the case of Swift's "Tale of a Tub," Arbuth-

not's "John Bull," Bunyan's "Pilgi'im's Progi-ess," etc.

Fables and parables are short allegories.

Allow. This wottl is frequently misused in the West
and South, where it is made to do service for assert or to be of
opinion. Thus, "He alloios that lie has the finest horse in the

country."

Allude. The treatment this word has received is to be

specially regretted, as its misuse has wellnigh robbed it of its

true meaning, which is, to intimate delicately, to refer to

without mentioning directly. Allude is now very rarely used

in any other sense than that of to speak of, to mention, to

name, which is a long way from being its legitimate significa-

tion. |This degradation is doubtless a direct outcome of

untutorc'l desire to be fine and to use big words.

Alone. This word is often imjiroperly used for only.

That is alone which is unaccompanied ; that is only of which

there is no other. "Virtue alone makes us happy," means

that virtue unaided suffices to make us happy; "Virtue only

makes us happy," means that nothing else can do it—that

that, and that only (not alone), can do it. "This means of

communication is employed by man alone." Dr. Quackenbos

should have written, "By man only." See also Only.

Amateur—Novice. There is much confusion in the use

of these two words, although they are entirely distinct from

each other in meaning. An amateur is one versed in, or a

lover and practicer of, any particular pursuit, art, or science,

but not engaged in it professionally. A novice is one who is
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new or inexperienced in any art or business—a beginner, a

tyro. A professional actor, then, who is new and unskilled

in his art, is a novice and not an amateur. An amateur may
be an artist of great experience and extraordinary skill.

Ameliorate. "The health of the Empress of Germany
is greatly ameliorated, " Why not say improved ?

Among. See Between.

Amount of Perfection. The observant reader of pe-

riodical literature often notes forms of expression which are

perhaps best characterized by the word bizarre. Of these

queer locutions, amount of perfection is a very good example.

Mr. G. F. Watts, in the "Nineteenth Century," says, "An
amount of perfection has been reached which I was by no

means prepared for." What Mr. Watts meant to say was,

doubtless, that a defjree of exceUenceheid been reached. There

are not a few who, in their prepossession for everything

transatlantic, seem to be of opinion that the English language

is generally better written in England than it is in America.

Those who think so are counselled to examine the diction of

some of the most noted English critics and essayists, begin-

ning, if they will, with ISIatthew Arnold.

And. Few ^'a^lgarisms are more common than the iise of

and for to. Examples: "Come and see me before you go" ;

"Try and do what yoii can for him"; "Go and see your

brother, if you can." In such sentences as these, the proper

participle to use is clearly to and not a7id.

And is sometimes improperly used instead of or; thus,

"It is obvious that a language like the Greek and Latin"

(language?), etc., shoiild be, "a language like the Greek or

the Latin" (language), etc. There is no such thing as a Greek

and Latin langi;age.

Answer—Reply. These two words should not be used

indiscriminately. An 'an.nver is given to a qviestion ; 'a reply,
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to an assei'tion. When we are addressed, we answer ; when
we are accused, we reply. We anstoer letters, and ?-epIy to

any arguments, statements, or accusations they may contain.

Crabb is in error in saying that replies " are used in personal

liiscourse only." Replies, as well as ansivers, are written.

We very properly write, "I have now, I believe, ansivered all

your questions and replied to all your arguments." A
rejoinder is msi^^e to & reply. "Who goes there?" he cried;

and, receiving no answer, he fired. "The advocate replied to

the charges made against his client."

Anticipate. Lovers of big words have a fondness for

making this verb do duty for expect. Anticipate is derived

from two Latin words meaning before and to take, and, when
properly used, means, to take beforehand ; to go before so as

to preclude another ; to get the start or ahead of ; to enjoy,

possess, or suffer, in expectation ; to foretaste. It is, there-

fore, misused in such sentences as, "Her death is hourly

anticipated"; "By this means it is anticipated that the time

from Europe will be lessened two days.

"

Antithesis. A phrase that opposes contraries is called

an antithesis.

"I see a chief who leads my chosen sons.

All armed with points, antitheses, and puns."

The following are examples :

" Though gentle, yet not dull

;

Strong, without rage ; witliout o'erflowing, full.

"

" Contrasted faults through all their manners reign ;

Thougli poor, luxurious ; though submissive, vain ;

Though grave, yet trifling ; zealous, yet untrue ;

And e'en in penance planning sins anew."

The following is an excellent example of personification

and antithesis combined

:
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" Talent com-iuces; Genius Init excites:

That tasks the reason ; this the soul delights.

Talent from sober judgment takes its birth,

And reconciles the pinion to the earth ;

Genius unsettles with desires the mind,

Contented not till earth be left behind."

In the following extract from Johnson's "Life of Pope,"

individual peculiarities are contrasted by means of antitheses

:

'

' Of genius—that power which constitutes a poet ; that

quality without which judgment is cold, and knowledge is

inert ; that energy Avliich collects, combines, amplifies, and

animates—the superiority must, with some hesitation, be

allowed to Dryden. It is not to be inferred that of this

poetical vigor Pope had only a little, because Dryden had

more ; for every other writer, since Milton, must give place to

Pope ; and even of Diyden it must be said that, if he has

brighter paragi'aphs, he has not better poems. Dryden's per-

formances were always hasty, either excited by some external

occasion or extorted by domestic necessity ; he composed

without consideration and published without correction.

What his mind couM supply at call or gather in one excursion

was all that he sought and all that he gave. The dilatory

caution of Pope enabled him to condense his sentiments, to

multiply his images, and to accumulate all that study might

produce or chance might supply. If the flights of Di-yden,

therefore, are higher. Pope continues longer on the wing. If

of Dryden's fire the blaze is brighter, of Pope's the heat is

more regular and constant. Dryden often surpasses expecta-

tion, and Pope never falls below it. Dryden is read with

frequent astonishment, and Pope with perpetual delight.

Dryden's page is a natural field, rising into inequalities, and

diversified by the varied exuberance of abundant vegetation

;
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Pope's is a velvet lawn, shaven by the scythe, and leveled by

the roller."

There are foi'ms of antithesis in \^'hich the contrast is only

of a secondary kind.

Any. This worn is sometimes made to do ser\'ice for at

aU. We say • properly, "She is not any better"; but we
can not properly say, " She does not see any," meaning that

she is blind.

ATiybody else. "Public School Teachers are informed

that anybody else's is correct."—"Xew York Times," Sunday,

July .31, 1S81. An English writer says: "In such phrases as

anybody else, and the like, c'.sf is often put in the possessive

case; as, "anyboly else's servant'; and some grammarians
defend this use of the possessive case, arguing that somebody

else is a compound noun." It is better grammar and more
euphonious to consider else as being an adjective, and to form

the possessive by adding the apostrophe and s to the word
that else qualifies; thus, anybody's else, nobody's else, some-

body's else.

Anyhow. "An exceedingly vulgar phrase," says Pro-

fessor Mathews, in his "Words : Their Use and Abuse."

"Its use, in any manner, by one who professes to write and
speak the English tongue with purity, is unpardonable."

Professor Mathews seems to have a special dislike for this

colloquialism. It is recognized by the lexicographers, and I

think is generally accounted, even by the careful, permissible

in conversation, though incompatible with dignified diction.

Anxiety of Mind. See Equaximitv of Mixd.

Apostrophe. Turning from the person or persons to

whom a discourse is addressed and apn3aling to soma person

or thing absent, constitutes what, in rhetoric, is called the

apostrophe. The following are some examples

:
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*' gentle sleep,

Nature's soft nurse, how have I frighted thee,

That thou no more wilt weigh my eyelids down;

And steep my senses in forgetfillness ?"

*' Sail on, thou lone imperial bird

Of quenchless eye and tireless wing!"

"Help, angels, make assay!

Bow, stubborn knees ! and heart with strings of steel,

Be soft as sinews of the new-bo in babe

:

All may yet be well !

"

Appea.w See Seem.

Appreciate. If any word in the language has cause to

complain of ill-treatment, tliis one has. Appreclatf' n\a,i\ii, to

estimate y».s-^/(/—to set the true value on men or things, i,heir

worth, beauty, or advantages of any sort whatsoever. Thus,

an overestimate is no more appreciation than is an uuder-

estimate ; hence it follows that sush expressions as, "I

appreciate it, or her, or him, hl'jklii," can not be correct. We
value, or jjrize, things highly, not ai predate them highly.

This word is also very improperly made to do service for

rinfi, or increase, in value; thus, "Land appreciates rapidly in

the West." Dr. L. T. Townsend blunders in the use of

appreciate in hif " Art of Speech," vol. i, p. 142, thus : "The
laws of harmony . . . may allow copiousness ... in parts

of a discourse ... in order that the condensation of other

parts may be the more lilijhy « predated."

Apprehaai-Comprehend. The English often use the

first of these two words where we use the second. Both ex-

press an effort of the thinking faculty; but to apprehend is

simply to take an idea into the mind—it is the mind's first

effort—while to comprehend is fulli/ to understand. We are

dull or quick of apprehension. Children apprehend much that

they do not comprehend. Trench says :
'
'We apprehend many
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truths which we do not compreh'^nd.'" "Apprehend," says

Crabb, "expresses the weakest kiud of belief, the having [of]

the least idea of tlie presence of a thing."

Apt. Often misused for lihely, and sometimes for liable.

"What is he apt to be doing?" "Where shall I be ap^ to

find Kim?" "If properly directed, it will be apt to reach

me." In such sentences as these, likely is the proper word to

use. "If you go there, you will be apt to get into trouble."

Here either likely or liable is the proper word, according to

the thought the speaker would convey.

Arctics. See RnBBERS.

.Artist. Of late years this word has been appropriated

by the members of so many crafts, that it has wellnigh been

despoiled of its meaning. Your cook, your barber, your

tailor, your boot-maker, and so on to satiety, are all arlistn.

Painters, sculptors, architects, actors, and singers, nowadays,

generally prefer being thus called, rather than to be spoken

of as artists.

As. "Not as I know": read, "not that I know."
" This is not «••? good as the last" : read, " not so good." "It

may be complete so far as the specification is concerned "

:

correctly, "(w far as."

As, preceded by such or by same, has the force of a rela-

tive applj'ing to persons or to things. '
' He oifered me the

samfi conditions as he ofifered you." " Tlie samfe conditions

that " would be equally proper. See, also, Like.

Ascribe. See Impute.

At. Things are sold by, not at, auction. " The scene is

more beautiful at night tlian by day ": say, " by night."

At all. "It is not strange, for my uncle is King of

Denmark." Had Shakespeare written, "It is not at all

strange," it is clear that his diction would have been much
less forcible. "I do not wish for any at all"; "I saw no on©
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at all"; "If he had any desire at all to see me, he ^^o«ld

come where I am." The at all in Sentences like these is

superfluous. Yet there are instances in which the phrase is

certainly a very convenient one, and seems to be unobjection-

able. It is much used, and by good ^^•riters.

At best. Instead of at he-it and at word, we should say

at the best and at the worst.

At last. Sec At length.

At least. This adverbial phrase is often misplaced.

"'The Romans understood liberty at least as well as we.'

This must be interpreted to mean, 'The Romans understood

liberty as ludl. aft we understand liberty.' The intended

meaning is, ' tliat whatever things the Romans failed to

understand, they understood liberti/.' To express this

meaning we might put it thus: 'The Romans understood at

least libei-ty as well as we fZo'; liberty, at least, the Romans
understood as well as we do.' 'A tear, at least, is due to the

unhappy ' ; 'at least a tear is due to the unhappy' ; 'a tear is

due at least to the unhappy'; 'a tear is due to the unhappy

at least '—all express ditferent meanings. ' This can not, often

at least, hs done'; 'tliiscan not 1>e done o/<e», at least.' (1.

' It often happens that this can not be done.' 2. 'It does not

often happen that this can he done.') So, 'man is a'va>/s

capable of laughing'; 'man is capable of laughing ahruijs.'

"

—Bain.

At len^h. This phrase is often used instead of at last.

" At len/tk we mina,;rei to gat a,wa.y": rexd, "at last." "At
lenrjth we heard from him." To hear from any one at leiKjth

is to hear fully; i. e., in detail.

Authoress. With regard to the use of this and certain

other words of like formation, Mr. Gould, in his "Good
English," says: "Poet means simply a pei'son who writes

poetry ; and author^ in the sense under consideration, a person
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who writes poetry^ or prose—not a man who writes, but a

^^loj'.s^o)) who writes. Nothing in either word indicates sex;

and everybody Iinows that the fnnctions of both poets and

authors are common to both sexes. Hence, atttlioress and

poete.'is are superfluous. And tliey are superfluous, also, ia

auotlier respect—tliat they are very rarely used, indeed they

hardly can bs used, independently of the name of the writer,

as Mrs., or Miss, or a female Christian name. They are,

besides, philological absurdities, because they are fabricated

on the false assumption that their primaries indicate men.

They are, moreover, liable to the charge of affectation and

prettiness, to say nothing of pedantic pretension to accuracy.

"If the e-s's is to be permitted, thei'e is no reason for ex-

cluding it from ani/ noun that indicates a person; and the

next editions of our dictionaries may be made complete by

the addition of wrltresi, officeress, m%najeress, superintend

enlesi, secrelari/ess, treaaiirereaa, walkeress, talkeress, and so on

, to the end of the vocabulary.

"

Avocation. See Vocation

Bad cold. Inasmuch as colds are never rjood, why say a

bad cohXl We mxy talk about slhjht colds and severe colds,

but not about had colds.

Baggage. See Luggage.

Balance. This word is very frsr[uently and very erro-

neously used in the sense of rest, rem under. It properly

means the eccess of one thhirj over another, and in this sense

and in no other should it be used. Hence it is improper to

talk about the balance of the edition, of the evening, of the

money, of the toasts, of the men, etc. In such cases we
should say tlie rest ov the remainder.

Barbarism. Defined as an offence against good usage,

by the use of an improper word, i. e., a word that is antJ-
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quated or improperly formed. Preventative, enthxtse, agri-

culturalist, donatf., etc., are barbiirisms. See also Solecism.

Bean to. We not uufrequently hear a superfluous to

tacked to a sentence ; thus, "Where have you been tof^

Bag. We often see letters begin with the words, "1 beg

to acknowledge the receipt of your favor," etc. We should

write, "I heg leave to acknowledge," etc. No one would

say, " Ibeg to tell you," instead of, "I beg leave to tell you."

Begin — Commence. These words have the same

meaning ; careful speakers, however, generally prefer to use

the former. Indeed, tliere is rarely any good reason for

giving the preference to the latter. See also Commence.

Being buiit. See Is being built.

Belongings. An old idiomatic expression now coming

into use again.

Beside—Besides. In the later unabridged editions of

Webster's dictionary we find the following remarks con-

cerning the use of these two words :

'

' Bai'le and besides,

whether use^ as prepositions or adverbs, have been considered

synonymous from an early period of our literature, and have

been fi'eely interchanged by our best writers. . There is, how-

ever, a teiidoncy in present usage to make the following

distinction between them : 1 . That beside be used only and

always as a preposition, with the original meaning bi/ the side

of; as, to sit br-side a fountain ; or with the closely allied

meaning aside from, or out of ; as, this is beside our present

purpose: 'Paul, thou art7>esifie thyself
.

' The adverbial sense

to be wholly transferred to the cognate word. 2. That

besides, as a preposition, take the remaining sense, in addition

to ; as, besides all this ; besides the consideration here offered

:

'Thci'e was a famine in the land bemles the first famine.'

And that it also take the adverbial sense of moreover, beyond,
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etc., which had been divided between the words ; as, hesides,

there are other considemtious which belong to this case."

Best. See At best.

Between. This word is often misused for amoncj ; thus,

" The word /e/fow, however much in use it may be between

men, sounds very objectionable from the lips of women. "

—

"London Queen." Should be, amow.;''" men." Betiveen is

used in reference to two things, parties, or -persons ; among,

in reference to a greater number. " Castor and Pollux with

one soul hefweeii them." "You have amomj you many a

purchased slave."

Blame it on. Here is a gross vulgarism which we some-

times hear from persons of considerable culture. They use it

in the sense of accnae or suspect ; thus, "He b/ames it on his

brother," meaning that he accuses or suspects his brother of

having done it, or of being at fault for it.

Bogus. A colloquial term incompatible with dignified

diction.

Both. We sometimes hear such absurd sentences as,

" They bofli i-esemble each other very much " ; "They are both

alike "
;
" They hof/i met in the street." Both is likewise re-

dundant in the following sentence: "It performs at the same

time the offices both of tlie nominative and objective cases."

Bound. The use of this word in the sense of determined

is not only inelegant but indefensible. "I am bound to have

it," should be, " I am dffermintd to have it."

Bravery— Courage. The careless often use these two

words as though they were interchangeable. Brarcri/ is in-

born, is instinctive ; couraije is the pi-oduct of reason, calcula-

tion. Tliere is much merit in being courageous, little merit

in being bi'ave. Men who are simply brace are careless,

while the courageous man is always cautious. Brareri/ oiten

degenerates into temerity. Moral couraije is that firnmess of
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principle which enables a man to do what he deems to be his

duty, although his action may subject him to adverse

criticism. True moral courwjt is one of the rarest and most

admirable of virtues.

Alfred the Great, in resisting the attacks of the Danes,

displayed bravery ; in entering their camp as a spy, he dis-

played courage.

Bring—Fetch—Carry. The indiscriminate use of these

three words is very common. To briiKj is to convey to or

toward—a simple act ; to fetch means to go and bring—a com-

pound act ; to c(( /•/•(/ often implies motion from the speaker,

and is followed by aiuai/ or o^f, and thus is opposed to brinr/

and fetch. Yet one hears such expressions as, " Go to Mrs.

D.'s and brinrj her this bundle; and here, you may fetch her

this book also." We use the words correctly thus :
" I'etch,

or go bring, me an apple from the cellar"; "When you come
home bring some lemons "

;
'' Carry this book home with you."

Britisli against American English. "The most im-

portant peculiarity of American English is a laxity, irregu-

larity, and confusion in the use of particles. The same

thing is, indeed, observable in England, but not to the same

extent, though some gi'oss departures from idiomatic pro-

priety, such as different to for different from, are common in

England, which none but very ignorant persons would be

guilty of in America. ... In the tenses of the verbs, I am
•inclined to think that well-eflucated Americans conform more

closely to grammatical propriety than the corresponding class

in England. ... In general, I think we may say that, in

point of naked syntactical accuracy, the English of America is

not at all inferior to that of England ; but we do not dis-

criminate so precisely in the meaning of words, nor do we
habitually, in either conversation or in writing, express our-

selves so gracefully, or employ so classic a diction, as the
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English. Our taste in language is less fastidious, anrl oiir

licenses and inaceuracies are more frequently of a cli.u;icter

indicative of -want of reiinement and elegant culture than

those we hear in educated society in England."—Geoi-ge P.

Marsh.

British against Amsrican Orthoepy. "The causes

of the difforeacos in pronunciation [betA\een the English and

the Americans] are partly phj'sical, and therefore ditHcult, if

not impossible, to resist ; and pai'tly owing to a difference of

circumstances. Of this latter class of influences, the univer-

sality of reading in America is the most obvious and

important. The most marked difference is, perhaps, in the

lengtli or prosodical quantity of the vowels ; and both of the

causes I have mentioned concur to produce this effect. We
are said to draM'l our words by protracting the vowels and

giving them a more diphthongal sound than the English.

Now, an Englishman who reads will habitually utter his

vowels more fully and distinctly than his countryman who
does not; and, upon the same principle, a nation of readers,

like the Americans, will pronounce more deliberately and

clearly than a people so large a proportion of whom are

unable to read, as in England. From our universal habit of

reading, there results not only a greater distinctness o:

articulation, but a strong tendency to assimilate the spoken

to the written language. Thus, Americans incline to give to

every syllable of a written word a distinct enunciation ; and

the popular habit is to say dic-tion-ar-y, mil-it-ar-y, with a

secondary accent on the penultimate, instead of sinking the

thinl syllable, as is so common in Eugland. There is, no

doubt, something disagreeably stitF in an anxious and affected

conformity to the very letter of ortho ^raphy ; and to those

accustomed to a more hurried utterance we may seem to

drawl, when we are only giving a full expression to letters
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which, though etymologically important, the English habit-

ually slur over, sputtering out, as a S'.vedish satirist says, one

half of the word, and swallowing the other. The ten lency to

make the long vowels diphthongal is noticed by foreigners as

a peculiarity of the orthoepy of our language ; and this

tendency will, of course, be strengthened by any cause

which produces greater slowness a;id fullness of articulation.

Besides tlie intluence of the habit of reading, there is some

reason to think that climate is aftecting oiir articulation. In

spite of the coldness of our winters, our flora shows that the

climate of even our Northern States belongs, upon the wliole,-

to a more southern type than that of England. In southern

latitudes, at least within the temperate zone, articulation is

generally much more distinct than in the northern regions.

Witness the pronunciation of Spanish, Italian, Turkish, as

compared with p]nglish, Danish, and Germm. Participating,

then, in the physical influences of a southern climate, we have

contracted sonietliing of the more distinct articulation tliat

belongs to a dry atmosphere and a clear sky. And this view

of the case is confirmed by tiie fact that the inhabitants of

the Southern States incline, like the people of .'-outhern

Europe, to throw the accent toward the end of the word, and

thus, like all nations that use that accentuation, bring out all

the syllables. This we observe very commonly in the com-

parative Northern and Southern pronunci.?,tion of proper

names. I might exemplify by citing familiar iu stances ; but,

lest that .should seem invidious, it may suffice to say that,

not to mention more important changes, many a Nortliern

member of Congress goes to Washington a dacti/l or a trodiec,

and comes home an amphibrach or an iambvs. Why or how
external physical causes, as climate and modes of life, should

affect pronunciation, we can not say ; but it is evident that

material influences of some sort are producing a cliange in our
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bodily constitntion, and we are fast acquiring a distinct

national Anglo-American type. That the delicate organs of

articulation should participate in such tendencies is alto-

gether natural ; and the operation of the causes which give

rise to them is palpable even in our haiidwritiiig, which, if

not uniform with it-elf, is generally, nevertheless, so unlike

common English script as to be readily distinguished from it.

"To the joint operation, then, of these two causes

—

universal reading and climatic influences—we must asciibe

our habit of dwelling upon vowel and diphthongal sounds, or

of drawling, if that term is insisted upon. . . . But it is

often noticed by foreigners as both making us more readily

understood by them when speaking our own tongue, and as

connected with a flexibility of ori.an, which enables us to

acquire a better pronunciation of other languages than ia

usual with Englishmen. In any case, as, in spite of the old

adage, speecli is given us that we may mukc ourselves under-

stood, our drawling, however prolonged, is pi'eterable to the

nauseous, foggy, mumbling thickness of articulation which

characterizes the cockuej', and is not unfrequently aflected by

Englishmen of a better class."—George P. Marsh.

Bryant's Prohibited Words. See Index Expttega-

TORir.S.

But. This word is misused in various ways. "I do not

doubt hut he will be here" : .read, doubt that. "I should not

wonder iM<" : read, if. "I have no doubt hid that he will

go": suppi'ess 6^<^ "I do not doubt hut that it is true':

suppress but. "There can be no doubt hut that the burglary

is the work of professional cracksmen."—" Xew York

Herald." Doubt that, and not hut that. "A careful canvass

leaves no douljt hut that the nomination," etc. : suppress hut.

"There is no reasonable doubt hut that it is all it pro.'esses to

be": suppress but. "TJie mind no sooner entertains any
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proposition hut it presently hastens," etc. : read than, "No
otuor resource but this was allowed liim" : road, than.

By. See At.

Calculate. This word means to ascertain by computa-

tion, to reckon, to estimate ; and, say some of the purists, it

never means anything else when properly used. Jj this is

true, we can not say a thing is calculated to do harm, but

must, if we are ambitious to have our English irreproachable

choose some other form of expression, or at least some other

word, likely or apt, for example. Cobbett, however, says,

"That, to Her, whose great example is so well calculated to

inspire," etc.; and, "The first two of the three sentences are

well enough calculated for ushering," etc. Calculate is some-

times vulgarly used for intend, purpose, expect ; as, "He
calculates to get off to-morrow."

Caliber. This word is sometimes used very absurdly ;

as, "Brown's E3sa5-s are of a much higher caliber than

Smith's." It is plain that the proper word to use here is

order.

Cant. Cant is a kind of affectation ; affectation is an

effort to sail under false colors ; an effort to sail iiiider false

colors is a kind of falsehood ; and falsehood is a term of Latin

origin which we often use instead of the stronger Saxon term

LYIXG !

"Who is not familiar," Avrites Dr. William Matthews,

"with scores of pet phi'ases and cant terms which arc re-

peated at this diy apparently without a thouglit of their

meaning ? Who ever attended a missionary meeting without

hearing 'the Jlacedonian cry,' and an account of some ' little

interest' and 'fit-Ids whitR for the harvest'? Who is not

weary of the ding-dong of ' our Zion,' and the solecism of ' in

our midst
' ; and who does not long for a verbal millennium
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when Christians shall no longer ' feel to take ' and ' grant to

give '
?

"

"How much I regret," says Coleridge, "that so many
religious pei^ous of the present day think it necessary to

adopt a certain cant of manner and phraseology [and of tone

of voice] as a token to each other [one another] ! They im-

prove this and that text, and they must do so and so in a

prayerful w ay ; and so on,"

Capacity. See Ability.

Caption. This word is often used for headbi^, but, thus

used, it is condemned by careful writers. The true meaning

of caption is a seizure, an arrest. It tloes not come from a

Latin word meaning a liead, but from a Latin word meaning

to 8 ize.

Caret. Cobbett writes of the caret to his son: "The last

thing I shall mention under this head is the caret [a], which

is used to point upward to a part which has been omitted,

and which is inserted between the line where the caret is

placed and the line above it. Things should be called by

their right names, and this should be called the hlunder-mark.

I would have you, my dear James, scorn the use of the thing.

Tlibik before you write ; let it be your custom to mrite. cor-

recthj and in a plain fiaiid. Be careful that neatness, grammar,
and sen-ic prevail when you write to a blacksmith about
shoeing a horse as when you write on the most important
subjects. Habit is powerful in all cases ; but its power in

this case is truly wonderiul. Wiseu you write, bear con-

stantly in mind tliat some one is to read :\m\ to understand

what you write. This will make your hand-writing and also

your meaning p/ain. Far, I hope, from my dear James will

be the ridiculous, the contemptible affectation cf writing in a
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slovenly or illegible hand, or that of signing his name other-

wise than in plain letters."

Carry. See Bring.

Case. Many persons of considerable culture continually

make mistakes in conversation in the use of the cases, and we

sometimes meet with gross errors of this kind in the writings

of authors of repute. Witness the following :
" And every-

body is to know him except /."—George Me rideth in " The

Tragic Comedies," Eng. ed., vol. i, p. 33. "Let's you and /

go" : say, me. We can not say, Let 1 go. Properly, Let's

go. i. e., let us go, or, let you and me go. " He is as good as

me "
: say, as /. " She is as tall as him "

: say, as he. " You

are older than mfi" : say, than /. "Xobody said so but he "
:

say, but/(/m. "Every one can master a grief but he that

hath it": correctly, but him. "John went out with James

and i" : say, and me. "You are stronger than him": say,

than he. "Between you and /"
: say, and me. "Between

you and ihe>/" : say, and them. " He gave it to .John and /"

:

saj', ami me. "You told John and /": say, and ine. "He
sat between him and /"

: say, and me. "He expects to see

you and /"
: say, ami m^. "You were a dunce to do it.

Who? me .^" say,/. Supply the ellipsis, and we should have,

Who ? me a dunce to do it ? "Where are you going? Who?

me.^" say, /. We can't say, me going. " 1(7(0 do you nnan?"

say, whom. "Was it them?" say, they. "If I ?oas him, I

would do it": say, tc?re he. "If I wjs her, I would not go":

say, were she. "Was it him?" say, he. "Was it her?" say,

she. "For the benefit of those whom he thought were his

friends" : say, who. This error is not easy to detect on ac-

count of the pireuthetioal words that follow it. If we drop

them, the mistake is very apparent; thus, "For the benefit

of those wJtom were his friends."
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"On the supposition, "says Bain, " that the interrogative

vjlio lias inho n for its objective, the following are errors :

icho do you take me to be?' 'who should I meet the other

day?' '
'///(o is it by?' 'loho did you give it to?' ' icho to?

'who for?' But, considering that these expressions occur 7cith

the he-st v:nfers and speakers, that they are more energetic than

the other form, and that they lead to no amhi(juiti/, it may be

doubted whether grammarians have not exceeded their

province in condemning them.'

Cobbett, in writing of the pronouns, says : "When the re-

latives are placed in the se.itence at a distance from their

antecedents or verbs or prepositions, the ear gives us no

assistance. ' Who, of all the men in t!ie world, do you think

I saw to-day?' ' Who, for the sake of numerous services, the

office was given to.' In both these cases it should be whom.

Bring the verb in the first and the preposition in the second

case closer to the relative, as, icho I saw, to who the office ^vas

fjiren, and you see the error at once. But take care !
' Whom,,

of all the men in the world, do you think, ?/,'ffl.s chosen to be

sent as an ambas^id n-?' ' Whom, for the sake of his numerous

services, had an oliioe of honour bestowed upon him.' These

are nom'native ca^es. and ought to have ivho ; that is to say,

who was chosen, tcho had an office."

"Most grammaiians," says Dr. Bain, in his "Higher
English Grammar," "have laid down this rule: 'The verb to

be hx', the sams cise after as before it.' Macaulay censures

the following as a solecism: 'It was Am that Horace Walpole

called a man who never made a bad figure hut as an author.'

Tha :keray similarly adverts to the same deviation from tl>e

rule ;
' "Is that him?" said the lady in que-<t.ionuhle ijrammar.'

But, notwithstauiling this," continues Dr. Bain, "we certainly

hear in the actual speech of all classes of society such ex-

pressions as 'it was TJie,' 'it was him,,' 'it was her,' more
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frequently than the prescribed form.* 'This: shy creature, my
biuther say.--, is me' ; 'were it me, I'd show him the tliflereiice.'

—Clarissa Ilarlowe. 'It is not ihe\ you are in love with.'

—Aildison. 'If there is one character more base than another,

it is /lim who,' etc.—Sydney Smith. 'If I were/r<m'; 'if I

had been Ae/",' etc. Tlie authority of good writers is strong

un the si<le of objective forms. Tliere is also the analogy of

the Frencli language ; for while 'I am here' is_;'ft su'is ici, the

ansA\ er to * who is there ?' is 7noi (me) ; and cp-st moi (it is me)

is the legitimate phiase—never c^estje (it is I)."

But inol, according to all Frencli grammarians, is very

often in the nominative c.ise. Moi is in the nominative case

whon used in reply to "Who is there?" and also in the

phi-ase " C'est moi," which makes "It is /" the correct trans-

lation of the phrase, and not "It is me." The French

equivalent of "I! I am here," is "Moi! je suis ici." The

Frenchman uses moi in the nominative case whence would be

inharmonious. Euphony with him is a matter of move im-

portance than grammatical correctness. Bescherelle gives

many examples of moi in the nominative. Here are two of

them: '•^b)n avocat et moi sommes de cet a\is. Qui veut

aller avec lui? Moi.'' If we use such phraseology as "It is

me," we nuist do as the French do—consider me as being in

the nominative case, and offer eiqilionij as our reason for thus

using it.

When shall we put nouns (or pronouns) preceding verbal,

or participial, nouns, as they are called by some grammarians

* It til's is true ill Kirjland, it is not true in America. Nowh' le in

the United states is such "questionable graii.niar" as this frequeiitiy

heard in cultivated circles.

t "It may be confidently affirmed that with good spea'vers, in the

case of iief;iiti.n, not me U the iis,:al piaclice."—Bain. This, I confidently

atiirm, is not true in America.— A. A.
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—infinitives in imj, as they are called by others— in the pos-

sessive case ?

" ' I am surprised at John's (or his, yonr, etc.) refusinrf to

go. '
' I am surprised at John (or him, you, etc. ) rejusinf/ to go.

'

[In the latter sentence rejitsivg is a participle.] The latter

construction is not so connnon with pronouns as with nouns,

especially with such nouns as do not readily take the possessive

form. ' They prevented him {/oin</ forward '
: better, ' They

pievented his goin(j forward.' 'He was dismissed without

any reason beinr/ assigned.' 'The boy died tbi-ough his

clothes fieinr/ burned.' ' We hear little of any connection being

kept up between the two nations.' 'The men rowed vigor-

ously for fear of the fide turning against us.' But most

examples of the construction inithout the possessive form are

OBVIOUSLY DOE TO MERE SLOVEXLISESS. . . . 'In case of

}iour being absent': here being is an infinitive [vcr1)al, or

p.irticipial, noun] qualified by the possessive ?/o(/j\ 'Incase

of yon being present': here being would have to be construed

as a pa\'ticiple. The possessive construction is, in this case, the

jirimiiive and regular construction; the other ls a mere
lap.se. The difiiciiltj' of adliering to the postessive form

occurs when the subject is not a person: 'It does not seem
safe to rely on the rule of demand, creating supply': in

strictness, 'Demand's creating supply.' 'A petition was pre-

sented against the license being granted. But for the awk-
wardness of extending the possessive to impersonal subjects,

it would be right to say, 'against the license's being granted.'

'He had conducted the ball without any compliant being urged

igainst him.' The possessive wouhl be suitable, but unde-

sirable and unnecessary."— PiofessoV Alexander Bain.

"Tiiongh the ordinary syntax of t'le possessive case is

sufficiently plain and easy, there is, perliaps, among all the

puzzling ar.d <!isputrable points of grammar, nothing mere
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• Ufficult of decision than are some (questions that occur re-

s|)ei;tiiig the right management of this case. The observations

that have been made show that possessives before participles

are seklom to be appproved. The following example is mani-

festly inconsistent with itself; and, in my opinion, the three

possm.'-ive^ are all icrony: 'The kitchen, too, now begiiis to

give dreadful note of preparation ; not from armorers accom-

plishing the knights, but from the shopmuid's chopping force-

meat, the apprentice's cleaning knives, and the.juurnei/man's

receiving a practical lesson in the art of waiting at table.'

' The daily instances of men's dying around us.' Say ratlier,

'Of men dying around us.' The leading word in sense ought

not to be made the adjunct in construction."—Goold Brown.

Casualty. This word is often heard with the incorrect

addition of a syllable, casualifi/, which is not recognized by

the lexicographers. Some writers object to the word casualty,

and always use its synonym accident.

Celebrity. "A number of celebrities witnessed the first

representation." This word is frequently used, especially in

the newspapers, as a concrete telm ; but it would be better to

use it ill its abstract sense only, and in sentences like the one

above to say di.stin;/i(i-i/ied per.-ions.

Character—Reputation. These two words are not

synonyms, though often used as such. Character means the

sum of distinguishing qualities. "Actions, looks, words,

steps, form the alphabet by which you may spell characters."

—Lavater. Reputation means the estimation in which one is

held. One's reputation, then, is what is thought of one's

character ; consequently, one may have a good reputation and

a bad character, or a good character and a bad reputation.

Calumny may injure repidation, but not character. Sir Peter

does not leave his character beliind him, but his reputution—
his (jood name.
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Cheap. The flictionaries define this adjective as meaning,

tearing a low price, or to be had at a low price ; but nowa-

days good usage makes it mean that a thing may be had, or

has been sold, at a bargain. Hence, iu order to make sure of

being understood, it is better to say loto-priced, when one

means iow-priced, than to use the word cheaiK What Ls low-

priced, as everybody knows, is often dtar, and what is high-

priced is of;en clieap. A diamond necklace might be cheap at

ten thousand dollars, and a pinchbeck necklace dear at ten

dollars.

CJierubiia, The Hebrew plural of dtcruh. "We are

authorized," says Dr. Campbell, "both by use and analogy,

to say eit'ier cheruhs and sentp/is, according to the English

idiom, or cherubim and seriip/tim, according to the Oriental.

The former suits better the familiar, the latter the solemn,

style. As the words eherubhn and seraphim are plui'al, the

terms r/icruhims and seraphims:, as expressing the plural, are

quite iujproper."—"Philosophy of Rhetoric."

Citizen. This word properly means one who has certain

political lights ; when, therefore, it i.s used, as it often is, to

designate 2>ersons who may be aliens, it, to say the least, be-

trays a want of care in the selection of woi'ds, "Several

citizens were iujm-ed by the explosion." Here some other

word

—

persons, for example—should be used.

Clever. In this country the word clecer is most unpro-

perly used in the sense of good-natuied, well-disposed, good-

hearted. It is properly used in the sense in which we are

wont most inelegantly to use the word smart, though it is a

less colloquial term, and is of wider application. In England

the phrase "a clever man" is tlie equivalent of the Freucli

phrase, " i<» homme d'eaprit." The word is propeily used in

tlie following sentences : "Every work of Archbishop Whately

must be an object of interest to the admirers of clever reason-
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ing " ; " Col)b€tt's letter . , . very clever, bnt very niischieV'

ous" ; "Bonaparte was eertaiuly as clever a man as ever liveil."

Giimax. A clause, a sentence, a paragraph, or any liter-

ary composition \vliatsoe\ er, i* said to end witl» a climax;

when, hy an artistic airangement, the more eflfective is made
to follow the less effective m regular gradation. Any groat

departure from the ortler of ascending strengtli is c;dled an

anti-cU'mux. Here are some examples of climax :

"Give all diligence; add to your faith, virtue; and to

virtue, knowledge ; and to knoM ledge, temperance ; and to

temperance, patience ; and to patience, go<lliness ; and to

godliness, brotherly kincbiess^ and to brotherly kindness,

charity."

"What is every year of a wise n"Kin's life but a criticism on

the past ! Those whose- life is the shortest live long enough to

laugh at one-lialf of it ; the boy despises the infant, the man
the boy, tlie sa-ge both, and the Christian all."

'

' What a piece of work is nuin I how noble in reason 1 how
infinite in faculties I in form and moving, how express and

admirable ! in action, how like an angel 1 in apprehension,

how like a god !

"

Co. The prefix co should be used only when the word to

which it is joined begins with a vowel, as in co-eval, co-

uicilent, co-oj>ira(e, etc. Con is used when the word begins

with a consonant, as in con-temporary, con-junction, etc. Co-

puriner is an exception to tiie rule.

Commence. The Britons use or misuse this w ord in a

mannei" pe'cnhar to themselves. They say, for example,

"commenced merchant," "commenced actor," "commenced

politician," and so on. Dr. Hall tells us that commence has

))een employed in the sense of "begin to be," "become," "set

up as," by first-class writers, for more than two centuries.

Careful speakers make i^mail use of commence in any sense ;
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they prefer to use its Saxou equivalent, begitK See, also,

Beg IX.

Comparison. AVhen only two objects are compared, the

comparative ami uot the superlative degree should be used

;

thus, " Mary is the okier of the two"' ; "John is the sfronijer

of the two" ;
" Brown is the richer of the two, and the riches^

man in the city' 4 " Whicli is the 7iiore desirable, health or

wealth?" "Which is the most desirable, health, wealth, ur

geiuus?"
" Of two such lessons, why forget

The tiohler and the manUer oae ?"

Completed. This word is often incorrectly used for

_fiii't.-th<iL That is complete which lacks nothing ; that is

Jinished which has had all dcine to it that was intendeiL The

builder of a house may finish it and yet leave it very iii-

compffite.

Condign. It is safe to say that most of those who use

this word do not know its meaning, which is, suitable, de-

served, merited, proper. "'His endeavors shall not lack con-

difjH praise" ; i. e., his endeavors shall not lack proper or

their merited praiss. "A villain condhjnhj pnnished" is a

villaio punished accordinif to hia desei'ta. To use rondiijn in

the sense of severe is just -as incorrect as it w ould l>e to use

desercd or merited in the sense of seixre.

Confirmed Invalid. This phrase is a convenient mode
of expressing the idea it conveys, but it is difficidt to defend,

inasmneh as confirmed means strengtlieneil, established.

Consequence. Tins word is sometimes used instead of

imiorliin/y vv moment ; as, '"They were all persons of more
or less conscquen-ce" : read, "of more or less imjmrlance.'^
*' It is a matter of uo consequence'" : i-ead, "of no moment."

Consider. "This word," says Mr. Richard Grant White,

in his • Words and Their Uses," "is perverted from its
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meaning by most of those who nse it.'' Conshler means, to

meditate, to deliljerate, to reflect, to revolve in the mind ;

ami yet it is made to do senice for f/nnL\ siipjjose, and regard.

Thus: "1 consider his conv^e very nnjustifiable " ; "I have

always considered it my duty," etc. ; " I consider h'm as being

the cleveiTest man of my acquaintance."

Contemptible. This wx>rd is sometimes used for con-

te'fnpfuous. Ab old story says that a man once said to Dr.

Parr, "Sir, I have a contemptible opinion of you." "That
does not siirprise me," returned the Doctor; "all your

opinions are eontemjjfib/e." What is worthless or weak is

eontentpfihle. Despicable is a word tliat expresses a still more
intense degi'ee of the contemptible. A traitor is a despicable

character, while a poltroon is only confemittihle.

Continually. See Pekfetuaixy.

Continue on. Tlie on in this phrase is genemlly super-

fluous. "We eontim>ed on our way" is idioinatic English, and

is more euphonious tlian the sentence would be withwit the

particle. The meaning is, *' We ctMitinued to travel on otir

way." In such sentences, howevei, as "Continue o«." "He
continued to read O)," "The fever continued on for some
hours," and the like, the on generally serves no purpose.

Conversationist. This wonl is to he preferred to con-

versationa'ist. Mr. Kichard Grant White says that conversa-

tiona-ist and ai/ricidtiiral/gf are inadmissible. Ob the other

hand. Dr. Fitzedward Hall says ; '^' As for conversationiiit and

conversationali.<;t, atp-ieulturisf and arp-iciiIttiraOst, as all are

alike legitimate formations, it is for convention to decide

which we are to prefer."

Convoke—Convene. At one time and another there has

been some discussion with regard to the correct nse of these

two worils. According to Crabb, " Tliere is nothing impera-

tive on the part of those that oasemli/e, or confene, and nothing
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binding on those asf:emhled, or convened: one assemhles, or

conrenfft, by invitation or request; one attends to the notice

or not, at plcasui'e. Convoke, on the other hand, is an act oj

outhorUij ; it is the call of one who has the authority to give

the call ; it is heeded by those who feel themselves bound to

attend." Properly, then, President Arthur ronrohes, not

convene!^, the Senate.

Corporeal—Corporal. These adjectives, though regarded

as sj'nonjMns, are not used indiscriminately. Corporal is

used in I'efereiice to the body, or animal frame, in its proper

sense ; corporeal, to the animal substance in an extended sense

—opj»osed to spiritual. Corporcd punishment; corpornd ov

material form or substance.

"That to CO *7w/Y-r(? substances could add

Speed most spiritual."—Milton.

" What seemed corporal

Melted as breath into the wind."—Shakespeare.

Couple. In its primitive signification, this word does not

mean simply two, but two that are united by some bond ;

siich as, f(.r example, the tie that unites the sexes. It has,

however, been so long used to mean two of a kind considered

together, that in tliis sense it may be deemed permissible,

though the substitution of the word two for it would often

materially improve the diction.

Courage. See Bravery.

Crime—Vice—Sin. The confusion that exists in the use

of these words is due largely to an imperfect understanding

of their respective meanings. Crime is the violatirn of the

law of a state ; hence, as the laws of states differ, what is

crime in one state may not be crime in another. Vice is a

course of wrong-doing, and is not modified either by countiy,

religion, or condition. As for ain, it is very difficult to define

what it is, as what is sinfi.U in the eyes of one man may not
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be siuful in the eyes of another ; what is sinful in the eyes of

a Jew may not be sinful in the eyes of a Christian ; and what
is sinful in the eyes of a Cln-istian of one country may not be

sinful in the eyes of a Christian of another country. In the

clays of slavery, to harbor a runaway slave was a crime, but

it was, in the eyes of most people, neither a t'ice nor a sin.

Crushed out. " The rebellion was f[iia,\ly crushed out."

Out of what? We may crush the life out of a man, or crush

a man to death, an<l crush, not crush out, a rebellion.

Cultured. This word is said to be a product of Boston

—an excellent place for anybody or anything to come from.

Many persons object to its use on the ground that there can

be no such participial adjective, because there is no verb iu

use from which to form it. We have in use the substantive

culture, but, though the dictionaries recognize the verb to

culture, we do not use it. Be this objection valid or be it not,

cultured having but two syllables, while its synonym cultivated

has four, it is likely to find favor with those who employ

short words when they convey their meaning as well as long

f^'ies. Other adjectives of this kind are, moneyed, whiskered,

slippered, lettered, talented, cottaged, lilied, anguished,

gifted, and so forth.

Curious. This word is often used instead of sframje or

remarkable. ^' A curious fact" : better, ''
a, remarkable inct.'^

''A curious proceeding": better, "a strange proceeding."

Dangerous, "He is pretty sick, but not danijerous.'"

Dangerous people are generally most dangerous when they are

most vigorous. Say, rather, " He is sick, but not in dniujer."

Dearest.
'

' A gentleman once began a letter to his bride

thus: 'My dearest Maria.'. The lady replied: 'My dear

John, I beg that you will mend either your morals or your

grammar. You call me your ^'dearest Maria"; am I to

understand that you have other Marias?' "—Moon's "Bad
English,"
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Deceiving. "You are '/cmr/Hf/ me."' Not uufreqnently

decdvlnr/ is used when the speaker means tri/imj to deceive. It

is when we do not expect deception that we are deceived.

Decimate. This word, meaning as it properly does to

tithe, to take the tenth pai't, is hardly permissible in the

sense in wliieh it is used in such sentences as, " The regiment .

held its position, though terribly decimated by the enemy's

artillery. " '
' Though terribly tithed " would be equally correct.

Demean. This word is sometimes erroneously used in the

sense of to debase, to dl-si/race, to htimb/e. It is a reflexive

verb, and its true meaning is to behave, to carry, to conduct

:

as, " Hq demean a /t<ryi.se//' in a gentlemanly manner," i.e.. He
heha.ves, or carriets, or conduct'^, himself in a gentlemanly

manner.

Denude. " The vultui'e," says Brande, "has some part

of the head and sometimes of the neck denuded of feathers."

Most birds might be denuded of the feathers on theiV heads ;

not so, however, the vulture, for his head is always feather-

less. A thing can hot be denndcd of what it does not have.

Denuding a vulture's head and neck of the feathers is like

dentidin;/ an eel of its scales.

Deprecate. Strangely enough, this word is often used in

the sense of disapprove, censure, condemn ; as, " He depre-

cates the whole proceeding"; "Your course, from first to last,

is universally dejjrecuted" But, according to the authorities,

the word really means, to endea\or to avert by prayer ; to

pray exemption or deliverance from ; to beg ofl' ; to entreat

;

to urge against.

" Daniel kneeled upon his knees to deprecate the captivity

of his people."—Hewyt.

Despite, This woi-d is often incorrectly preceded by in.

and followed by of; thus, "/« despite q/'all our efforts to de-

tain him, he sot out"; which should be, "Despite all our

efforts," etc., or, " In spite o/all our effoi'ts," etc.
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Determined. .See BorNo.

Diction. This is a general term, and is applicable to a

single sentence or to a connected composition. Bad diction

may be due to errors in grammar, to a confused disposition of

words, or to an impi'oper use of words. Diction, to be good,

requires to be only correct and clear. Of excellent examples

of bad diction there are very many in a little work by Dr. L.

T. Townsend, Professor of Sacred Rhetoric in Boston Univer-

sity, the first volume of which has lately come under my
notice. The first ten lines of Dr. Townsend's preface are :

"The leading genius ^ of the People's College at Chautauqua

Lake, with a [the?] view of providing for his course 2 a text-

book, asked for the publication of the folloAving law's and

principles of speech."

"The author, not seeing sufficient reason for witli holding

what had been of much practical benefit = to himself, con-

sented.

«

"The subject-matter herein contained is an outgrowth

from " occasional instructions * given 9 while occupying the

chair *" of Sacred Rhetoric."

1. The phi-ase lending ycniuit is badly chosen. Founder,

projector, head, organizer, principal, or president— some one

of these terms would probably have been appropriate. 2.

AVhat course? Race-course, course of ethics, jesthetios,

rhetoric, or what?* 3. "The following laws and prin-

ciples of speech." And how came these laws and principles

in existence ? Who made them ? We are to infer, it would

seem, that Professor Townsend made them, and that the

world would have had to go without the laws that govern

language and the principles on which language is formed had

it pleased Professor Townsend to withhold them. 4. " <? ffi-

* Should be, a texUbook for his course, and not, for his conrse a text-

hook.
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c'lent reason" ! Then there were reasons why Professor To^tis-

end ought to have kept these good things all to himself

;

only, they were not snfficienf. 5. "Practical lienefit"! Is

there any such thing as impractical henefit? Are not all

benefits pi'actical ? and, if they are, "what purpose does the

epithet prnctical serve? G. Consented to what? It is easy

to see that the Doctor means acceded to the request, but he is

a long way from saying so. The object writers usually have

in view is to convey thought, not to set their readers to

guessing. 7. 7%p 02'/^ro?rM o/ would be English. 8. "Occa-

sional instructions" ! Very vague, and well calculated to set

the render to guessing again. 9. Given to whom? 10. " The

chair." The definite article made it necessarj' for the writer

to specify what particular chair of Sacred Rhetoric he meant.

These ten lines are a fair specimen of the diction of the

entire volume.

Page 131. "To render a rfiven arnbiffiioiis or unintelligible

sentence transparent, the following suggestions are recom-

mended." The words in italics are unnece.^savy, since what

is ambiguous is unintelligible. Then who has ever heard of

recommendiiKj sufjriedionx ?

Dr. Townsend speaks of mnsterhirj a siJyject before puh-

UsJihiff it. Publishing a subject ?

Page 133. " Violations of simplicity, whatever the type,

show either that the rniud oj the writer is tainted with aflfect-

ation, or etse that an effort is vialcing to conceal conscious

poverty of sentiment under loftiness of expression." Here

is an example of a kind of sentence that can be mended in

only one way— by rewriting, which might be done thus :

Violations of simplicity, whatever the type, show either that

the writer is tainted Avith affectation, or that he is making an

effort to conceal poverty of thought under loftiness of expres-

sion.
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Page 143. "Tin's qunJUy is fully stated and recommended/'

etc. Who has ever heard of slatiiif/ a qualUi//

On page 145 Dr. Townsend says : "A person can not read

a single book of poor style without having his own style

vitiatecL' A book of poor U'/le is an awkward expression, to

say the least. A .litiffle hadly-icrittfii hool: would have been

unobjectionable.

Page 160. "The pi-esented picture produces instantly a

definite effect." Why this unusual disposition of words?

Wliy not say, in accordance with the idiom of tixe language,

"The picture presented instantly produces," etc. ?

Page 161. "The boy studies . . . geography and hates

everything connected with the sea and land." Why the lx)y?

As there are few things besides seals and turtles that are

connected with the sea and land, the boy in question has few

things to hate.

On page 175, Dr. Townsend heads a chapter thus: ^^ Art

of acquiring Slcill in the use of Poetic .Speech.'" This reminds

one of the man who tried to lift himself over a fence by

taking hold of the seat of his breeches, "7/o«' to acquire

skill" is probably what is meant.

On page 232,
'

' Jeremy Taylor is among the best models of

long sentences which are both clear and logical." .Jeremy

Taylor is a clear and logical long sentence ? I True, our

learned rhetorician says so, but he doesn't mean it. He
means, " In Jeremy Taylor we find some of the best examples

of long sentences which are at once clear and logical."

>Since the foregoing was written, the second volume of

Professor Townsends "Art of Speech" has been published.

In the brief preface to this volume we find this characteristic

sentence :

'
' The author has felt that clergymen more than

those of other professions will study this treatise." The ante-

cedent of the I'elativc those being clergymen, the sentence, it
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will be perceived, says: "The aiitlior has felt that clerpi/men

mna than clerniinvn of other prof<i.-i>iions will study this

treatise." Comme:it on such "art" as Professor Townsend's

is not necessary.

I find several noteworthy examples of bad diction in an

article in a recent number of an Australian magazine. The

following are some of them :
" Lanje capikd always manages

to make /!.«fi/^'master of the situation ; it is the small capitalist

and the small landholder that woidd suffer," etc, Should be,

" The larr/e capitalist . . . hirn-fplf" ate. Again: "The small

farmer would . . , l>s despoiled . , . of the roeagi-e profit

which streiiuoug kl1x^r had conquered from the reluctant soil.'^

Not only are the epithets in italics superfluous, aod conse-

quently weakening in their effect, but idioni does not permit

ntreiiuou» to be used to qualify labor : hard lalx)r and strenuous

effort. Again :
" Capital has always the choice of a large

,
field " Should be, "the choice offered by a large field."

Again: "Should capital bs withdrawn, tenements would

soon prove insufficient." Sho ild be; ''the number of tene^

meuts woukl," etc. Again: "Men of wealth, therefore,

would find their Fifth Avenue mansions and their summer
villas a little more burdened with taxes, but with this in-

crease happily l>alanced by the exemption of their bonds and
mortgageij, their plate and furniture," The tlioiiglit here is

so simple that we easily divine it ; but, if we look at the

sentence at all carefully, we find that, though we supply the

ellipses in the most charitable manner possible, the sentence

really says : "Men would find their mansions more burdened,

but would find them with tiiis increased burden happily

balanced by the exemption," etc. The sentence should have

been framed somewhat in this wise : "Men . . . would find

tiieir . . . mansions . . . moie burdened with taxes, but

this increase in the taxes on their real es'.atc would be happily
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balanced by the exemption from taxation of their bonds,

mortgages, plate, and furniture." Again :
" Men generally

. . . would be inclined to laugh at the idea of intrusting the

modern politician with such gigantic opi>ortunities for en-

riching his favorites." We do not intrust one another with

opporlunilks. To enrich would better the diction. Again;

"The value of land that has accrued from labor is not ... a

just object for confiscation." Correctly: " The value of land

that has resultiid from labor is not ju-st/i/ ... an object of

confiscation." Accrue is properly used more in the sense of

ffjiio/itaneotis f/roivtfi. Again: "If the state attempts to con-

fiscate this increase by means of taxes, either rentals will

increase correspondingly, or such a check will be put upon

</*i; growth of each place and all the enterprises connected vith

it that greater injuiy would be done than if things had been

left untouched." We liave here, it will be obsei-ved, a con-

fusion of moods ; the sentence begins in the indicative and

ends in the conditional. The words in italics are worse thau

superfluous. Kewritten : "If the state should attempt to

confiscate this increase by means of taxes, either rentals ivould

increase correspondingly, or such a check icould be put upon

growth and enterprise that greater injui-y would," etc.

Again: "The theory that land ... is a boon oi Nature, to

which every person has an inalienable right equal to every

other person, is not new." The words theory and boon are

here misused. A theory is a system of suppositious. The

things man receives from Xature are 'fijts, not boons: the gift

of reason, the gift of speech, etc. The sentence shoulil be :

"The declaration (or ass':rtion) that land ... is a gift of

Nature, to which every person has an inalienable right equal

to that of any other person, is not new." Or, more simply

and quite as forcibly : "... to which one person has an in-

alienable right equal to that of another, is not new. " Or,
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more simply still, and more forcibly: ". . . to which one

m,un has as good a right as another, is not new." By substi-

tuting the word man for person, we have a word of one

syllable that expresses, in this connection, all that the longer

word expresses. The fewer the syllables, if the thought be

fully expressed, the more vigorous the dictic*a. Inalienability

being foreign to the discussion, the long word inalienable only

incumbers the sentence.

" We have thus ' passed in review^ tlie changes and im-

provenientss which the revision contains^ in the First Epistle

to the Corinthians. It has' not, indeed,^ been possible to re-

fer to ' them all ; but so many illustrations have been given

in 9 tlie several classes describtjd that the reader will have i" a

satisfactory '^ survey of the whole subject. Whatever may
be said of other portions '- of the New Testament, we think

it will be generally admitted that in this Epistle the changes

have improved the old" translation. They are such as^*

make the English version i- conform more completely ^^ to the

Greek original. If this be'" true, the revisers have done a

good work for the Church.'* If it be true^^ with regard to

all the New Testamsnt boiks, the work which they have

<lone will remain -» a blessing to the readers of those books

for-' generations to come. But the blessing will be only in

the clearer presentation of the Divine truth, and, therefore,

it will be only to the glory of God."

Tills astonishingly slipshod bit of composition is from the

pen of the Rav. Dr. Timothy Dwight. If the learned Pro-

feisor of Divinity in Yale College deemed it worth while to

give a little thought to manner as well as to matter, it is

probable that his diction would be very different fiuni what it

is ; and, if he were to give a few minutes to the making of

verbal corrections in the foregoing paragraph, he would per-

haps, do something like this : 1, change (hits to now ; 2, write
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so?He o/" the changes ; 3, strike out and improrement» ; 4, for

contains cJiaixje-o substitute some other form of expression ; 5,

instead of A«.s been, write iran ; 6, strike out hideed ; 7, in-

stead of refer (o, write cite; 8, change i/ln-'itralions to examples;

9, instead of in, write of; 10, instead of the reader rnU have,

write t/ie reader icill he able to (jet ; 11, change sati.factorij to

tolerable; 12, change portions to parts; 13, not talk of the

old translation, as we liave no new one ; 14, strike out as

superfluous the ^vords are aneli as ; 15, change version to text

;

16, substitute nearhi for completely, which does not admit

of comparison; 17, substitute the indicative for the condi-

tional; 18, end sentence with the word work; 19, introduce

also after be ; 20, instead of remain, in the sense of be, use be

;

21, introduce the after for. As for the last sentence, it re-

minds one of Mendelssohn's " Songs without Words," though

here we have, instead of a song and no words, words and no

song, or rather no meaning. As is often true of cant, we
have here simply a syntactical arrangement of words signify-

ing—nothing.

If Professor Dwight were of those who, in common with

the Addisons and Macaulays and Newmans, think it worth

while to give some attention to diction, the thought conveyed

in the paragraph under consideration would, perhaps, have

been expressed somewhat in this wise :

"We have now passed in review some of the changes that,

in the re\ision, have been made in the First Epistle to the

Coi-inthians. It was not possible to cite them all, but a suffi-

cient number of examples of the several classes described

have been given to enable the reader to get a tolerable survey

of the whole subjeci;. Whatever may be said of the other

parts of the New Testament, we think it will be geneially

admitted tliat in this Epistle the changes have improved the

translation. They make the English text conform more
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nearly to the Greek. This being true, the revisers have done

a good work ; and, if it be also true with regard to all the

New Testament books, the work which they have done will

be a blessing to the readers of these books for the generations

to come."

Die with, Man and brute die of, and not tcith, fevers,

consumption, the plague, pneumonia, old age, and so on.

Differ. Writers differ /Vom one another in opinion with

regard to the particle we should use with this verb. Some

say they differ icUh, lotheis that they differ from, their neigh-

bors in opinion. The weight of authority is on the side of

always using /"rom, though A may differ with C from D in

opinion with regard, say, to the size of the fixed stars. "I

differ, as to this matter, from Bishop Lowth.' —Cobbett.

Different to is heard sometimes instead of different from.

Directly. The Britons have a way of using this word in

the sense of when, as soon as. This is quite foreign to its true

meaning, which is immediately, at once, straightway. They

say, for example, " Directl;/ he reached the city, he went to

his brother's." " Directly he [the saint] was dead, the Arabs

sent his woollen shirt to the sovereign."—"London Xews.

"

Dr. Hall says of its use in the sense of as soon as: "But, after

all, it may simply anticipate on the English of the future."

Dirt. This word means filth or anything that renders

foul and unclean, and means nothing else. It is often im-

properly used for earth or loam, and sometimes even for sand

or gravel. We not unfrequently hear of a dirt road when an

unpaved I'oad is meant.

Discommode, This word is rarely used ; incommode is

accounted the better form.

Disremember. This is a woi-d vulgailj' used in the sense

oiforr/et. It is said to be more frequently heard in the South

than in the North.
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Distinguish. This verb is sometimes impi-operiy used foi

dhcr'iiiiinali-. We di-ifhufukh by means of the senses as well

as of tlie luulerstanding ; we dhcrimhiate by means of the

understanding only. "It is difficult, in some cases, to rrw-

t!n(/tiish bc'(u:ee>i," etc.: should be, "It is difficult, in some

cases, to discriminat". betiocen" etc. We d.istingulak one thing

from anot/icr, and dincrhniiiate. hptvcun two or more things.

Dock—^Wharf. The first of these words is often impro-

perly iised for the second. Of docks there are several kinds :

a naval dock is a place for the keeping of-naval stores, timber,

and materials for ship-building ; a dry dock is a place where

vessels are drawn out of tlie water for I'epaii's ; a -wet dock is a

place where vessels are kept afloat at a certain level while

they are loaded and unloaded ; a sectional dock is a contriv-

ance for raising vessels out of the water on a series of air-tight

boxes. A dock, then, is a place into which things are re-

ceived ; henco, a man might fall into a dock, but could no

more fall of a dock than he could fall off a liole. A wharf is

a sort of quay built by the side of the water. A similar

structure built at a right angle with the shore is generally

called a /'/"/. Vessels lie at tvharres and piern, not at docks.

Donate, This word, which is defined as meaning to give,

to contribute, is looked upon by most champions of good

Englisli as being an aljomination. Donation is also little used

by careful writers. ^^ Donate,'''' says Mr. Gould, "may be

dismissed with this remark : so long as its place is occupied

by (/Mv, heAoic, grant, jireaent, etc., it is not needed ; audit

should be unceremoniously bowed out, or thrust out, of the

seat into which it has, temporarily, intruded."

Done. This past participle is often very inelegantly, if

not laiproperly, used thus: "He diil not cry out as some

have (/o»e against it," which should read, "He did not cry

out as some have against it"; i. e. , "as some have cried out

against it."
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" Bone is frequently a very great offender against gi'am-

mar," says CG^ibett. " To do is the a-:( of doimj. We see

people write, ' I did not -speak yesterda}"^ so well as I vrislied

to have done.'' Now, what is meant by the writer ? He
means to say that he did not speak so well as he then tvitdied,

or was wishing, to speak. Therefore, the sentence should be,

' I did not speak yesterday so well a-i I wished to do.' That

ia to say, * so well as I wished to do it ' ; that is to say, to do

or to p?rform the act of speaking.

" Take great eare not to be too free in your xise of the

verb to do in any of its times or ino;les. It is a nice little

handy word, and, like our oppressed it, it is made use of very

often when the writer is at a loss for what to put down. 7'o

do is to (n:t, and therefore it uever can, in any of its parts,

apply the place of a neuter verb. ' How do you do?' Here

lo refers to the .^itcde, and is essentially passive or neuter.

Yet, to employ it for this purpose is very common. Dr.

Blair, in his 23d Lecture, says : *It is somewhat unfortunate

that thi.a number of the "Spectator" did not end, as it might

have done^ witii the former beautiful period. ' That is to say,

done it. And then we ask, Dane what ? Not the act of

^ndinij, because in this case there is no action at all. The

verb means to come to an end^ to certse, not to go any further.

This same verb to end is someiimes an active verb :
' I end

my sentence'; then the verb to do may supply its place; as,

'I have not ended my sentence so well as I might havet^Hc';

that is, done it ; that is, done, or perfornjed, the act of ending.

But the Number of the ' Spectator' was no actor; it was ex-

pected to perform nothing ; it was, by the Doctor, wibhed to

liave ceased to proceed. ' Did not end as it very well might

liave ended. . .' This woiild have been correct ; but the

Doctor wished to avoid the repetition., and tlms he fell into

bad grammar. ' Mr. .Speaker, I do not feel so well satistied
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ad I shonM have done if the Right Honorable Gentleman had

explained the matter more fully.' To feel satisfied is—when
the satisfaction is to arise from conviction produced by fact

or leasouing—a senseless expression ; and to snpply its place,

when it is, as in this case, a neuter vei'b, by to do, is as sense-

less. Done»r/*rt^.' Done the act offeelhuf! ' 1 do not /»»e/ so

well satisfied as I should have done, or executed, or performed

the act o' feelin<y f What incomprehensible words !"

Don't. Everylxidy kuow^s tliat don't is a contraction of

do not, and that doei^nt is a contraction of does not ; and yet

nearhj everj"body is guilty of using don't when he should use

doemt. " So you don't go ; John doesnH either, I hear."

Double Genitive. An aowcdoteof Mr. Lincoln—an anec-

dote of Mr. Lincoln's. We see at. a glance that these two
phrases are very difierent in meaning. So, also, a jiortrait of

Bro^^Ti—a jKirtrait of Bro^v^l's. No precise rule has ever been

given to guide us in our choice between these two forms of

the possessive case. Sometimes it is not inateiial which form

is employetl ; wliere, however, it is material—and it generally

is—we must consider the thought w^e WTsh to express, and
rely on our discrimination.

Dramatize. See Adapt.

Drawing-room. See Paeix»r.

Dress—Grown. Within the memory of many persons the

outer g£trment worii by women Wcis prop:rly called a <jmpn by
everybody, instead of being improperly called a dress, as it

now is by nearly everybody.

Drive. See Ride.

Due—Owing. Tiiese tsvo words, tlwugh close synonyms,

should not be used indiscriminately. The mistake usually

made is in using due instead of oicing. That is due which

ought to be paid as a debt ; that is oicing which is to be re-

ferred to as a source. "It was otcing to his exertions that
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the scheme succeeded." "It was ovnmj to your negligence

that the accident happened." "A certain respect is due to

men's prejudices." "This was owing to an indilference to the

pleasures of life." "It is due to the public that I should tell

all I know of the matter."

Hacll other.
'

' Their great authors address themselves,

not to their country, but to each other.
^'—Buckle. Each

other is properly applied to two only ; one another must be

used when the number considered exceeds two. Buckle

should have written one another and not each other, unless he

meant to intimate that the Germans had only two gi-eat

authors, which is not probable.

Hat. Grammarians differ very widely with regard to the

conjugation of this verb ; there is no doul>t, however, that

from every point of view the preferable forms for the preterite

and past participle are respectively ate and eaten. To re-

fined ears the other forms smack of vulgarity, although sup-

ported by good aiithority. "I a<e an apple." ^^I have eaten

dinner." "John ate supper with me." "As soon as you

have eaten breakfast we will set out."

Editorial. The use of this adjective as a substantive is

said to be an Amei'icanism.

Education. This is one of the most misused of words. A
man may be well acquainted with the contents of text-books,

and yet be a person of little education; on the other hand, a

man may be a person of good education, and yet know little

of the contents of text-books. Abraham Lincoln and Edwin
Forrest knew comparatively little of what is generally learned

in schools; still they were men of culture, men of education.

A man may have ever so much book-knowledge and still be a

boor ; but a man can not be a person of good education and

not be—so far as manner is concerned—a gentleman. Educa-

tion, then, is a whole of which Instruction and Breeding are
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tlie parts. The man cr tl;e weniau—even iu this iletiKJcratii.

t ouiitry of onrs-^M'iio de.'ierrrii the title of gentlcniau or latly

is always a person of education ; i.e., he or she has a sufficient

ac(iuaintance Mitli books and with the Usages of social inter-

course to acquit himself or herself creditably in the society of

cultivated people. 2\ ot moral worth, nor learning, nor wealt h,

nor all three combined, can unaided make a gentleman, f ' )

with all three a man might be imeilncafed-^i.e., ecarse, ui

bred, '.inschcoled in those things which alone make mc!;

welcome iu the society of the refiued.

Effectuate. This word, together With ratiocinate and

evenfiiate, is said to be a great favorite with the mral members

of the Arkansas legislature.

EfiiUViUin. The plural of this Word is pjftiiria. It is a

common error with those who hare no knowledge of Latin to

epeak of "a disagreeable effluvia," which is as incorrect as ii

WonH bt to talk about "a disagreeable vapors."

Effort witllOUt Efi'ect. "Some writers deal in explt

tiVes to it. decree that tiieS tbe eaf and offends the under-

Standing. With them everything is fxcemir'fi, or immfiisc'iy,

or ixlrtmtiy, of vadly, or sUrpriumghj, ot tCondfrfuUy, oi

ahtmdatitJy, or the like. The notion of such writers is that

these nvotds give strenfjth to What they are saying. This is a

f^reat el-ror. Strength must be found in the thotajlit, or it will

never be foUiid in the u-ord?. Big-sounding words, without

thoughts corresponding, are effort without effect."—William

Cobljett, Set; FoKCtELE-|-£e:Bi.E,

Egoist. " One of a class of philosophers who professt

to Ih! sure of nothing but their own existence."—Keid.

Egotist. "One who talks much of himself."

" A tiibs of egotists for whotii I have always had a moi tal

flvemon."---' ' Spectator."
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Either. This word means, strictly, the one or the otlwr

of two. Unlike both, which means two taken collectively.

either, like each, may mean tivo considered sepuratthj ; but iji

this sense eacli is the better word to use. " Give me either of

thein" means, Give me the one or the other of two. "He has

a farm on either side of the river" would mean that he has

two farms, oue on each (or either) side of the river. "He has

a farm on both sides of the river " woukl mean tliat his farm
lies partly on the one side of the^ river and partly on the

other. The use of either in the sense of each, though biblical

and defensible, may be accounted little if any better than an

affectation. Neither is the negative of either. Either is re-

sponded to by or, neither by nor; as, " «7/«?r this or that,

"

'

' neither tliis nor that. " Either and neither should not—strictly

—be used in relation to more than two objects. But, thouch
both either and neither are sti'ictly applicable to two only,

they have been for a very long time used in relation to more
than two by many good writers ; aud, as it is often convenient

so to use them, it seems proliable that the custom will prevail.

\Vhen moi-e than two things are referred to, any and none

should be used instead of either and neither ; as, " any of the

three," not, "either of the three"; "none of the four," not,

"neither of the four."

Either Alternative. Tiie word alternative means a

choice offered Ix-tween t\vo thiugs. An ahernalive icrit, foi

e.xample, offers the alternative of choosing between the doinic

of a specitieil act or of show ing cause why it is not done.

Such propositions, therefore, as, "You are at libertj' to

choose e/V/«»/- alternative," " Tno alternatives are piesented to

me," "jS'erertt/ alternatives presented t})cmselves,"and the like,

are not correct English. The word is correctly used thus : "I
am confronted \\ ith a hard alternative : I nnist either denounce
a friend or betray my trust." We rarely hear the word a/'fer-

nate or any of its derivatives correctly pronounced.
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Elder. See Older.

Elegant. Professor Proctor says : "If yoii say to an

American, 'This is a fine morning,' he is likely to reply, 'It

is an elerjant morning,' or perhaps oftener by using simply the

word eler/ant. This is not a pleasing iise of the word." This

is not American English, Professor, but popinjay English.

Ellipsis. The omission of a word or of words necessary

to complete the grammatical coustriiction, but not necessary

to make the meaning cleat, is called an ellipsis. We almost

always, whether in speaking or in writing, leave out some of

the words necessary to the y«//f expression of our meaning. For

example, in dating a letter to-day, we should write, "New
York, August 25, 18S1," wliicli would be, if fully written

out, " I am now writing in the city of New York ; this is the

twenty-fifth day of August, and this month is in the one

thousand eight hundred and eighty-first year of the Christian

era." "lam going to Wallack's" means, "I am going to

Wallack's theatre." " I shall spend the summer at my
aunt's"; i. e., at my aunt's house.

By supplying tlife ellipses we can often discover the errors

in a sentence, if there are any.

Enjoy bad Health. As no one has ever been known to

enjoi/ bad health, it is better to employ some other form of

expression than this. Say, for example, he is in feeble, or

delicate, health.

Enthuse. This is a -word that is occasionally heard in

conversation, and is sometimes met with in print ; but it has

not as yet made its appearance in the dictionaries. What its

ultimate fate will be, of course, no one can tell ; for the

present, however, it is studiously shunned by those who are

at all careful in the selection of their language. It is said to

be most used in the South. The writer has never seen it
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anywhere in the Noi'th but in the columns of the " Boston

Congregationalist.

"

Epigram. "The word epigram signified originally an

inscription on a monument. It next came to mean a short

poem containing some single thought pointedly expressed,

the subjects being very various—amatory, convivial, moral,

eulogistic, satirical, humorous, etc. Of the various devices

for brevity and point employed in such compositions, es-

pecially in modern times, the most frequent is a play upon

words. ... In the epigram the mind is roused by a conflict

or contradiction between the form of the language and the

meaning really conveyed."—Bain.

Some examples are :

" When you have nothing to say, say it."

"We can not see the wood for the trees"; that is, we
can not get a general view because we are so engrossed with

the details.

"Verbosity is cured by a large vocabulary" ; that is, he

who commands a large vocabulary is able to select Mords

that will give his meaning tersely.

"By indignities men come to dignities."

" Some people are too foolish to commit follies."

"He went to his imagination for his facts, and to his

memory for his tropes.

"

Epithet. Many persons use this word who are in error

with regard to its meaning; they think that to "apply epi-

tliets " to a person is to vilify and insult him. Not at all.

An epithet is a word that expresses a (juality, good or bad ; a

term that expresses an attribute. "All aclj'-ctives are epithets,

but all epithets are not adjectives," says Crabb ; "thus, in

Virgil's Pater .^neas, the pater is an ejnth:t, but not an ad-

jective." Epithet is the technical term of the rhetorician ; ad-

jective, that of the grammarian.
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EcLUally as well. A iedur.dant form of expression, as

any oiiu will sec who for a mouient considers it. As icell, or

tquallji li'df, expresses quite as much as Cfjualh/ as tceU.

Ecllianimity of mind. This j)hrase is tautological, and

expresses no more than dees equanimity (literally, "equal

iniudedness") aioue ; hence, of mind is superfluous, and con-

sequently inelegant. Anxlctij of mind is a scai-cely less re-

dundant form of expie.ssion. A capricious mind is in tlie

same category.

Erratum. Plural, cmdu.

Esouire. An esquire was originally the shield-bearer of

a kuiglit. It is mucli, and, in the opinion of some, ratlier

absiirdly, used in this country. Mr. Richard Grant White

says on the subject of its use: "I have yet to discover what

a man means when he addresses a letter to John Dash, Es<jr."

He means no more nor less than wlien he writes JJr. (master).

The use of Esq. is quite as j)revalent in England as in

America, and has little more meaning there tlmn here. It

simply belongs to our stock of courteous epithets.

Euphemism. A description which describes in inoffen-

sive language that which is of itself offensive, - or a figure

which uses agreeable phraseology when the literal would be

offensive, is called a eiqihemism.

Eventuate. Bee Effectuate.
.

Everlastingly. This adverb is misused in the South in

a manner that is very apt to excite the risibility of one to

whom the peculiar misuse is new. The writer I'ecently visited

the upper part of New Yoi-k with a distinguished Southern

poet and journalist. It was tlie geutlemairs first ride ovoi

an elevated road. Vv'hen we were faiily iinder waj^, in ad-

miration of the rate of speed at wliich the cars were moving,

he exclaimed, "Well, they do just eierlastin'jli/ shoot idong,

don't they I"
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Every, This word, which means siniply each or all taken

separately ,".18 of late years frequently n:ade, by slipshod

speakers, to do duty for perfect, entire, great, or all possible.

Thus we have such expressions as every pains, every cou-

fidence, every praise, every charity, and so on. We also have

such diction as, '^ Every one has this in ccrnmou"; meaning,
" u4// of us have this in common."

Every-day Latin, ^ybv^.'ojv'.- with stronger reason. A
posteriori: from the etfect to the cause. A priori: from the

cause to the effect.^ Bona Jide : in good faith ; in reality.

Cerliorori: to be made more certain. Ceteris jjarilms: other

circumstances being Clonal. DejixJo: in fact; in reality. De
jure: in right; inlaw. Eece hcrno: behold the man. Er(jo:

therefore. Et cetera: and the rest; and so on. Ejccerpta:

exti'acts. £.a.empti yratia: byway of example; abbreviated,

e. </., and ex. gr. Ec officio: Vjy virtue of his office. Ex parte

:

on one side ; an ex parte statement is a statement on one side

only. Jhideni: in the tame place; abbreviated, ihid. Idem:

the same. /(/ est: that is; abbreviated, i. e. Imprimis: in

the fir.st place. In statu quo: in the former state ; just as it

was. /// statu quo ante helium: in the same state as befoi-e the

war. Ill transitu : in passing.^ Index e.ipuryatorius: a purify-

ing index. In extremis: atthepoint of death. Inmemoriam:
in memory. Ipse dixit: on his sole assertion. Item: also.

Labor omnia vincit: labor overcomes every difiiculty. Locks

sigilli: the place of the seal. Jiluitum in parvo: much in

little. Mutatis mutandis : alter making the necessary changes.

Ne pAus ultra : nothing beyond ; tlie irlmcst point. NoUns
volens: willing or unwilluig. Notu bene: mark well ; take

particular notice. Omnes: all. O tempora, O mores.' the

tinres and the nranners! Otium cuvi ditjnitute : ease with

dignity. Otium sine diijuitate: ease without diguitJ^ Farli-

ceps crimiuM: an accomplice. Pcrxivi: I have sinned. Her
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se: by itself. Prima facie: on the tirst view oi* appearance ;

at first sight. Pro bono publico: for the public gooth Qtdd

nunc: what now? Quid pro quo: one thing for another; an

equivalent. Quondam: formerly. Jiara avis : a rare Ijird

;

a prodigy. Resunjam: I shall rise again. Seriatim: in order.

Sine die: without specifying any particular day ; to an in-

definite time. Sine </ua non: an indispensable condition. Sui

generis: of its own kind. Vade mecum: go with me. Ver-

batim: word by word. Versus: against. Fa/e.- farewell.

Via: by the way of. Vice: in the place of. Vide: see. Vi

et armis: by main force. Viva voce: orally; by word of

mouth. Vox populi, vox Dei: the voice of the people is the

voice of God.

Evidence—Testimony. These words, though differing

widely in meaning, are often used indiscriminately by careless

speakers. Evidence is that which tends to convince ; testi

mony is that which is intended to convince. In a judicial in-

vestigation, for example, there might be a great deal of

testimony—a great deal of testifyinij—and very little evidence ;

and the evidence might be quite the reverse of the testimony.

See Proof.

Exaggeration, "Weak minds, feeble writers and

speakers, delight in superlatives." See Effort without

Effect:

Except. " Xo one need apply except he is tlioroughly

familiar Mith the business," should be, "Xo one need apply

unless," etc.

Excessively. That class of persons who are never con-

tent with any form of expression that falls short of the super-

lative, frequently use excessiveh/ when exceedin<)iy or even the

little word very would serve their turn better. They say, for

example, that the weather is excessively hot, when they should

content themselves with saying that the weather is very
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If f the woril suits them better, hot. Intemperance

in the use of language is as much to be censiired as intemper-

ance in anything else ; like intemperance in other things, its

effect is vulgarizing.

Execute. This word means to follow out to the end, to

carry into effect, to accomplish, to fulfil, to perform ; as, to

execute an order, to execute a purpose. An'l the dictionaries

and almost universal usage say that it also means to put to

death in conformity with a judicial sentence; as, to execute

a criminal. Some of our careful speakers, however, maintain

that the use of the word in this sense is indefensible. They

say that laws and sentencfs are executed, but not criminals,

and that their execution only rarely results in the death of

the persons upon whom they are executed. In the hanging

of a criminal, it is, then, not tlie criminal who is executed,

but the law and the sentence. The criminal is hanged.

Expect. This verb always has reference to what is to

come, never to what is past. We can not exppct backward.

Instead, therefore, of saying, " I expect, you thought I would

come to see you yesterday," we shoidd say, "I s^ippose," etc.

Experience. " We experience great difficulty in getting

him to take iiis medicine." The word fiave ought to be big

enough, in a sentence like this, for anybody. '
'We exj)eri-

euceci great hardships." Better, '^^Wq suffered."

Extend. This verb, the primary meaning of which is to

stretch out, is used, especially by lovers of big words, in con-

nections where to give, to show, or to offer would be prefer-

able. For example, it is certainly better to say, "They
shoired me every courtesy," than "They extended every

courtesy to me."' See Every.

False G-rammar. Some examples of false grammar will

show wliat every one is the better for knowing : that in litera-

ture notlimg should be taken on trust ; that errors of grammar
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even are found where we should least expect them. " I do

not know whether the imputation iczra just or not."

—

Emeisoii. "Iprocaeled to inquire if the 'extract' . . . imre

:v varit d)le quotation."—Eiii^rson. Should be locts in both

c.i>,'^. " How swizt the moonlight sleeps !"—Townsead, " Ai-fc

of .Sp33jh,"" vol. i, p. 114. Siioull be sjo??''^/. " There is no

question &!<(! these arts . . . will greatly aid him," etc.—Ibid.,

p. 139. Should be that. "Xearly all who have been distin-

guished in litei-ature or oratory have made . . . the generous

eontessioa that their attainmsnts hxvs bssti reached through

pitieat and iabodoiis industry. They have declarea that

spaxkin^' and writhi^, thoi\;^h one? diffiralt for them, have

Z>s"07n; well-nigh recreations."—Ibid., p. 143. The have been

should be larA, and the kavs hecorm should be hecame. " Many
pronominal adverbs are correlatives of eac/t other.''—Hai'k-

ness's "New Latin Gramraa,r,"p. 147. Should be one another.

"Hot and cold springs, boiling springs, and quiet springs lie

within a few feet of each other, but none of them are properl;/

<ji isers."—Appletons' "Condensed Cyclopaedia," vol. ii, p.

414. Should be one another, and not one of them Is proper'// a

yi_'/ier. " How much better for yon as seller and the nation

a:; buyer . . . than to sink ... in cutting one another's

throats." Should be each other's. "A minister, noted for

prolixity of style, was once preaching before the inmates of a

lunatic asylum. In one of his illustrations he painted a scene

of a mm condemned to be hung, but reprieved under the

gillows." These two sentences are so faMlty that the only

way to mend them is to rewrite them. They are from a work

that professes to teach the "art of speech." Mended: "A
minister, noted for his prolixity, once preachsi before the

inmates of a lunatic asylum. By way of illustration he

piinted a scene in which a man, tnho had been condemned to

be hanjt'l. ir is leprieved under the gallows."
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FeTna'.e. The terms mnle and femn^t are not iinfre-

()iieiitly us3:l Avhere good taste would suggest some other

v,-,ord. For example, \V3 see over the doors of school-houses,

•Eiitrance for miles," "Entrance for females." Xow bucks

and balls are m lies as well as boys aud men, and cows and

sows are females as well as girls and women.

Fetch, See Bring.

Fewer. See Less.

Final Completion. If there were such a L.iiii^ no ci

plurality oi- a series of completions, there would, of course, be

sucli a thing as Wx^ final completion; but, as every completion

is final, to talk about a final cornphtion is as absurd as it

\iould be to talk about a,finaffi)ialiti/.

First rate. There are people who object to this phrase,

and yet it is well enough when properly placed, as it is, for

example, in such a sentence as this: "He's a 'first-class'

fellow, and I like him first rate; if I didn't, 'you bet' I'd just

give him 'hail Columbia' for ' blowing ' the thing all round

town like the big fool that he is."

Firstly. George Washington Moon says in defense of

pi:<l'ii: 'I do not object to the occasional use of first as an

adverb; but, in sentences where it would be followed by
se:on'l/f/, tJiirlh/, etc., I think that the adverbial form is pre-

ferable." To this, one of Mr. Moon's critics replies : "How-
ever desirable it may be to employ the word first y on certain

occasions, the fact vemauis that the employment of it on any
occasion is not the best usage." We])ster inserts firs! I >/, but

remarks, "Improperly used for//*•.^^"

Flee—Fly. These verbs, though near of kin, are not

interchangeable. For example, we can not say, ''He fieir the

•ity," "Hefieiv from his enemie?," 'Hefitw at the approach

of danger,"/?^-;/.- being the imperfect tense of fo fly, which is
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properly used to express the action of liirds on the wing, of

kites, arrows, etc The imperfect tense of to fie/i is fieA ;

hence. "He /f'^'/ the city," etc.

Forcible-feeble. This is a "uovicy" kiiul of diction in

which the would-be forcible writer defeats his object by the

overuse of expletives. Examples :
" And yet the qreat cen-

tralization oi wealth is one of the [great] evils of the day.

All that Mr. nttera [says] upon this point in forcible and

just. This centralization is due to the enormous reproductive

power of capital, to the immense advantage that costly and

comjjlicated machinery gives to (jre.a* [large] establishments,

and to the marked difference of personal force among men."

The first great is misplaced ; the word utters is misused ; the

second (jreat is ill-chosen. The other words in italics only

enfeeble the sentence. Again : "In countries where immense

[large] estates exist, a breaking up of these vast demesnes

into iruiny minor freeholds would no doubt be a [of] fery great

advantage." Substitute lartje for immense, and take out vast,

many, and very, and the language becomes much more forc-

ible. Again: "The very first effect of the taxation plan

would be destructive to the interests of this greaf multitude

[class] ; it would impoverish our innumerable farmers, it

wo«<W confiscate the earnings of [our] industrious lra.desmen

and artisans, it would [and] paralyze the hopes of strugijling

millions." What a waste of portly expletives is here I With

them the sentence is high-flown and weak ; take them out,

and introduce the M'ords inclosed in brackets, and it becomes

simple and forcible.

Friend—Acquaintance. Some philosopher has said that

he who has half a dozen friends in the course of his life may
esteem himself fortunate ; and yet, to judge from many
people's talk, one would suppose they had friends by tlie

score. No man knows whether he has any friends or not
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until he has "their adoption ti'ied"; hence, he who is de-

sirous to call things by their right namas will, as a rule, use

the word acqiialii'cttice instead oifriend. "Your friend" is a
favorite and very objectionable way mmy paople, especially

youug people, have of writing themselves at the bottom of

their letters. In this way the obscui-e stripling protests him-
self the FRIEXD of the first man in the land, and that, too,

when he is, perhaps, a comparative stranger and askino- a

favor.

Galsome. Here is a good, sonorous Anglo-Saxon word-
meaning malignant, venomous, churlish—that has fallen into

disuse.

Gentleman. Few things are in worse taste than to use

the tei-m ijenf/eman, whether in the singular or plural, to

designate the sex. " If I was a gentleman" says Miss Snooks.
" Gentlemen have just as much curiosity as ladies," says Mrs.

Jenkins. ^'Gentlemen have so much more liberty than we
ladies have," says Mrs. Parvenue. Xow, if these ladies were
ladies, they would in each of these cases use the word man
instead of tjentleman, and woman instead of lady ; further.

Miss Snooks would say, "If I icere." Well-bred men, men of

culture and refinement—gentlemen, in short—use the terms

lady and ijentleman comparatively little, and they are especially

careful not to call themselves gentlemen when they can avoid

it. A gentleman, for example, does not say, " I, with some
c/i'Aer gentlemen, went," etc.; he is careful to leav^e out the

word other. The men who use these terms most, and
especially those who lose no opportunity to proclaim them-
selves gentlemen, belong to that class of men wlio cock their

liats on one side of their heads, and often wear them when
and where gentlemen would remove them ; who pride tliem-

selves on their familiarity with the latest slang ; who proclaim
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their independence by showing the least possible considera-

tion for others ; who laugh long and loud at their own wit

;

who M'ear a profusion of cheap finery, such as outlandish

watch-chains hooked in the lowest button-hole of their vests,

Brazilian diamonds in their shirt-bosoms, and big seal-rings

on their little fingers ; who use bad grammar and interlard

their conversation with big oaths. In business cori'espond-

ence Smith is addressed as Sir, while Smith & Brown are

often addressed as Gentlemen—^or, vulgarly, as Gents. Better,

much, is it to address them as Sirs.

Since writing the foregoing, I have met with the following

paragraph in the London pulilication, "All the Year Round":
"Socially, the term 'gentleman' has become almost vulgar.

It is certainly less employed by gentlemen than by inferior

persons. The one speaks of 'a man I know,' the other of 'a

gentleman I know.' In the one case the gentleman is taken

for granted, in the other it seems to need specification.

Again, as regards the term 'lady.' It is quite in accordance

with the usages of society to speak of your acquaintance the

duchess as 'a very nice person.' People who would say

' very nice lady' are not generally of a social class which has

much to do with duchesses ; and if you speak of one of these

as a 'psx^on,' you will soon be made to feel your mistake."

Gants. Of all vulgarisms, this is, perhaps, the most

offensive. If we say <jents, why not say lades ?

Gerund. " ' I have work to do,' ' there is no more to say,'

are plirases where the verb is not in the common infinitive,

but in the form of the (jf.rand. ' He is the man to do it, orfor

doing it.' ' A house <o ^g^,' 'the course to steer hy,' ' a place

to lie in,' 'a thing to be done,' 'a city to take i-efuge in,' ' the

means to do ill deeds,' are adjective gerunds ; they may be

expanded into clauses : 'a house that the owner let.-? or will

le* ': 't'.ie course that we should steer by'; 'a thing that
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should 1)0 dorid': " a city wherein one may take refuge'; ' the

means whereby ill deeds mi}' he done.' When the to ceased

in the twelfth century to be a distinctive mark of the dative

infinitive or gerund, for was inti-oduced to make the writer's

intention clear. Hence the familiar form in ' what went ye

<i\\tfor to see?' 'they came /o/- to >7(0"; him the temple.'"

—

Bain.

Gat. In sentences expressing simple possession—as, ''I

have got a book," " What has he ;/o/ there?" " Have you (jot

any news?" "They have 170^ a new house," etc.

—

got is entirely

superfluous, if not, as some writers contend, absolutely in-

correct. Possession is completely exj^ressed by have. "Foxes

have holes ; the birds of the air have nests"; not, "Foxes
have (jot holes ; the birds of the air have (jot nests." Formerly

the iiaperfeet tense of this verb was gat, which is now ob-

solete, and the perfect participle was gotten, which, some

grammarians say, is growing obsolete. If this be true, there

is no good reason for it. If we say eaten, irritten, striven,

forgotten, why not say gotten, where this foi'm of the participle

is more euphonious—as it often is—than got?

Goods. This term, like other terms used in trade, should

be restricted to the vocabulary of commerce. Messrs. Arnold

& Constable, in common with the Washington Market huck-

ster, very properly speak of their wares as their goods; but

Mrs. Arnold and Mrs. Constable should, and I doubt not do,

speak of their gowns as ^ing made of fine or coarse silk,

cuah inert, ma-i/in, or whatever the material may be.

Gould against Alford. Mr. Edward S. Gould, in liis

review of Dean Alford's " Queen's English," I'emarks, on page

131 of his "(iood English": "And now, as to the style* of

the Dean's book, taken as a whole. He must be held respon-

'Mr. Gould eiiticises t)ic Dtans ilictioa, not his tstvk.
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sible for eveiy error in it; because, as has been shown, he has

had full leisure for its revision.* The errors are, neverthe-

le^, numtrous ; anil the shortest way to exhibit them is t in

tabular form.'" In sevei-al instance? Mr. Gould would not

have taken the Dean to task had he known Englisli better.

Tiie foUoM-iug are a few of Mr. Gould's corrections in which

he is clearly in the right

:

Paragraph
4. "Into another land (hart''''; should be, "into a land

other than.
"

1&. " We do not follow rule in spelling orther words, but
custom"; should be, "we do not fallow rule., but cu^stom, in.

spelling,'' etc,

IS. " The distinction is observed in French, but never
appears to have been made," etc.; read, '^''appears never to
have been made."

61. "i?ct.'Aer to aspirate more ^Afn? less"; should be, "to
aspirate more rather than less."

9. "It is saiil also only to occur three times," etc.; read,

occur only three times."
44'. "This doubling only takes place in a syllable, etc.;

read, '''
lahe,-^ pluve only.'^

142. "Which can only be decided when those circum-
stances are known "; read, '^ can lie decided only when," etc.

166. "I will only say that it produces, " etc. ; read, '
' I will

say only," etc.

170. "It is said that this cau only be filled in thus";
read, "can he ^filled in only thus."

36S. "I can only deal with the complaint in a general

way"; read, " deal with the complaint only," etc.

86. " In so far as they are idiomatic," etc. What is the
u^e of in ?

171. "Try the experiment"; "tried the experiment."
Read, make and made.

345. "It is most generally used of that very sect," etc.

Why most'/

362. "The joining together two cliiuses witli a third,"

etc.; read, " qy two clausoo, ' etc.

* IJetier, ' to revise it."

1 "Is tojmt them in tabular form."
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Gown. See Dress.

Graduated. Students do not qraduate ; tTiey are gradu-

atefL Heaee nsost writers nowadaj's say,
'

' 1 wris, he was, or

they were, gradwated
'

'.; and ask, " When were you, or ica>i he,

graduated ';"

Grammatical Errors. "The correctnes5 of the expres-

sion (jramtnatical error-i has been disputed. ' Ho\v,'it has been

asked, ' can an error be gi'amiuatical ?' How, it may be re-

plied, can we with propriety say, (jriiinmatically iar.orrect?

Yet we can do .so.

"KTo one will question the propriety of saying (jrammati-

cally correct. Yet the expression is the acknowledgment of

things yrammaticallii iscorrect. Likewise the phi'ase ijram-

matical rorrec'nesft implies the existence of grammatical iscor-

rectnei!'<. If, then, a sentence is (jrajnmatically incorrect, or,

what is the same tliiag, has grammaticai iucorrectoes.'i, it

includes a grammatical krror. Gramma(ica/ly incorrect

signifies iscorrect with relattos to the rcles of

GRAMMAR. Grammatical errors signifies errors with rela-

tion TO THE rules OF GRAMMAR.
" Tiiey who ridicule the phrase grammatical errors, and

substitute the phrase errors in grammar, make an egregious

mistake. Can there, it may be asked with some show of

reason, be an error in grammar ? Why, grammar is a science

founded in our nature, referable to oar ideas of time, relation,

.method ; imperfect, doubtless, as to the system by which it is

represented -, but surely we can speak of error in that which

is error's criterion I All this is hypercritical, but hypercriti-

«ism must be met with its own weapons.
" Of the two expressions

—

a grammatical error, and an

error in grammar—the former is preferable. If one's judg-

ment can accept neither, one must relinquish the belief in the

possibility of tersely expressing the idea of an olfeuce against
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gramnmtical rules. lueiectl. it %T)ukl l)e difficult to express

the idea evpH by circumlocution. Should some one say, 'This

sentence is, according to the rales of grammar, incorrect/

'^^^lat^' the hypercritie may exclaim, 'incorrect! and ac-

cording t»the rules of g)ammar f 'This sentence, tlieii,' the

eorrectetl person would reply, 'contain&an error in grammar/
'Nonsense V the hypercritie may shout, ' gramnvar is a

science; yon may be wi'ong in its interpretation, but prm-

ciples are immutable !

*

""After this, it need scarcely be added that, grammatically,.

BO one can make a mistake, tliat there can be no grammatical

mistakes, that there can be no bad grammar, and, conse-

quently, na Ixtd English; a very pleasant conclusion, which

would sav^e us a great aiiTOimt of trouble if it did not lack the

insignificant finality of l>eing true."'
—

•' YuJgarisuis and Other

Errors of Speech.

"

Gratuitous. Tliere are. those who object to the use ot

this woril in the sense of itufouaided, unwari-anted, unreason-

able, imtinie. Its use in this sense, however, has the sanction

of abundant authority. " Weak an<l f/m/iiifoii.t conjectures."

—Porson. "A ffnttuitoits assumption."—Godwin, "The
gratuifouK theoi-y."—Southey. "A fjmfuifous invention."

—

De Quincey. "But it is needless to dwell on the improba-

bility of a hypothesis which Ixas been shov^n to be altogether

gintmfous."~J>c. Newman.

GrTOW. Tliis verb oi'iginally meant to iQcrease in size, but

has norn^lly come to be also ased to express a cliange from

one state or condition to another: as, to lyi-o'c dark, to ffrotc

weak or strong, to yi-ow faint, etc. But it isdoiibtfnl whether

what is lai'ge can properly be said to grow small. In this

sense, become would seem to be the better word.

Gums. See R1JBBEK.S.
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Had have. Xothing coiild be more incorrect than the

bringing together of these two auxiliary verbs in this manner;

and yet we occasionally find it in wi-iters of repute. Instead

of "Had I known it," "Had you seen it," "Had we been

there," we hear, "Had I have known it," '"Had you have

seen it," "Had we have been there."

Had ought. This is a vulgarism of the worst descrip-

tion, yet we hear people, who would be highly indignant if

any one should intimate that they were not ladies and gentle-

men, say, "He had ought to go." A fitting reply would lie,

"Yes, I think he better had." Owjht says all that had oii'jht

says.

Had rather. This expression and haxl better are much
used, but, in the opinion of many, are indefensible. We hear

them in such sentences as, "I had rather not do it," "You
AafZ better go home. " "Now, what tense," it is a^kod, "is

had do and had go ? If we transpose the words thus, '

' You
had do better (to) go home," it becomes at once apparent, it

is asserted,- that the proper word to use in connection with

rather and better is not had, but would ; thus, "I ivould rather

not do it,' " You would better go home." Examples of this

use of had can be found in the writing of our best authors.

For what Professor Bain has to say on this subject in his

"Composition Grammar," see Spbjuxctive Mood.

Half. "It might have been expressed in one half the

space." We see at a glance that one here is superfluous.

Hanged—Hung. The irregular form, humj, of the past

participle of the verb to hang is most used ; but, when the

word denotes suspension by the neck for the purpose of de-

strojnng life, the regular form, hanged, is always used by

careful writers and speakers.

Haste. See HrnRY.

Heading, See CwVPTion,
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Healthy—Wholesome. The firjt of these two words is

often impropeily used foi' the second; as, "Onions arc a
healthy vegetable." A man, if he is in good health, is healthy;

the food he eats, if it is not deleterious, is wholesome. A
healthy ox makes ivholesome food. We speak of healthy sur-

roundings, a healthy climate, situation, employment, and of

ivholesome food, advice, examples. Healthful is generally

used in the sense of conducive to health, virtue, morality ; as,

healthful exercise, the healthful spirit of the community

—

meaning that the spirit that prevails in the community is

conducive to virtue and good morals.

Helpmate. The dictionaries suggest that this word is a

corruption of help and meet, as we find these words used in

Gen. ii, 18, "I will make him a help meet for him," and that

the proper word is helpmeet. If, as is possible, the words in

Genesis mean, "1 will make him a help, meet [suitable] for

him," then neither Ae//;7?i,a^e nor /;e?/)»ieenias any raisoii tVctre.

Hlghfalutin. This is a style of writing often called the

freshman style. It is much indulged in by very young men,

and by a class of older men who instinctively try to make up

in clatter for what they lack in matter. Examples of this

kind of writing are abundant in Professor L. T. Townsend's

"Art of Speech," which, as examples, are all the better for

not being of that exaggerated description sometimes met witli

in the newspapers. Vol. i, p. 131: "Very often adverbs,

prepositions, and relatives drift so far from their moorings as

to lose themselves, or make attachments where they do not

belong." Again, p. 135: "Every law of speech enforces the

statement that there is no excuse for such inflated and defee-

tive style. [Such style!] To speak thus is treason in the

realms and under the laws of language." Again, p. 175 :

"Cultivate figure-making habitudes. This is done by asking

the spiritual import of every physical object seen; also by
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forming the habit of constantly metaphoriziiig. Knock at the

door of anything met which interests, and ask, 'AVho lives here?'

The process is to look, then close the eyes, then look within."

The blundering inanity of this kind of writing is equalled only

by its bumptious grandiloquence. On p. 137 Dr. Townsend

quotes this wholesome admonition from Coleridge: "If men
would only say what they have to say in plain terms, how
much more eloquent the^ would be!" As an example of

reportorial hi^difalutin, I submit the following: "The spirit

of departed day had joined communion with the myriad

ghosts of centuries, and four full hours fled into eternity be-

fore the citizens of many parts of the town found out ther

was a freshet here at all."

Hints. "Xever write about any matter that you do not

well understand. If you clearlj' understand all about your

matter, you %vill never want thoughts, and thoughts instantly

become words.

"One of the greatest of all faults in wT-iting and in

speaking is this : the use of many words to say little. In

order to guard yourself against this fault, inquire what is the

substance, or amount, of what you have said. Take a long

speech of some talking Lord and put down upon paper what

the amount of it is. You will most likely find that the

amount is very small ; but at any rate, when you get it, you

will then he able to examine it and to tell what it is worth.

A very few examinations of the sort will so frighten you that

you will be for ever after upon your guard against talking a

great deal and sa>/ing little''—Cobbett.

" Be simple, be unaffected, be honest in your speaking and

writing. Never use a long word where a short one will do.

Call a spade a spade, not a u-ell-hiown ohlong instrument of

manual hujibandri/ ; let home he home, not a residence; a place

a. place, not a localitij ; and so of the I'est, Where a short
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word will do, yoii always lose by using a long one. You lose

in clearness ; you lose in honest expression of your meaning
;

and, in the estimation of all men who are qualilied to judge,

you lose your reputation for ability. The only true way to

shine, even in this false woi'ld, is to be modest and unassuming.

Falsehood m;iy be a very thick crust, but, in the course of

time, truth will find a place to break through. Elegance of

language may not be in the power of all of us ; but simplicity

and straightforwardness are. Write much as you wouhl

speak ; speak as you think. If with your inferiors, speak no

coarser than usual ; if with your superiors, no finer. Be what

you say ; and, within the rules of prudence, say what you

are."—Dean Alford.

"Go critically over what you have written, and strike out

every word, phrase, and clause which it is found will leave

the sentence neither less clear nor less forcible than it is

without them. "•—Swinton.

"With all watchfulness, it is astonishing what slips are

made, even by good writers, in the employment of an inap-

propriate word. In Gibbon's 'Rise and Fall,' the following

instance occui's :
' Of nineteen tyrants who started up after

the reign of Gallienus, there was not one who enjoi/ed a life of

peace or a natui'al death.' Alison, in his 'History of Europe,'

writes: 'Two great sins—one of omLsdon and one of commis-

sion—have been committed by the states of Europe in modern

times.' And not long since a worthy Scotch nunister, at the

.olose of the services, intimated his intention of visiting some

of his people as follows :
' I intend, during this week, to visit

in Mr. M 's district, and will on this occasion take the

opportunity of emhracinci all the servants in the district.'

When worthies such as these offend, who thall call the bell-

man in question as he cries, ' Lost, a silver-handled silk lady's

parasol ' ?
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"The proper an-angeraent of words into sentence and

paragraphs gives clearness and strength. To attain a clear

and pithy style, it may be necessary to cut down, to re-

arrange, and to rewrite whole passages of an essay. Gibbon

wrote his 'Memoirs' six times, and the lii-st chapter of his

' History' three tunes. Beginners are always slow to prune or

cast away any thought or expression whicli may have cost

labor. They forget that brevity is no sign of thoughtlessness.

Much consideration is nee<led to compress the details of any

subject into small compass. Essences are more difficult to

prepare, and therefore more valuable, than weak solutions.

Pliny wrote to one of his friends, 'I have not time to Avrite

you a short letter, therefore I have wi-itten you a long one.'

Apparent elaborateness is always distasteful and weak.

Vividness and strength are the pro<lnct of an easy command
of those small trenchant Saxon monosyllables which abound

in the English language."—"Leisure flour."

"As a rule, the student will do well to banish for the pres-

ent all thought of omament'or elegance, and to aim only at

expressing himself plainly and clearly. The l>est ornament

is always that whicli comes unsought. Let him not beat

al)0ut the bush, but go stiaight to the point. Let him re-

memlier that which is written is meant to be read ; that time

is short; and tliat—other things Ijeing ecpuil—^the fewer

words the Ijetter. . . . Repetition is a far less serious fault

than obscurity. Young %sTiters are often unduly afraid of

repeating the same word, and require to be reminded that it

is always better to use the right woixl over again than to

replace it by a wrong one—and a word which is liable to be

misundersto(xl is a wrong one. A frank repetition of a word
has even sometimes a kind of charm—a^ l>earing the stamp of

truth, the foundation of all excellence of style."—Hall.

"A young writer is afraid to bo simple ; he has no faith
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in beauty tinailorned, lience he crowds his sentences with

superlatives. In his e?itin\ation, titrgidity passes for elo-

quence, and simplicity is but another name for that wiiich is

weak and unmeaning."—George Washington Moon.

Honorable. See Reverend.

How. ' I have heard /*o/p in Italy one is beset on all

sides by beggars"; read, " heard ?/m?." "I have heard //o»/'

some critics have been pacified with claret and a supper, and

others laid asleep with soft notes of flattery."—Dr. Johnson.

The how in this sentence also should be that. Hwo means the

manner in which. We may, therefore, say, " I have heard

how he went about it to circumvent you."

"And it is good judgiit^nt alone can dictate how far to

proceed in it and when to stop." Cobbett comments on this

sentence in this wise :
" Dr. Watts is speaking here of writing.

In such a case, an ailverb, like how far, expressive of longi-

tudinal space, introduces a rhetorical figure ; for the plain

meaning is, that judgment will dictate how much to write on it

and not how far to proceed in it. " The figure, however, is very

proper and much better than the literal words. But when a

figure is heijmi it should be earried on throughout, which is

not the case here; for the Doctor begins with a figure of

longitudinal space and ends with a figure of time. It should

have been, where to stop. Or, how lonrj to proceed in it and

xi'ihen to stop. To tell a man how far he is to go into the

Western countries of America and lalien he is to stop, is a very

different thing from telling him how far he is to go and where

he is to stop. I have dwelt thus on this distinction for the

purpose of putting you on the watch and guarding you against

confounding figures. The less you use thein the better, till

you understand more about them."

Humanitarianism. This woid, in its original, theo-

logical sense,, njeans tije doctrine that deuiss the godhead of
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Jesus Christ, and avers that he was possessed of a human
nature only ; a humanUarian, therefore, in the theological

sense, is one who believes this doctrine The word and its

derivatives are, however, nowadays, both in this country and

iu England, most used in a humane, phihinthropic seuse ;

thus, "The audience enthusiastically endorsed the humaiti-

tariani.<ni of his eloquent discourse."—Hatton.

Hung. See HaX(.:ed.

Hurry. Though widely difleriug in meaning, both the

verb and the noun hurry are continually used for liaste and

haslen. Hurry implies not only /ia<ie, but haste with con-

fusion, iiurry; while haste implies only rapidity of action, an

eager desir(3 to make progiess, and, unlike hurry, is not in-

compatible with deliberation and dignity. It is often wise lo

haaten in the afifairs of life ; but, as it is never wise to proceed

without forethought ' and method, it is never wise to hurry.

Sensible people, then, may be often in ha--<te, but are never in

a hurry; and we tell othei's to make haste, and not to hurry up.

Hyperbole. Tlie magnifying of things beyond their

natural limits is called hyperbole. Language that signilies,

literally, more than the exact truth, more tlian is really in-

tended to be represented, by which a thing is represented

greater or less, better or worse, than it really is, is said to be

hyperbolical. Hyperbole is exaggeration.

"Our common forms of compliment are almost all of them
extravagant hyperboles. "—Blair.

Some examples are the following

:

"llivers of blood and hills of slain."

"They were swifter than eagles; they were stronger tiiau

lions."

"The sky shrunk upward with unusual dread.

And trembling Tiber div'd beneath his bed."
" So frowned the mighty combatants, that hell

Grew daiker at their frown.
'
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" I saw their chief tall as a rock of ice ; his spear the

blasted fir; his shield the rising moon; he sat ou the shore

like a cloud of mist on a hill."

Ice-cream—Ice-water. As for ice-orcam, there is no

such tkin^', as ice-cream would bu the product of frozen

cream, i.e., cream made from ice by melting. What is called

ice-ci'eam is cream iced ; hence, properly, i<>il cream, and not

ice-cream. The product of melted ice is /cc-water, whether it

be cold or warm ; but water made cold with ice is iced water,

and not ice-water.

If. "I doubt i/this will ever reach you": say, "I doubt

whether this will ever reach you."

111. See Sick.

Illy. It will astonish not a few to learn that there is no

such word as illy. The form of the adverb, as well as of the

adjective and the noun, is ill. A thing is ill formed, or ill

done, or ill made, or /// constructed, or ill put together.

" /// fares the land, to hastening ills a prey.

Where wealth accumulates and men decay."—Goldsmith,

Immodest. This adjective and its synonyms, indecent

and indelicate, are often used without proper discrimination

being made in their respective meanings. Indecency and im-

modesly are opposed to morality : the former in externals, as

dress, words, and looks ; the latter in conduct and disposi-

tion. "Indecency," says Crabb, may be a partial, immodettty

is a positive and entire breach of the moral law. Indecency

is less than immodesty, but more than indelicacy." It is

indcent for a man to marry again very soon after the death

of his wife. It is indelicate for any one to obtrude himself

upon another's retirement. It is indecent iov women to expose

their persons as do some whom we can not call immodest.

" Immodest words admit of no defence,

For want of decency is want of sense.

"

—Ea.rl of Koscommou.
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Impropriety. As a rhetorical term, defined as an error

in using words in a sense different from their recognized

signification.

Impute. Xon-painstaking writers not unfrequently vise

impute h\ste;}i(\. oi aacrihe. "The numbers [of bhmders] that

have been imputed to him are endless."—"Appletons' Jour-

nal." The use of impute in this connection is by no means

indefensible ; still it would have been better to use ascribe.

In our midst. The phrase in our midst and in their midst

are generally supposed to be of recent introduction ; and,

though they have been used by some respectable writers, they

nevertheless find no favor with those who study pi'opriety in

the use of language. To the phrase in the midst no one

objects. ".Jesus came and stood in the midst." "There was

a hut in the m'«lxt of the forest."

In respect of. "The deliberate introduction of incor-

rect forms, whethe" by the coinage of new or the revival of

obsolete and inexpressive syntactical combinations, ought to

be resisted even in trifles, especiallj'^ where it leads to the

confusion of distinct ideas. An example of this is the recent

use of the adverbial phrases in respect of, in regard of, for in

or with respect to, or regard to. This innovation is without

any syntactical ground, and ought to be condemned and

avoided as a mere grammatical crochet."—George P. Marsh,

"Lectures on the English Language," p. 660.

In so far as. A phrase often met with, and in which

the in is superfluous. " A want of proper opportunity would

suffice, in so far as the want could be shown." " We are to

act up to the extent of our knowledge ; but, in so far as our

knowledge falls short," etc.

Inaugurate. This word, which means to install in olfice

with certain ceremonies, is made, by many lovers of big

words, to do service for heg'.n : but the sooner these rhetorlica
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high-fliers stop )naii<jiira(in</ and content themselves with

simply heyi/niin;/ the things they are called upon to do in the

ordinary routine of daily life, the sooner they will cease to

set a very bad example.

Indecent. See Immodest.

Index expurgatorius. William Cullen Bryant, who
M'as a careful student of tlnglish, while he was editor of the
" Ntw York Evening Post," sought to prevent the writers

for that paper from using "over and above (for 'more than');

artiste (for 'artist'); aspirant; authoress;,beat (for 'defeat');

bagging (for 'capturing'); balance (for 'remainder'); banquet

(for 'dinner' or 'supper'); bogus; casket (for 'coffin'); claimed

(for 'asserted'); collided; conunence (for 'begin'); compete;

cortege (for 'procession'); cotemporary (for 'contemporary');

couple (for 'two'); darky (for 'negro'); day before yesterday

(for 'the day before yesterday'); dtbut; decrease (as a verb);

democracy (applied to a political party); develop (for 'expose');

devouring element (for 'fire'); donate; employe; enacted (for

'acted'); indorse (for 'approve'); en route; esq.; graduate

(for 'is graduated'); gents (for 'gentlemen"); 'Hon.'; House
(for 'House of ilepresentatives'); humbug; inaugurate (for

'begin'); in our midst; item (for 'particle, extract, or para-

graph'); is being done, and all passives of this form;

jeopardize; jubilant (for 'rejoicing'); juvenile (for 'boy');

lady (for 'wife'); last (for 'latest'); lengthy (for 'long');

leniency (for 'lenity'); loafer; loan or loaned (for 'Ifind' or

'lent'); located; majority (relating to places or circumstances,

for 'most'); Mrs. President, Mrs. Governor, Mrs. General,

and all similar titles; mutual (for 'common'); official (for

'officer'); ovation; on yesterday; over his signature; pants

(for 'pantaloons'); parties (for "persons'); partially (for

'parti}''); past two weeks (for ' last two weeks' and all similar

expressions relating to a definite time); poetess; jjortion (for
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'part'); posted (for 'mforuied'); progress (for 'advance')

reliable (for 'trustworthy'); rendition (for 'performance')

repudiate (for 'reject' or 'disown'); retire (as an active verb)

Rev. (for 'the Rev.'); role (for 'part'); roughs; rowdies

sece?h ; sensation (for 'noteworthy event'); standpoint (for

' point of view'); start, in the sense of setting out ; state (for

"say'); taboo; talent (for 'talents' or 'ability'; talented;

tapis ; the deceased ; war (for 'dispute' or 'disagreement')."

This index is offered here as a cui'iosity rather than as a

guide, though in the main it may safely be used as such. Xo
valid reason, however, can be urged for discouraging the use

of several words in the list; the words aspirant, banquet,

casket, compete, decrease, progress, start, talented, and
deceased, for example.

Indicative and Subjunctive. " 'I see the signal,' is

unconditional ; '?/! see the signal,' is the same fact expressed

in the form of a condition. The one form is said to be in the

indicative mood, the mood that simply states or indicates the

action ; the other form is in the subjunctive, conditional, or

conjunctive mood. There is sometimes a slight variation

made in English, to show that an affirmation is made as a

condition. The mood is called 'subjunctive,' because the

affirmation is suhjoined to another affirmation: '1/ 1 see the

signal, I will call out.'
'

' Such forms as ' I may see, '
' I can see, ' have sometimes

been considered as a variety of mood, to which the name
' Potential' is given. But this can not properly be main-

tained. There is no trace of any inflection corresponding to

this meaning, as we find with the subjunctive. Moreover,

such a mood would have itself to be subdivided into indicative

and subjunctive forms: 'I may go,' 'if I may go.' And
further, we might proceed to constitute other moods on the

same analogy, as, for example, an obligatory mood— ' I must
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go,' o:- ' I ought to go '; a mood of resolution— ' 1 will go, you

shall go '; a mood of gratification
—

' I iim delighted to go '; of

depieoation— 'I am grievel to go.' The only diffeience in

the last two instances is the use of the sign of the infinitive

'to,' which does not occur after 'may,' 'can,' 'must,' 'ought,'

etc. ; but that is not an essential difference. Some gi-ainma-

rians consider the form ' I do go ' a separate mood, and term

it tlie emphatic mood. But all the above objections apply to

it likewise, as well as many others."—Bain. See Subjunc-

tive Mood.

ludividual. This word is often most improperly used

ior per--<oii ; as, "The individual I saw was not over forty ";

" There were several individuals on board that I had never

seen before." Individual means, etymologically, that which

can not be divided, and is used, in s])eakiug of things as well

as of persons, to express unity. It is opposed to the wliole,

or that which is diNdsible into parts.

Indorse. Careful writers generally discountenance the

use of indorse in the sense of sanction, approve, applaud. In

this signification it is on the list of proliibited words in some

of our newspaper offices. " The following rules are indorsed

by nearly all writers upon this subject."—Dr. Townsend. It

is plain that the right word to use here is approved. "The
public will heartily indorse the sentiments uttered by the

court."—New York " Evening Telegram." "The public will

heartily approve the sentiments expressed by the court," is

what the sentence should be.

Infinitive Mood. When we can choose, it is generally

better to use the verb in the infinitive that in the participial

form. " AV;ility being in general tlie power q/" (Zoi;*;/," etc.

Say, to do. "I desire to reply ... to the proposal of sub-

stitutin'j a tax upon land values . . . and m.ilciny tliis tax, as

near [nearly] as may be, equal to rent," etc. Say, to substi-
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tttte and to make. " This quality is of prime importance when
the chief object is the impartinri of knowledge." Say, to

impart.

Initiate. This is a pretentious vrord, which, ^^^t^l its

derivatives, many persons—especially those who like to be

grandiloquent—use, wiieu homely English would serve their

tun\ much better.

Innumerable Number. A repetitional expression to be

avoided. We may say //( ;; urifruhle. times, or namhcfhss times,

but we should not say an innumerable number of times.

Interrogation. The rhetorical figur* that asks a ques-

tion iu order to emphasize the reverse of what is asked is

called interror/ation; as, "Do we mean to submit to this

measure? Do we mean to submit, and consent that we our-

selves, our country and its rights, shall be trampled on?"

"Doth God pervert judgment? or doth the Almighty

pen'ert j a.stiee ?
"

Introduce. See Pre.sekt.

Irony. That mode of speech in which what is meant is

contrary to the literal meaning of the words—in wiiich praise

is bestowed when censure is intended— is called irony. Irony

is a kind of delicate sarcasm or satire—raillery, mockery.

"In writings of humor, figures are sometimes used of so

delicate a nature that it shall often happen that some people

wUl see things in a direct contrary sense to what the author

and the majority of tlie readers undeistaud them ; to such,

the must innocent irony may appear irreligiou.'"—Cambridge.

Irritate. >See Aggravate.

Is being built. A toleralile idea of the state of the dis-

cussion regarding the propriety of using the locution is beiu(j

built, and all like expressions, will, it is hoped, be obtained

from the following extracts. The Rev. Peter Bullions, in his

" Grajnmar of the English Language," says;
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"There is properly no passive form, in English, corrr-

xponding to the progressive form iu the active voice, except

wliere it is made by the participle infj, in the passive sense,,

tlitts, 'The house is building'; 'The garments are making 'j

' AVheat is soiling,' etc. An attempt has been made by some

grammarians, of late, to banish such expressions from the

language, though they have been used in all time past by the

best writers, and to justify and defend a clumsy solecism,

»*-hich has been recently introducefl chiefly througli the news-

paper i>ress, but whidi has gained such currency, and is.

becoming so familiay to the ear, that it seems likely to pre-

^ail, with all its imcouthness and deformity. I refer to such

expressions as ' The house is being built '; '^The letter is being

written"; 'The mine is being worked'; 'The news is being

telegraphed,' etc., etc.

" This mode of expression had no existence in the language

till idthin the lust fifty years * Tliis, indeed, wovdd not make-

the expressicm wrong, were it otherwise unexceptionable ; but

its recent origin shows thai; it is not, as is pi'etended, a neces-

sary fornv.

"Tliis fom^ of expression, when analyzed, is found not to=

express what it is intended to express, and w"ould be used

only by such as are either ignorant of its import or are care-

less and loose in their use of laugiiage. To make this mani-

fest, let it be considered, first, that there is no progressive

form of the verb to be ami no need of it ;: hence, there is no

such expression itt English as is beinr/. Of course the expres-

sion '
i-s- be-i/ifj built,' for example, is not a compound of is beiny

and built, birt of is and heiiiff Imii't ; that is, of the v^b to be

and the present ]>a)iicii>le passifv. Xow, let it be observed

that the only verbs in which the present participle passive

expresses a continued action are thase mentioned above as the

* Bullions" "-Graiuniar" was puhlisiied in 1867.
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first class, in wliieh the regular passive form expresses a cov-

tiniiance of the action; as, is loved, is desired, etc., and iu

which, of course, the form in question (Is heiiKj built) is not

required. Nobody would think of saying, 'He is beiug

loved'; 'This result is being desired.'

"The use of this form is justified only by condemniaff an

established umf/e of the language ; namely, the passive sense

in some verbs of the participle in in;/. In reference to this it

is fiippautlj' asked, 'What does the house buill?' 'What

does the letter write?' etc.— taking for granted, without

attempting to prove, that the participle iu ing can not have a

passive sense in any verb. The following are a few examples

from writers of the best reputation, which this novelty would

condemn : 'While the ceremony was performing.'—Tom
Brown. 'The court was then holding.'— ^ir G. McKenzie.

' And still be doing, never done.' - Butler. 'Tlie books are

selling.'—Allen's 'Grammar.' 'To know nothing of what is

transacting in the i-egions above us. '—Dr. Blair. ' The spot

where this new and strange tragedy was acting.'—E. Everett.

* The fortress was building. '—Ir vi ng. 'An attempt is making

in the English Parliament.'—D. Webster. 'The church now

erecting in the citj' of Xew York.'— 'N. A. Review.' ' These

things were transacting in England.'—Bancroft.

" This new doctrine is iu opposition to the almost unanimous

jud<jment of the most distinguislied grammarians and critics,

who have considered tlie subject, and expressed their views

concerning it. The following are a spcciuieu :
' Expressions

of this kind are condemned by some critics ; but tlie usage is

unquestionably of far better authority, and (according to my
apprehension) in far better taste, than the more complex

phraseology which some late writers adopt iu its stead ; as,

'The books are now being sold."'—Goold Brown. ' As to

the notion of intro'iueing a new and more complex passive
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form of conjugation, as, "The hridge i>! heituj liiti/f," "The

bridge jpo* bciinj hnUl," and so forth, it is one of the most

absurd and monstrous innovations ever thought of . "The

work i(i now beinij piihli^lted," is certainly no better English

than, "The work ircti^ beiiit/ published, has been helng imb-

lished, had been beimj publii<hed, shall or will be being published,

shall or will Jmre been being publi-^hed,'' and so on through all

the moods and tenses. What a language we shall have when

our verbs are thus conjugated!'—Brown's 'Gr. of English

Gr.,' p. 361. De War observes :
' The participle in ing is also

passive in many instances; as, "The house is building," "I

heard of a plan forming,"' etc.—Quoted is 'Frazee's Gram-

mar,' p. 49. *It would be an absurdity, indeed, to give up

the only way we have of denoting the incomplete state of

action by a passive form (viz., by the participle in ing in the

passive sense).'—Arnold's 'English Grammar,' p. 46. 'The

present participle is often used passively ; as, "The ship is

building.'' The form of expression, is being built, is being

commuted, etc., is almost universally condemned by gram-

marians, but it is sometimes met with in respectable writers;

it occurs most frequently in newspaper paragraphs and in

hasty compositions. See Worcester's " Universal and Criti-*

cal Dictionary."'—Wold's 'Grammar,' pp. 118 and 180.

'When we say, " The house is building," the advocates of the

new theory ask, " Building what?" We might ask, in turn,

when you say, "The Held ploughs well,"—"Ploughs what?"

"Wheat sells well,"— "Sells what?" If usage allows us to

say, "Wheat sells at a dollar," in a sense that is not active,

why may we not say, "Wheat is selling at a dollar," in a

sense that is not active?'—Hai't's 'Grammar,' p. 76. 'The

prevailing practice of the best authors is in favor of th

simple form ; as, " The house is bvilding." '—Wells' ' School

Grannnar." p. 148, 'Several other expressions of thi^ sort
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how and then occur, snch as the new-fangled and most un-

couth solecism, "is bei»ff done," for the good old English

idiom "/.s floiin/''—an absurd periphrasis driving out a pointed

and pithy turn of the English language.'—'X. A. Review,'

quoted by Mr. Wells, p, 148. 'The phrase, "is being built,"

and others of a similar kind, have been for a few years in-

sinuating themselves into our langiiage ; still they are not

English.'—Harrison's 'Rise, Progress, and Present Structure

of the English Language.' 'This mode of expression [the

house is being built] is becoming quite common. It is liable,

however, to several important objections. It appears formal

and pedantic. It has not, as far as I know, the support of

any respectable grammarian. The easy and natural expres-

sion is, "The Louse is building."'—Prof. J. W. Gibbs."

Mr. Richard Grant White, in his "Words and Their

Uses," expresses his opinion of the locution is hein;/ in this

wise: " In bad eminence, at the head of those intruders in

language M'hich to many persons seem to be of established

respectability, but the right of which to be at all is not fully

admitted, stands out the form of speech is heiufj done, or

rather, is hein;/, which, about seventy or eightj' years ago,

began to affront the ej'e, torment the ear, and assault the

common sense of the speaker of plain and idiomatic English."

Mr. White devotes thirty pages of his book to the discussion

of the subject, and adduces evidence that is more than suffi-

cient to convince those who are content with an ex parte.

examination that "it can hardly be that such an incongruous

and ridiculous form of speech as is beiiuj done was contrived

by a man who, Ijy any stretch of the name, should be included

among grammarians."

Mr. George P. Marsli, in his " Lectures on the English

Language," says that the deviser of the locution in question

was "some grammatical pretender," and that it is "an
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awkward ueologisni, which neither convenience, intelligi-

bility, nor syntactical cougriiity demands."

To these gentlemen, and to those who are of their way of

thinking with regard to is being. Dr. Fitzedward Hall replies

at some length, in an article published in "Scribuer's

Monthly,'' for April, 1872. Dr. Hall writes:

" 'AH really well educated in the English tongue lament

the many innovations introduced into our language from

America ; and I doubt if more than one of tliese novelties de-

serve acceptation. That one is, substitutiug a compound

participle for an active verb used in a neuter signification

:

for instance, "The house is being bui't," instead of, "The
house is building." ' Such is the assertion and such is the

opinion of some anonymous luminary,* who, for his liberality

in welcoming a supposed Americanism, is somewhat in ad-

A^ance of the herd of his countrymen. Almost any popular

expression which is considered as a novelty, a Bi'iton is pi-etty

certain to assume, off-hand, to have originated on our side

of the Atlantic. Of the assertion I have quoted, no proof is

offered; and there is little probability that its author had any

to offer. 'Are being,' in the phrase 'are being thrown up,'

t

is spoken of in 'The North American Review' J as 'an out-

rage upon English idiom, "to be detested, abhorred, exe-

crated, and given over to six thousand" penny-paper editors';

and the fact is, that phrases of the form here pointed at have

hitherto enjoyed very much less favor with us than with the

English.

*"L. \V. K.. CLK., LL.D., EX. SjH., T. C. D Oi this reverend
gentleman's personality I know nothing. He does not say exact) j- what
he means; but what hi; niems is, >et, imniistakable. The extract given
above is from ' Public Opinion,' January 20, 1866."

t "The anahsis, taken for granted in this quotation, of 'are being
thrown Up' into 'are bein;;' and 'thrown up' will be dealt with in the
sequel, an J shown to be untenable."

J-'VoI. xiv, p. 504 (1837)."
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"As lately as 1860, Dr. Woi'cester, referiing o i ' nr.r/

built, etc., while acknowledging that 'this new form has ..oen

useil by som? respectable writers,' speaks oi .t as having

'been introduceil' 'within a few years.' Mr. Richard Grant

White, by a most peculiar process of ratiocination, endeavoi's

to prove that what Dr. Worcester calls ' this new form' came

into existence just fifty-six years ago. He premises tiiat in

Jarvis's translation of 'Don Quixote,' publislied in 1742, there

occurs 'were carrying,' and that this, in t'ne edition of 1818,

is sophisticated into 'were being carried.' 'This change,'

continues our logician, ' and the appearance of is belmj with a

perfect participle in a very few books published between

A. D. 1815 and 1820, indicate the former period as that of the

origin of this phraseology, which, although more than half a

century old, is still pronounced a novelty as well as a

nuisance.

'

"AVho, in the next place, devised our modern imperfect

passive ? The question is not, originally, of my asking ; but,

as the learned ax"e at open feud on the .subject, it should not

be passed by in silence. Its deviser is, more than likely, as

undiscoverable as the name of the valiant antediluvian who
first tasted an oyster. But the deductive character of t!ie

miscreant is another thing ; and hereon there is a war be-

tween the j)hilosophers. Mr. G. P. Marsh, as if he had
actually spotted the wretched creature, passionately and

categorically denounces hun as ' some grammatical pretender.'

'But,' replies Mr. White, 'that it is the work of any gram-

marian is more than doubtful. Grammarians, with all their

faults, do not deform language with fantastic solecisms, or

even seek to enrich it with new and startling verbal combina-

tions. They rather resist novelty, and devote themselves to

fonnulating that which use has already established.' In tlie
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s-anie page with this, Mr. White conipliinents tlie gi'eat

unknown as 'some precise and feeble-minded soid,' and

elsewhere calls him ' some pedantic writer of tlie last genera-

tion.' To add even one word toward a solution of the knotty

point here indicated transcends, I confess, my utmost

competence. It is painful to picture to one's self the agonizing

emotions with which certain philologists would contemplate

an authentic effigy of the Attila of speech who, by his is being

built or is beivij done, first offered violence to the whole circle

of the proprieties. So far as I have observed, the first

grammar that exhibits them is that of Mr. R. S. Skillern,

M.A., the first edition of which was published at Gloucester

in 1802. Robert Southey. liad not, on the 9th of October,

179"), been oiit of his minority quite two months when, evi-

dently delivering himself in a way that had already become

familiar enough, he wrote of 'a fellow whose uttermost

upper grinder is being torn out by the roots by a muttoo-fi->ted

barber.'* This is in a letter. But repeated instances of the

same kind of expression are seen in Southey's graver writings.

Thus, in his 'Colloquies,' etc.,t we read of ' such [nunneries]

as at this time are being reestablished.^

" 'While my hand was being drest by Mr. Young, I spoke

for the first time.' wrote Coleridge, in March, 1797.

"Charles Lamb speaks of realities which 'are being acted

before us,' and of 'a man who is being strangled.'

" Walter Savage Landor, in an imaginary conversation,

represents Pitt as saying: 'The man who possessed them may
read Swedcnborg and Kant while he is being tossed in a

blanket.' Again: 'I have seen nobles, men and women,

*"'The Life and Correspondence of the lata Robert Sonthey, vol. i,

p. 243."

t "Vol. i, p. 338. ' A student who i,i heing erammnl

'

;
' thit verb is

eternally beinff declined.'—'The Doc-tor,' pp. 38 and 40 (i: cnotome ed.)."
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kneeling in the street before these bishops, when no ceremony

of the Catholic Church icas being performed.' Also, in a

translation from Catullus : 'Some criminal is being tried for

murder.

'

"Xor does Mr. De Quincej^ scruple at such Euglish as

' made and being mode,' 'the bride that ira-s being married to

him," and 'the shafts of Heaven were even now being forged.^

On one occasion he writes, ' Not done, not even (according to

modern purism) being done'; as if 'purism' meant exactness,

rather than the avoidance of neoterism.

"I need, surely, name no inore, among the dead, who
found /•* being built, or the like, acceptable. 'Simple-minded

common people and those of culture were alike protected

against it by their attachment to the idiom of their mother

tongue, with whic'i they felt it to be directly at variance.'

So Mr. White informs us. But the writers whom I have

quoted are formidable exceptions. Even Mr. White will

scarcely deny to thtm the title of ' peojile of culture.'

" So much for offenders past repentance ; and we all know
that the sort of phraseology under consideration is daily te-

ccming more and more. common. The best written or the

English reviews, magazines, and journals are perpetually

marked by it ; and some of the choicest of living Euglish

writers employ it freely. Among these, it is enough if I

specify Bishop Wilberforce and Mr. Charles Reade.*

"Extracts from Bishop Jewel downward being also given,

Lord Macaulay, Mr. Dickens, 'The Atlantic Monthly,' and
' The Brooklyn Eagle ' are alleged by Mr. "White in proof

that people still use such phrases as ' Chelsea Hospital icas

building,' and 'the train teas preparing. ' Hence we see,' he

*'"In 'Put Yourself in his Place," ehaptei' x,Jie writes: 'She b-isked
in the present delijrlit, and looked as if she wa» iTeimj taken to heaven by
an angel.'
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iickls,* 'that the form if hrhuj done, is bcimj mad<', is hciiKj

built, lacks the support of authoi'itative usage from the period

of the earliest classical English to the present day,' I fully

concur with Mr. White in regarding ' neither " The Brooklyn

Eagle" nor Mr. Dickens as a very high authority in the use

of language'; yet, when he has renounced the aid of these

contemned straws, what has he to rest his inference on, as to

the present day, but the practice of Lord Macaulay and 'The

Atlantic Monthly'? Those who think tit will bow to the

dictatorship here prescribed to them ; but there may be those

with whom the classic sanction of Southey, Coleridge, and

Landor, will not be wholly void of weight. All scholai's are

aware that, to convey the sense of the imperfects passive, our

ancestors, centuries ago, prefixed, with ix, etc., cm, afterward

corrupted into a, to a verbil substantive. ' The house is in

building^ could be taken to mean nothing but redes mdijicantur

;

and, when the in gave place to a,\ it was still manifest

enough, from the context, that building was governed by a

preposition. The second stage of change, however, namely,

when the a was omitted, entailed, in miny cases, great

danger of confusion. In the early part of the last century,

when English was undergoing what was then thought to be

purification, the polite world substantially i-esigned is

a-building to the vulgar. Toward the close of the same

century, when, under the influence of free thought, it began

to be felt that even ideas had a right to faitliful and une-

quivocal representation, a just resentment of ambiguity was

evidenced in the creation of is being built. The lament is too

late that the instinct of reformation did not restore the old

form. It has gone foiever ; and we are now to make the best

* "'Words,' cc, p. 3i0."

t "Thomas Fuller writes : 'At his arrival, the last stake of the Chns-
tiaiii was on lonin;/.'— ' The Historic of the Holy Waire,' p. 218 (ed. 1C47.)
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of its successors. ' "The bi-ass isforging," ' in the opiuion of

Dr. Johnson, is ' a vicious expression, probably corrupted

from a phrase more pure, but now somewhat obsolete, . . .

" the brass w a-forging." ' Yet, with a true Tory's timidity

and aversion to change, it is not surprising that he went on

preferring what he found established, vicious a* it confessedly

was, to the end. But was the expression ' vicious' solely be-

caixse it was a corruption? Ii» 1787 William Beckford wrote

as follows of the fortime-tellere of Li sbon :
' / ,m ic one dragging

into iif/hf, as I passed hy the ruins of a palace thrown down
by the earthquake. Whether a familiar of tlie Inquisition

was griping her in his clutches, or whether she wa^ taking to

account by fsom disappointed volariiy I will not pretend to.

answer.' Are the expressions here italicized either per-

spicuous, or graceful ? Whatever we are to have in their

place, we should be thankful to get quit of theni.

"Inasmuch as, couciu-rently with building for the active

participle, and being bui/t for the corresponding passive parti-

ciple, we possessed the former, with »* prefixed, as the active

present imperfect, it is in rigid accordance with the symmetry

of our verb tliat, to construct the passive present imperfect^

v,e prefix is to the latter, producing the form is being built^

Such, in its greatest simplicity, is the procedure which, as

will be seen, has provoked a very levanter of ire and vilifica-

tion. But anything that is new will be excepted to by minds,

of a certain order. Their tremulous and impatient dread of

removing ancient landmarks even disqualifies them for thor-

oug'nly investigating its character and pretensions. In has

built and ?«"// b i'd, we find the active participle perfect and
the aetive infinitive subjoinetl to auxiliaries ; and so, in hua

been built antl will be built, the passive participle perfect and
the passive infinitive ai'e subjoined to auxiliaries. la is

building ixud i.'i being bii!/i. we luivf. iu strict harmony with
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the constitution of the perfect and future tenses, an auxiliary

followed l)y the active participle present and the passive

participle present. Built is determined as active or passive

by the verbs which qualify it, have and be ; and the gram-

marians are right in considering it, when embodied in has

built, as active, since its analogue, embodied iii haa been Ituilt,

is the exclusively passive been huUt. Besides this, haa heen +

bui't would signify something like has existed, built,* which is

-^ilainly neuter. We are debarred, therefore, from such an

analysis ; auti, by parity ^f reasoning, we|may not resolve is

heivij buill into is helnff + built. It must have been an inspira-

tion of analogy, felt or unfelt, that .suggested the forurl ;am

discussing. Js hein;/ + built, as it can mean, pretty nearly,

only exists, built, would never have been proposed as adequate

to convey any but a neuter sense ; whereas it was perfectly

natural for a parson aiming to express a passive sense to

prefix is to the passive concretion beinrj built.i

" The analogical justification of is being built which I have

brought forward is so obvious that, as it occurred to myself

more than twenty years ago, so it must have occurred .spon-

taneously to hundreds besides. It is very singular that those

who, like Mr. Marsh and Mr. White, have pondered long and

painfully over locutions typified by is being built, sliould have

missed the real ground of their grammatical defensibleness,

and should have warmed themselves, in their opposition to

them, into uttering opinions which no calm judgment can

accept.

* "I express myself in this manner because I distin^fuish between be

and exist."

t "Samuel Richardson writes: 'Jenny, who attends me here, has
more than once hinted to nie that Miss Jervis loves to sit up late, either

rea lin;; or bein;/ read f<> liy Anne, who, thonsrh she reads well, is not fond

of the task. '—'Sir Charles Grandison,' vol. iii, p. 46 (ed. 1754).

"The transition is \ery slight by which we pass from 'sit bains' read

to' to 'isbiing read to.'"
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" 'One who h htimj beaten' is, to Archbishop AVhately,

'uneoTith English.' ' "The bridge U heinc) huUt," and other

l^hrases of the like kind, have pained the eye' of Mr. David

Booth. Such phrases, according to Mr. M. Harrison, ' are

not English,' To Professor J. W. Gibbs 'this mode of ex.

preision . . . appears formal and pedantic
'

; and ' the easy

and natural expression is, "The house is building." '* In all

this, little or nothing is discernible beyond sheer prejudice,

the prejudice of those vho resolve to take their stand against

an innovation, regardless of its utility, and who are ready to

"find an argument against it in any random epithet of dis-

paragement provoked by uni-easoning aversion. And the

more recent denouncers in the same line have no more reason

on their side than their elder brethren.

"In Mr. Marsh's estimation, is beiiif/ biiiU illustrates

' corruption of language
'

; it is ' clumsy and unidiomatic
'

; it

is 'at best but a philological coxcombry'; it 'is an awkward
neologism, which neither convenience, intelligibility, nor

syntactical congruity demands, and the use of which ought,

therefore, to be discountenanced, as an attempt at the artificial

improvement of the language in a point which needed no

amendment.' Again, 'To reject' is buihlimj in favor of the

modern phrase 'is to violate the laws of language by an

arbitrary change ; and, in this peculiar case, the proposed

substitute is at war with the genius of the English tongue.'

Mr. Marsh seems to have fancied that, wherever he points

out a beauty in is huildinr/, he points out, inclusively, a

blemish in is being built.

" The fervor and. feeling with which Mr. White luhances

to the charge are altogether tropical. ' The full absurtlity of

*"I am here indebted to the last edition of Dr. Worcester's 'Dic-
tionary,' preface, p. xxsix,"
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this phrase, the essence of its nonsense, seems not to have

been hitherto pointed out.' It is not 'consistent with reason';

and it is not ' conformed to the normal development of the

language.' It is 'a monstrosity, the illogical, confusing, in-

accurate, unidiomatic chai-acter of which I have at some

length, but yet imperfectly, set forth.' Finally, 'In fact, it

means nothing, and is the most incongruous combination of

words and ideas that ever attained respectable usage in any

civilized language.' These be 'prave 'ords'; and it seems a

pity that so much sterling vituperative ammunition should be

expended in vain. And that it is so expended thinks Mr.

White himself ; for, though passing sentence in the spirit of

a Jeflfreys, he is not really on the judgment-seat, but on the

lowest hassock of despair. As concerns the mode of expres-

sion exemplified by is being huilt, he owns that 'to check its

diffusion would be a hopeless undertaking.' If so, M'hy not

reserve himself lor service against some evil not avowedly

beyond remedy?

"Again we read, 'Some precise and feeble-minded soul,

having been taught that there is a passive voice in English,

and that, for instance, building is an active participle, and

builded or built a passive, felt conscientious scruples at saying

"the house i-s ?Ji«/tZv«(/." For what could the house build?'

As children say at play, Mr. White burns here. If it had

occurred to him that the 'conscientious scruples' of his

hypothetical, ' precise, ami feeble-minded soul ' were roused

by bten built, not by built, I suspect his chapter on is being

built would have been much shorter than it is at i:)resent, and

very different, 'fl^he fatal absurditj' in this phrase consists,'

he tells us, ' in the combination of is with being ; in the

making of the verb to he a supplement, or, in grammarian's

phrase, an auxiliary to itself—an absurdity so palpable, so

monstrous, so ridiculous, that it should need only to be
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pointed out to be scouted.'* Lastly, 'The quest is thus

narrowed simply to this, Does to he being (esse ens) mean

anything mere or other than to he?'

"Having convicted Mr. White of a mistaken analysis, I

am not concerned with the observations which he founds oo

his mistake. How'ever, even if his analysis had been correct,

some of his arguments would avail him notjiing. For in-

stance, is heinij built, on his understanding of it, that is to say,

is hein(j + built, he represents by ens <.edificatus est, as 'the

supposed corresponding Latin phrase. '+ The Latin is ille-

gitimate ; and he infers that, therefore, the English is the

same. But <xdificans est, a translation, on the model which

he otters, of the active is huildin;/, is quite as illegitimate as

ens cedificutus est. By parity of non-sequitur, we are, there-

fore, to surrender the active is huilding. Assume that a

phrase in a given language is indefensible unless it has its

counterpart in some other language ; from the very conception

and definition of an idiom every idiom is illegitimate.

" I now pass to another point. ' To he and to exist are,' to

Mr. White's apprehension, 'perfect synonyms, or more nearly

perfect, perhaps, than anj' two verbs in the language. In

some of their meanings there is a shade of difference, but in

others there is none whatever ; and tiie latter are those which

serve our present purpose. When we say, "He, being fore-

warned of danger, fled," we say, "He, existing foi-ewarned of

» " 'Words and their Uses,' p. 353."

t " 'i< in he' III) is simply equal to it in. Ami, in the supposed corre-
sponding Latin phrases, eniffactux fnt, eun adiiicatus eat (the ob-oleteness
of eax as a participle beini;: granted), the monstros ty is not in the use < li

enx \\'n\\fttctHt!, but in that of c/is with est. The absurdity is, in Larl.i,

just what it is in Knjj^iish, the use of in with being, the making of the verb
to tcacouip'.enient to itself."— /fcit/., pp. Zhi, 355.

"Apparently, Mr. White reeojcnizes no more difference between sup-
)ilein,'iit and coiiijdeinent than he recojrnizes between be and exint. See the
extract I have made above, froiu p. 353."
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(lans^er, fled." Wlien we say that a thing is done, we Pay

that it exkts done. . . . 7.s being done is simply exists existing

done.' But, since is and exists are equipollent, and so being

and existing, is being is the same as the nuimpeauhahle is

existing. Q. non E. D. Is existing ought, of course, to bo no

less objectionable to Mr. White than is being. Just as alisurd,

too, should he reckon the Italian .^ono stato, era stalo, sia

stato, fossi stato, saro stalo, sarei stato, essere stato, and ess- ndo

state. For in Italian both essere and -^tare ure required to

make up the verb substantive, as in J>atin both esse and tlie

offspring of fuere are required ; and stare, primarily ' to

stand,' is modified into a true auxiliary. The alleged 'full

absurdity of this phrase,' to wit, is being bid t, ' the essence of

its nonsense,' vanishes thus into thin air. So I was about to

comment bluntly, not forgetting to regret that any gentle-

man's cuiltivation of logic should fructify in the shape of

irrepressible tendencies to suicide. But tliis woiild be pre-

cipitate. Agreeably to one of Mr. White's judicial placita,

which I make no apology for citing twice, ' no man who has

preserved all his senses will doubt for a moment that '

' to

exist a mastiff or a mule " is absolutely the same as "to be a

mastiff or a mule."' Declining to admit their identity, I have

not preserved all my senses; and, accordingly—though it

may be in me the very superfetation of lunacy—I would

caution the reader to keep a sharp eye on my arguments,

hereabouts particularly. The Cretan, who, in declaring all

Cretans to be liars, left the question of his A'eracity doubtful

to all eternity, fell into a pit of his own digging. Not unlike

the unfortunate Cretan, Mr. White has tumbled headlong

into his own snare. It was, for the rest, entirely unavailing

that he insisted on the insanity of those who should gainsay

his fundamental postulate. Sanity, of a crude sort, may
accept it; and sanity may put it to a use other than it

propounder's.
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"Mr. Marsh, after setting fortJi the all-sufficiency of is

building, in the passive sense, goes on to say : 'The reformers

who object to the phrase I am defending must, iii consistency,

employ the proposed substitute witli all passive participles,

and ill other tenses as well as the present. They must say,

therefore, "The subscription-paper is bein'j miased, but I

know that a considerable sum is hei)ifj ivanled to make up the

amount"; "the great Victoria Bridge Aa.s been being built

more than two years"; "when I reach London, the ship

Leviathan will be. beinr/ built"; "if my orders had been fol-

lowed, the coat ivoild ha'e been heinij made, yesterday"; "if

the house had then been being but t, the mortar would have

been being mixed."' We may reply that, while awkward in-

stances of the old form are most abundant in our literature,

there is no fear that the repulsive elaborations which have

been worked out in ridicule of the new forms will prove to

have been anticipations of future usage. There was a time

when, as to their adverbs, people compared them, to a large

extent, with -er and -e.ft, or with more and most, just as their

ear or pleasure dictated. They wrote plainlier and plainliesl,

or more plainl;/ aud moat plainly ; and some adverbs, as early,

late, often, seldom, and .won, we still compare in a way now
become anomalous. And as our forefathers treated their ad-

verbs we still treat many adjectives. Furthermore,'obliging-

ness, preparedness, and designedly seem quite natural
; yet we

do not feel that they authorize us to talk of ' the seeingness of

the eye,' ' the understoodne^s of a sentence,' or of 'a statement

acknowledgedly correct.' 'The now too notorions fact' is

tolerable; but 'the never to be sufficiently execrated monster

Bonaparte' is intolerable. The sun may be shorn of his

splendor; but we do not allow cloudy weather to s/«ear him

of it. How, then, can any one claim that a man who prefers

to say is being built should say Aas beet) being built':' Are not
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awkward instances of the old form, typified by /s hitihlbm, as

easily to be picked out of extant literature as such instances

of the new form, likely ever to be used, are to be invented ?

And 'the reformers' have not forswoi'n their eais. Mr.

Marsh, at p. 135 of his admirable 'Lectures,' lays down that

'the adjective reliable, in the sense of worthy of confidence, is

altogether unidiomatic'; and yet, at p. 112, he writes

'reliable evidence.' Again, at p. 396 of the same work, he

rules that ic/iose, in ' I passed a house whoae windows were

open,' is ' by no means yet fully established': and at p. 145

of his very learned ' Man and Nature' he writes ' a quadran-

gular pyi-amid, the perpendicular of whose sides,' etc. Really,

if his own judgments sit so very loose on his practical con-

science, we may, without being chargeable with exaction, ask

of him to relax a little the rigor of his requirements at the

hands of his neighbors.

'
' Beckford's Lisbon fortune-teller, before had into court,

was ' drar/r/ivf/ into light,' and, perchance, '?ros taHmj to ac-

count.' Many moderns would say and write 'being dra<j<jed

into light,' and '%vas being taken to account.' But, if we are

to trust the conserA'ative critics, in comparison with expres-

sions of the former pattern, those of the latter are 'uncouth,'

•clumsy,' 'awkward neologisms,' 'philological coxcombries,'

•foi'mal and pedantic,' 'incongruous and^ridiculous forms of

speech,' 'illogical, confu!?ing, inaccurate monstrosities.' More-

over, they are neither 'consistent with reason' nor 'conformed

to the normal development of the language' ; they are 'at war

with the genius of the English tongue'; they are 'unidioma-

tic'; they are 'not English.' In passing, if Mr. Marsh will

so define the term unidiomatic as to evince that, it has any

applicability to the case in hand, or if he will arrest and

photograph 'the genius of the English tongue,' so that we
may know the oi'iginal when we meet with it, he will confer
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a public favor. And uovv I submit for consideration whether

the sole strength of those who decry is hdiif/ built and its con-

geners does not consist in their talent for calling hard laames.

If they have not an uneasy subconsciousness that their cause

is weak, they would, at least, do well in eschewing the vio-

lence to which, for want of something better, the advocates

of weak causes proverbially resort.

"I once had a friend who, for some microscopic penumbra

of heresy, was charged, in the words of his accuser, with 'as

near an approach to the sin against the Holy Ghost as is

practicable to human infirmity.' Similarly, on one view, the

feeble potencies of philological turpitude seem to have ex-

hibited their most coilsummate realization in engendering is

hdiui built. The supposed enormity perpetrated in its pro-

duction, provided it had fallen within the sphere of ethics,

would, at the least, have ranked, with its denunciators, as a

brand-new exemplification of total depravity. But, after all,

what incontestable defect in it has any one succeeded in

demonstrating ? Mr. White, in opposing to the expression

oljjections based on an erroneous analysis, simply lays a

phantom of his own evoking ; and, so far as I am informed,

otlier inipugners of is beimj built have, absolutely, no argu-

ment whatever against it over and beyond their repugnance

to novelty. Subjected to a little untroubled contemplation,

it would, I am confident, have ceased long ago to be matter

of controversy; but the dust of prejudice and passion, which

so distempers the intellectual vision of theologians and poli-

ticians', is seen to make, with ruthless impartiality, no excep-

tion of the perspicacity of philologists.

"Prior to the evolution of ^'? being built and u-aa being built,

we possessed no discriminate equivalents to (KiUficatur and

itdificabatitr ; is built and uhis built, by which they were

rendered, corresponding exactly to (ndijicatus eM and adijica-
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tiw erat. Cum a'dijicureturwa,s to us the same as cedificuhatur.

Oil the wealth of the (Jreek in expressions of imperfect passive

I need not dwelh With rare exceptions, the Romans were

satisfied with the present-imperfect and the past-imijerfect

;

and we, on the comparatively few occasions which present

themselves for expressing other imperfects, shall be sure to

liave recourse to the old forms rather than to the new, or else

to use periphrases.* The purists may, accordingly, dismiss

their apprehensions, especially as the neoterists have, clearly,

a keener horror of phraseological nngainliness than them-

selves. One may have no hesitation about saying 'the house

is beinq huiff,' and may yet recoil from saying that ' it should

have been bein<) built last Christmas'; and the same person

—

just as, provided he did not feel a harshness, inadequacy, and

ambiguity in the passive 'thehoiise is building,' he would use

the expi-ession—will, more likely than not, elect is in prepara-

tion preferentially to is being jirejxired. If there are any who,

in their zealotry for the congruous, choose to adhere fo the

new form in its entire range of exchangeability for the old, let

it be hoped that they Mill find, in Mr. Marsh's speculative

appiobation of consistency, full amends for the discomfort of

encountering smiles or frowns. At the same time, let them

be mindful of the career of Mr. AVhite, with his black flag

and no quarter. The dead Polonius was, in Hamlet's piirase,

at supper, 'not where he eats, but where he is eaten.' Shake-

speare, to Mr. White's thinking, in this wise expressed him-

self iit the best, and deserves not only admiration therefor,

but to be imitated. ' While the ark laas built,' 'while the aik

* "'Hut those thiti'.'s which, Ueing not nuii^ daiiiiy, or havii <f not yet
hren done, hav? a nntiiral a titurte to exist hereafter, may he properly
su.i(i to appertain to the fufnie.'— Harris's 'Hermes,' book I, chai). viii ip.

l.'i.S, fodt-note, ed. 1771'. For Hain>'s leiiiif nut now di'liiJi, wliich is to
trans ate y-'r) yi.v6ii.€vix. th : inodeni scho '1, if they puisijed uniformity with
jnore of fidelity than of ta^-ite, wonld have to put heiw; not now beiwj done.
There is not much to choose between the two.**
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was prepared,' writes Mr. White himself.* Shakespeare is

commended for his ambiguous is eaten, though in eatiruj or an

eatinij would have been not only correct in his day, biit, where

they would have come in his sentence, univocal. With equal

reason a man would be entitled to commendation for tearing

his mutton-chops -vvith his fingers, when he might cut them

up with a knife and fork, '/.s eaten,' says Mr. White, 'does

not mean has been eaten.' Very true; but a continuous un-

finished passion—Pol'onius's still undergoing manducation, to

speak Johnsonese—was in Shakespeare's mind ; and his words

describe a passion no longer in generation. The King of

Denmark's loi'd chamberlain had no precedent in Herod,

Avhen 'he was eaten of worms'; the original, ysvojisvoi

dKGoXr/icofJpooroi, yielding, but for its participle, 'he became

worm-eaten.'
" Having now done with Mr. White, I am anxious, before

taking leave of him, to record, with all emphasis, that it

would be the grossest injustice to write of his elegant ' Life

and Genius of Shakespeare,' a book which does credit to

American literature, in the tone which I have found unavoid-

able in dealing,with his 'Words and their Uses.'
"

The student of English who has honestly weighed the

arguments on both sides of the question, must, I believe, be

of opinion that our language is the richer for having two

forms for expressing the Progressive Passive. Further, he

must, I believe, be of opinion that in very many cases he con-

forms to the most approved usage of our time by emploj'ing

the old form; that, however, if he were to employ the old

form in all cases, his meaning would sometimes be uncertain.

It. Cobbett discourses of this little neuter pronoun in

this wise: "The word it is the greatest troubler that I know
of in language. It is so smaU and convenient that few are

* " 'Words and their Uses,' p. 343."
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careful enough in using it. Writers seldom spare this word.

Whenever they are at a loss for either a nominative or an

objective to their sentence, they, without any kind of cere-

mony, clap in an it. A very remarkable instance of this

pressing of poor it into actual service, contrary to the laws of

grammar and of sense, occurs in a piece of composition, where

we might, with justice, insist on correctness. This piece is

on the subject of grammar ; it is a piece written by a Doctor

of Divinitii and read by him to students in grammar and lan-

guage in an academy ; and the very sentence that I am now

about to quote is selected by the author of a grammar as

testimony of high authority in favor of the excellence of his

work. Surelj% if correctness be ever to be expected, it must

be in a case like tliis. I allude to two sentences in the

' Charge of the K.evereud Doctor Abercrombie to the Senior

Class of the Philadelphia Academy, 'published in 1806; which

sentences have been selected and published by Mr. Lindley

Murray as a testimonial of the merits of his grammar ; and

which sentences are by Mr. Murray given to us in the fol-

lowing words: 'The unwearied exertions of this gentleman

have done more toward elucidating the obscurities and em-

bellishing the structure of our language than any other writer

on the subject. Such a ivork has long been w^anted, and from

the success with which it is executed, can not be too highly

appreciated.'

"As in the learned Doctor's opinion obscurities can be

elucidated, and as in the same opinion Mr. Murray is an able

hand at this kind of work, it would not be amiss were the

grammarian to try his skill upon this article from the hand of

his dignified eulogist ; for here is, if one may use the expres-

sion, a constellation of obscurities. Our poor oppressed it,

which we find forced into the Doctor's service in the second

sentence, relates to ^such a ivorh,^ though this work is nothing
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that has an existence, notwithstanding it is said to be

^executed.' In the first sentence, the 'exertions' become, all

of a sudden, a 'ivrUrr': the exertions have done more than

'any other writer' ; for, mind yon, it is not the gentleman that

has done anything; it is 'the exertions' that have done what

is said to be done. The word gentfenian is in the possessive

case, and has nothing to do with the action of the sentence.

Let lis give the sentence a turn, and the Doctor and the

grammarian will hear how it will sonnd. 'This gentleman's

exertion-i have done more than any other tcrifer.' This is on a

level with ' This gentleman's do;/ has killed more hai'es than

any other .sport.mian.' Xo douljt Doctor Abercrombie meant

to say, 'The exertions of this gentleman have done more than

those of any other writer. Such a work as this gentleman's

has long been wanted ; his work, seeing the successful manner

of its execution, can not be too highly commended.' Meant!

No doubt at all of that ! And when we hear a Hampshire

ploughboy say, 'Poll Cherrycheek have giv'd a thick hand-

kecher,' we know very well that he means to say, 'Poll

Clierrycheek has given me this handkerchief
' ; and yet we

are too apt to laugh at him and to call him if/norant ; which is

wrong, because he has no pretensions to a knowledge of gram-

mar, and he may be very skillful as a ploughboy. However,

we will not laugh at Doctor Abercrombie, whom I knew,

many years ago, for a very kind and wortliy man. But, if we
may, in any case, be allowed to laugh at the ignorance of our

fellow-creatures, that case certainly does arise when we see a

professed grammarian, the author of voluminous precepts and

examples on the snVjject of grammar, producing, in imitation

of the possessors of valuable medical secrets, testimonials

vouching for the efficacy of his literary panacea, and when, in

those testimonials, wo find most flagrant instances of bad
grammar.
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'• However, my dear James, let this strong and striking

instance of the misuse of the word it sei-ve you in the way of

caution. Kever put an it upon paper without tliinking well

of what you are about. When I see many its in a page, I

always tremble for the writer."

Jeopardize. This is a modern word which we could

easily do without, as it means neitlicr more nor less than its

venerable progenitor to jeopard, which is gi-eatly preferred by

all careful writers.

Just going to. Instead of "I SiVnjust yoiinj to go,"' it is

better to say, "I am just about to go."

Kids. "This is another vile contraction. Habit blinds

people to the unseemliness of a term like this. How would

it sound if one sliould speak of silk gloves as nilk^ ?"

Kind, t^ee Polite.

Knights Templars. The name of this ancient body has

been adopted bj' a branch of the Masonic fraternity, but in a

perveited form

—

Kniijhts TemjAar; and this form is conmionly

seen in print, whether referring to the old knights or to their

modern imitators. This doubtless is due to the erroneous im-

pression that Templar is an adjective, and so can not take

the plural form ; while in fact it is a case of two nouns in

apposition—a double designation—meaning Ku'ghts of the

order of Templars. Hence the plural should be Knii/kts

Templars, and not Kni<jhls Templar. ^lembers of the con-

temporaneous order of St. John of Jerusalem were commonly

called Knights Hospitallers.

Lady. To use the term Iculij, whether in the singular or

in the plui'al, simply to designate the sex, is in the worst

possible taste. There is a kind of pin-feather gentility which

seems to have a settled aversion to using the terms man and

ivoman. Gentlemen and ladies establish their claims to being

called such by theii- bearings and not hy arrogating to them-
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selves, even indirccfif/, the titles. In Eiiglaud, the title knli/

is properly correlative to lord : but thei-e, as in this conutry,

it is used as a term of complaisance, and is appropriately

applied to women whose lives are exemplary, and who have

received that school and home education which enables them

to appear to advantage in the better circles of society. Such

expressions as "She is a fine laify, a clever lad;/, a well-

dressed lady, a good lady, a modest lady, a charitable lady,

an amiable lady, a handsome lady, a fascinating lady," and

the like, are studiously avoided by persons of refinement.

Ladies say, "we icomeii, the icovien of Anierica, iconien's

apparel," and so on; vulijar women talk about '"lis ladies,

the ladies of America, ladies' apparel," and so on. If a woman
of culture and refinement—in short, a lady—is compelled from

any cause soever to work in a store, she is quite content to be

cfifHed a sales-teaman; not so, however, with your young

woman who, being in a store, is in a better position than ever

before. She, Heaven bless her ! boils with indignation if she

is not denominated a sales lady. Lady is often the proper

term to use, and then it would be very improper to use any

other ; but it is very certain that the terms ladi/ and j/entle-

man are least used by those persons who are most w-orthy of

being designated by them. ^Yith a nice discrimination worthy

of special noti( e, one of our dailj' papers recently said : ''Miss

Jennie Halstead, daughter of the proprietor of the ' Cincin-

nati Commercial,' is one of the most brilliant young women

in Ohio."

In a late number of the "London Queen" was the follow-

ing: "The terms ladies and (jentlemen become in themselves

vulgarisms when misapplied, and the improper application of

the wrong term at the wi'ong time makes all the difi'erence in

the world to ears polite. Thus, calling a man a ijentlemun

when he should be called a man, or speaking of a man as a
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man when lie should be spoken of as a (lenthmau ; or alluding

to a lady as a icomaii when she should be alluded to as a

larlff, or speaking of a woman as a lady when she should

properly be termed a woman. Tact and a sense of tlie fitness

of things decide these points, there being no fixed iiile to go

upon to determine when a man is a man or when he is a

ijentleman ; and, although he is far oftener termed the one

than the other, he does not thereby lose his attributes of a

gentleman. In common parlance, a man is always a man to a

juan, and i\e\&v a gentleman; to a woman, he is occasionally

a man and occasionally a gentleinan ; but a man would far

oftener term a woman a icojyian than he would term her a

lady. When a man makes use of an adjective in speaking of

a lady, he almost invariably calls her a woman. Thus, he

would say, 'I met a rather agreeable woman at dinner la
'

night'; but he would not say, 'I n^et an ag e ;able lady' ; |^
he might say, 'A lady, a, friend of mine, told me,' etc., whea
lie would not say, 'A looman, a friend of mine, told me,' etc.

Again, a man would say, 'Which of the ladies did you take

in to dinner?' He would certainly not say, 'Which of the

women,' etc.

"Speaking of people en mastie, it would be to belong to a

very advanced school to refer to them in conversation as 'men
and women,' while it would be all but vulgar to style them
'ladies and gentlemen,' the compromise batween the two
being to speak of them as 'ladies and men.' Thus a lady

would say, 'I have asked two or three ladies and several

men'; she would not say, 'I have asked several"' men and

women'; neither would she say, ' I have asked severaHadies

and gentlemen.' And, speaking of numbers, it would be very

usual to say, 'There were a great many ladies, ami but very

few men present, 'or, 'The ladies were in the majority, so few

men being present.' Again, a lady would nob say, 'I expect
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two or three men,' but she would say, 'I expect two or three

gentlemen.' When people are on ceremony with eacli other

[one another], they might, perhaps, in speaking of a man, call

him a, gentleman ; but, otherwise, it would be more usual to

speak of him as a man. Ladies, when speaking of each other

[one unothi'r'], usually employ the term iceman in preftrence

to that of lady. Thus they would saj', ' She is a very good-

natured icoman,' 'What sort of a tuoman is she?' the term

lady being entirdy out of place under such circumstances.

Again, the term young lady gives place as far as possible to

the term t/irl, although it greatly depends upon the amount

o intimacy existing as to which term is employed."

Language. A note in Worcester's Dictionary says

:

"Lanr/uage is a very general term, and is not strictly con-

fiuetl to utterance by words, as it is also expressed by the

countenance, by the eyes, and by signs. Ton(jue refers

especially to an original language; as, 'the Hebrew tonfjne.'

The modern languages are derived from the original tongues."

If this V)e correct, then he who speaks French, German, Eng-

lish, Spanish, and Italian, maj' properly say that he speaks

five languages, but only one tongue.

Lay—Lie. Errors are frequent in the use of these two

irregular verbs. Lay is often used for lie, and lie is some-

times used for lay. This confusion in their use is due, in some
measure, doubtless, to the circumstance that lay appears in

both verbs, it being the imperfect tense of to lie. We say,

"A mason lays bricks," "A ship lies at anchor," etc. " 1

must lie down" ; "I must lay myself down"; "I must lay this

book on the table"; "He lies on the grass'"; "He /av« his

plans well"; "He lay on the grass"'; "He laid it away";
"He has lain in bed long enough"; "He has laid up some
money," •'<« a stock," ''down the law'"; '''He. is laying out

the grounds"; "Ships lie at the wharf"; "\len%lay eggs";
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"The ship Icy at anchor""; "The lieu /a /f/ an egg." It will

be seen that lay ahvay.i expresses transitive action, and that

lie expresses rest.

"Here lien our sovereign lord, tlie king.

Whose word no man relies on

;

He never says a foolish thing.

Nor ever does a wiic one."

— Written on the bedchamber door of Charles II. by the

Earl of Rochester.

Learn. This verb Avas long ago used as a synonym of

teach, but in this sense it is now obsolete. To teach is to give

instruction; to learn is to take instruction. "I will /cam, if

you will teach me." See Teach.

Leave. There are grammarians who insist that this verb

should not be used without an object, as, for example, it is

used in such sentences as "When do you leave ?" "I leave

to-morrow." The object of the verb—home, town, or what-

ever it may be—is, of course, understood ; but this, say these

gentlemen, is not permissible. On this point opinions will, I

think, differ; they will, however, not differ with regard to

the vulgarity of using leai^e in the sense of let; thus, "Leave

me be"; "Leave it alone": " Leccve her be—don't bother

her"; "Leave me see it."

Lend. See Loan.

Lengbhy. This word is of comparatively recent origin,

and, though it i^ said to be an Americanism, it is a good deal

used in England. Tiie most careful writers, however, both

here and elsewhere, much prefer the word long: "a long dis-

cussion," "a long discourse," etc.

Leniency. Mr. Gould calls this word and lenience "two
philological ab:)rtions." Lenity is undoul>tedly the proper

word to use. though both Webster and Worcester do recog-

nize leniency and lenience.
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Less. This word is much used instead of feirer. Lens

relates to quantity
;
/e*','e;' to numbei-. Instead of, " Tiiere

were not leas than twenty persons present," we should say,

"There were not fewei' than twenty persons present."

Lesser. This form of the comparative of little is ac-

counted a corruption of less. It may, however, be used in-

stead of les.s with propriety in verse, and also, in some cases,

in prose. We may say, for example, "Of two evils choose

the las," or "the /ess-er. " The latter form, in sentences like

this, is the moi-e euphonious.

Liable. Richard Grant White, in inveighing against the

misuse of this word, cites the example of a member from a

rural district, who called out to a man whom he met in the

village, whei-e he was in the habit of making little purchases

:

"I say, mister, kin yer tell me whar I'd be li'hle to find some

beans?" See, also, Apt.

Lie. See Lay.

Like—As. Both these words express similarity ; like

(adjective) comparing things, as (adverb) comparing action,

existence, or quality. Like is followed by an object only,

and does not admit of a verb in the same construction. As
must be followed by a verb expressed or understood. We
say, "He looks like his brother," or "He looks as his brother

looks." "Do O.S I do," not "like I do." " You must speak

as James does," not "like James dees." "He died as he had

livetl, like EL dog." "It is us blue as indigo"; i.e., "as in-

digo is."

Like, To. See Love.

Likely. See Apt.

Lit. This form of the past p:\rticiple of the verb to liyht

is now obsolete. "Have you lighted tha Hvg'!" "The gas is

lighted." IJet for heated is a similar, but much greater,

vulearism. ••
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Loan—Lend. There are those vho contend that tliere is

no snch verb as to loan, although it has been found in our

literature for more than three huialred years. Whether there

is properly such a verb or not, it is quite certain that it is

only those having a vulgar penchavt for big words who will

prefer it to its synonym lend. Better far to say "LcikI me
your umbrella" than ''Loan me your umbrella."

Locate:—Settle. The iise of the verb to locate in the

sense of to settle is sai<l to be an Americanism. Although the

dictionaries recognize to locate as a neuter verVj, as such it is

marked "rarely used," and, in the sense of to settle, it is

among the vulgarisms that careful speakers and writers are

studious to avoid. A man settles, not locates, in Nebraska.

"Where do you intend to .settle?" not locate. Si-e, also,

Settle.

Loggerheads. "In the mean time France is at loijijer-

heads internally."—"New York Herald," April 20, 1S81.

Loggerheads internally/

!

Looks beautifully. It is sometimes interesting to note

the difference between riilgar bad granmiar and (/enteel bad

grammar, or, moie properly, between non-paiustaking and

painstaking bad grammar. The former uses, for example,

adjectives instead of adverbs ; the latter uses adverbs instead

of adjectives. The former says, "This bonnet is trimmed

shockijiff"; the latter says, "This bonnet looks sftocLini/ly."

In the fiist sentence the epithet qualities the verb is trimmed,

and consequently should have its adverbial form

—

s/iockimjly;

in the second sentence the epithet qualities the appearance—
a noun—of the bonnet, and consequently should have its ad-

jectival form

—

shochintj. The second sentence means to say,

" This bonnet presents a shocking appeai-ance." The bonnet

certainly does not really look ; it is looked at, and to the looker

its appearance is shocking. So we say, in like manner, of a
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person, that he or she looks s^ctet, or charminfj, or hemdiful,

or humUome, or horrid, or graceful, or timid, and so on,

always using an adjective. "Miss Coghlan, as Lady Teazle,

ooked charmiiKjbj." The grammar of the "New York

Herald " would not have been anj- more incorrect if it had

said that Miss Coghlan looked gladly, or sadly, or mad'y, or

delightedly, or pleasedly. A person may look sick or sickly,

but in both cases the qualifying word is an adjective. The

verbs to smell, to feel, to sound, and to appear are also found

in sentences in which the qualifying word must be an adjec-

tive and not an adverb. We say, for example, " The rose

smells ^veet'''; " The butter smells good, or bad, or fresh";

"I feel glad, or sad, or had, or de->pondejit, or annoyed, or

nervous'; "This construction souuds harsh"; ''How delight-

ful the country appears I"

On the other hand, to hoi; to fee', to smell, to sound, and

to appear are found in sentences where the qualifying word

must be an adverb ; thus, "He feels his loss keenly": "The
king looked graciously on her"; "I smell it faintly." We
might also say, "He feels sad [adjective], because he feels his

loss keenly" (adverb); "He appears well" (advei'b).

The expression, "She seemed confusedly, or timidly," is not

a whit more incorrect than "She looked beautifully, or charm-

ingly." See Adjectives.

Love—Like. Men who are at all careful in the selection

of language to express their thoughts, and have not an undue

leaning toward the superlative, love few things : their wives,

their sweethearts, their kinsmen, truth, justice, and their

country. Women, on the contrary, as a rule, lore a multi-

tude of things, and, among their loves, the thing they per-

haps love most is—taffy.

Luggage—Baggage. The former of these words is

generally used in England, the latter in America.
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Lunch. This word, when used as a substantive, may at

the best be accounted an inelegant abbreviation of luncheon.

Tile dictionaries barely recognize it. The proper phraseology

to use is, "Have you lunched?" or, "Have you had your

luncheon ?" or, better, "Have you had luncheon ? " as we may
in most cases presuppose that the person addressed would

hardlj'^ take anj'bodj'"s else luncheon.

Luxurious—Luxuriant. The line is drawn much more

sharply between these two words now than it was formerly.

Luxurious was once used, to some extent at least, in the sense

of rank (jronith, l)ut now all careful writers and speakers use

it in the sense of indulginr/ or ddUjUtimj in. luxury. We talk

of a luxurious table, a luxurious liver, luxurious ease, luxurious

freedom. Luxuriant, on the other hand, is restricted to the

sense of raul:, or excessice, growth or production ; thus,

luxuriant weeds, luxuriant foliage or branches, luxuriant

growth.
'

' Prune the luxuriant, the uncouth refine,

But show no mercy to an empty line."—Pope.

Mad. Professor Richard A. Proctor, in a recent number

of "Tiie Gentleman's Magazine," says: "The word mad in

America seems nearly always to mean angry. For mad, as

we use the word, Americans say crazy. Herein they have

manifestly impaired tlie language." Have they?

"Now, in faith, Gratiano,

You give your wife too unkind a cause of grief ;

An 'twere to me, I would be mad at it."

—"Merchant of Venice."

"And being exceedingly mad against them, I persecuted

them even unto strange cities."—Acts xxvi, 2.

Make a visit. The phrase "make a visit," according to

Dr. Hall, whatever it ojice was, is no longer English.

Male. 'See Female,
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Marry. There has bneii some discussion, at one tim3 and

another, with regard to t!ie use of this wjrd. Is John Jone^

married to Sally Brown or with Silly Brown, or are tliey

married to each other? Inajinach as the woman loses her

name in that of the man to whom she is wedded, and becomes

a msinbir of his family, not he of hers—inasmuch as, with

few exceptions, it is her life that is msi'ged in his—it would

seem that, pr^porhj, Sally Brown is mirried to John Jones,

and that this would be the proper way to make the annouuce-

me:it of their having been wedded, and not John Jones to

Sally Brown.

Thei'e is also a difference of opinion as to whether the

active or the passive form is preferable in referring to a per-

son's wedded state. In speaking deSnitely of the act of

marriage, the passive form is necessarily used with refei^ence

to either spouse. "John Jones was married to Sally Brown
on Dec. 1, 1881"; not, "John Jones mrovvVeZ Sally Brown "on
such a date, for (unless they vfcvc Quakers) some third person

married him to her and her to him. But. in speaking in-

definitely of the fad of marriage, the active form is a matter

of course. " Whom did John .Jones mirry?" "He married

Sally Brown." "John Jones, when he had sown his wild

oats, married [married himself, as the French saj^] and settled

down." Got married is a vulgarism.

May. In the sense of can, may, in a negative clause, has

become obsolete. '

' Though we may say a horse, we may not

say a ox." The first miy here is permissible; not so, how-

ever, the second, which should be can.

Meat. At table, we ask for and offer beef, mutton, veal,

steak, turkey, du(?k, etc., and do not ask for nor offer m;iat,

which, to say the least, is inelegant. "Will yju liave [not,

take] another piece of beef [not, of the beef] ?" noc, " Will

you have another piece of m.eat?"
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Memorandum. The plural is «?e/no?-a.nrfa, except when
the singular means a book ; then the plnral is memorandums.

Mere, This word is not iinfreqnently misplaced, and

sometimes, as in the following sentence, in consequence of

being misplaced, it is changed to an adverb: "It is true of

men as of God, that words merdy meet with no response."

What the writer CA'idently intended to say is, that mere

words meet with no response-.

Metaphor. An ivipUul comparison is called a metaphor;

it is a more terse form of expression than a simile. Take, for

example, this sentence from Spenser's "Philosophy of Style":

"As, in passing thi'ough the crystal, beams of white light are

decomposed into the colors of the rainbow ; so, in traversing

the soxil of the poet, the coloi'less rays of truth are trans-

formed into brightly-tinted poetry." Expressed in meta-

phors, this becomes : "The white light of truth, in traversing

the many-sided, transparent soul of the poet, is refracted

into ii'is-hued poetry."

Worcester's definition of a mttaphor is: "A figure of

speech founded on the resemblance which one object is sup-

posed to bear, in some respect, to another, or a figure by

which a word is transferred from a subject to which it pro-

perly belongs to another, in such a manner that a comparison

is implied, thovf/h not formallt/ expressed ; a comparison or

simile comprised in a woi'd ; as, ' Thy word is a lamp to my
eet.' " A metaphor differs from a simile in being expressed

without any sign of comparison; thus, " the .s«/re}' moon " is

a metajilior; "the nioon is bright as silver" is a simile.

Examples:

"But look, the morn, in russet mantle clad.

Walks o'er the dew of yon high eastern bill."

"Canst thou not minister to a mind diseased

—

Pluck from the memory a rooted sorrow ?"
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"At length Erasmus

Stemmed the wild torrent of a harbarous age,

And drove those holy Vandals off the stage.'

"Censure is the tax a man pays to the public for being

eminent."

Metonymy. The rhetorical fi;^ire that puts trie effect

for the cause, the cause for the effect, the container for the

thing contained, the sign, or symbol, for the thing signified,

or the instrument for the agent, is called metonymy.

"One very common species of metonymy is, when the

badge is put for the office. Th\j3 we say the miter for the

priesthood ; the crown for royalty ; for military occupation

we say the sword; and for the literary professions, those

especially of theology, law, and physic, the common expres-

sion is the goini."—Campbell.

Dr. Quackenbos, in his "Course of Composition and
Rhetoric, " says :

'

' Metonymy is the exchange of names be-

tween things related. It is founded, not on resemblance, but

on the relation of, I, Cause and effect; as, ' They have J/oses

and the prophets,' i.e., their- writings; ^Gray hairs should be

respected,' i.e., old age. 2. Progenitor and posterity; as,

' Hear, Israel
!

' i.e., descendants of Israel. 3. Subject and
attribute; as, ''Youth and beauty shall be laid in dust,'

.i.e., the youmj and beautiful. 4. Place and inhabitant; as,

'What land is so barbarous as to allow this injustice?' i.e.,

yfh&t people. 5. Container and thing contained; as, 'Owe .^hips

next opened fire,' i.e., our sailors. 6. Sign and thing signi-

fied; as, 'The scepter shall not depart from Judah,' i.e.,

kingly -power. 6. Material and thing made of it; as, 'His

steel gleamed on high.' i.e., his sword."

"Petitions having proved unsuccessful, it was determined

to approacii the tiu'one more boldly."

Midst, The. See Ix our mid.st.
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Mind— Capricious. "Lorn Salisbury's wind is caj)ri

cioKs."— "Tribune," April 3, 1881. See EqTjAMMIty of

Mind.

Misplaced Clauses. In wi-iting and speaking, it is as

important to give each clause its proper place as it is to place

the words properly. Tlie following are a few instances of

misplaced clauses and adjuncts: "All thtse circumstances

brought close to us a state of things which we never thought

to have witnessed [to u-it)ie)-:s] in peaceful England. Jti the

^sler island, indeed, we had read oj such hnrror-'i, but now they

were brought home to our .very household hearth."-—Swift.

Bettor : "AYe had read, indeed, of such horrors occurting in

the sister island," etc.

"The savage people in many places in America, except

the government of families, have no government at all, and

live at this day in that savage manner as I have said befoi-e."

—Hobbes. Better: "The savage people ... in America

have no government at all, except the government of

families," etc.

"I shall have a comedy for you, in a season or two at

farthest, that I believe will be worth your acceptance."—

-

GokUmith. Bettered :
" In a season or two at farthest, I

shall have a ccmedj' for you that I believe will be worth your

acceptance.

'

Among the following examples of the wrong placing of

words and clauses, there are some that are as amusing as they

are instructive : "This orthogiaphy is reganled as normal in

En(jlund." What the writer intended was, "in England as

Ticmiul"—a very difitrent thought. "The Normal School is

a commodious building capuble of accommodating throe

hrndrod stuolenis (cur stories high." "Hofsekeeper.—

A

highly respectable middle-aged Peison who has been filling

the abo>ve Situation with a gentleman for upwards of eleven
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years aud who is now deceased is anxious to meet a similar

one." "To Fiaxo-Forte Makers.—A lady keeping a first-

class school requiring a good piano, is desirous or receiving a

daughter of the above in exchange for the same." "The
Moor, seizing a bolster boiling over with rage and jealousy,

smothers her." "The Dying Zouave the most wonderful

mechanical representation ever seen of the last breath of life

being shot in the breast and life's blood leaving the wound."

"Mr. T presents his compliments to Mr. H , and I

have got a hat that is not his, and, if he have a hat that is

not yours, no doubt tliey are the expectant ones." See Only.

Misplaced Words, "Of all tlie faults to be found in

writing," says Cobbett, "this is one of the most common, and

perhaps it leads to the greatest number of misconceptions.

All the words may be the proper words to be used upon the

occasion, and yet, by a misplachtij of a part of them, the

meaning may be wholly destroyed ; and even made to be the

contrary of what it ought to he."

" I asked the question with no other intention than to set

the gentleman free from the necessity of silence, and to give

him an opportunity of mingling on equal terms with a polite

assembly from wliich, how.rver uneaxi/, he could not then

escape, bij a kind introduction of the only subject on which I

believed him to be able to speak with propriety."— Di-.

Johnson.
" This," says Cobbett, " is a very bad sentence altogether.

' Hoiocver uneasy' applies to aisembii/ and not to rjenthman.

Only observe how easily this might have been avoided. 'From

which he, however unea.si/, could not then escape.' After this

we have, 'Ae could not then escape, b// a kind introduction.'

We know what is meant ; but the Doctor, with all his

commas, leaves tlte sentence confused. Let us see whether

we can not make it clear. 'I asked the question with no
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other intention than, by a kind introduction of the only sub-

ject on which I believed liim to be able to speak with pro-

priety, to set the gentleman free from the necessity of silence,

and to give him an opportunity of mingling on equal terms

with a i^olite assembly from whicli he, however uneasy, could

not then escape.'"

" Reason is the glory of human nature, and one of the

chief eminences whereby we are raised above our fellow-

creatures, the brutes, in this lower icorId."—Doctov Watts'

"Logic."

"I have before showed an error," Cobl)ett remarks, "in

the Jirst sentence of Doctor Watts' work. This is the >iecond

sentence. The words in this lower wo)'ld are not words mis-

placed only; they are wholly 'unnecessary, a,nd they do great

harm ; for they do these two things : first, they imply that

there are brutes in the higher world ; and, second, they excite

a doubt lohether we are raised above those brutes.

"I might greatly extend the number of my extracts from

these authors ; but here. I trust, are enough. I had noted

down about two hundred errors in Dr. Johnson's ' Lives of tho

Poets' ; but, afterward perceiving that he had revised and

corrected 'The Rambler' with extraordinary care, I chose to

make my extracts from that work rather than from the

' Lives of the Poets.'
"

The position of the adverb should be as near as possible to

the word it qualifies. Sometimes we place it before the aux-

iliary and sometimes after it, according to the thought we
wish to express. The diflference between "The fish should

properly be broiled" and "The fish should be properly

broiled " is apparent at a glance. " The colon may heproperly

used in the following cases": should be^ "may properly be

used." "This mode of expression rather suits a familiar than

.a grave style": should be, "suits a familiar rather than a
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grave style.' "It is a frequent error in the writings even of

some good authors": should be, "in the writings of even

some (jood authors." "Both the circumstances of contingency

and futurity are necessary": should be, " The circumstances

of contingenc)'^ and futui'ity are both necessary." "He has

made charges . . . which he has failed utterly to sustain."

—

"New York Tribune." Here it is uncertain at first sight

which verb the adverb is intended to qualify ; but the nature

of the case makes it probable that the writer meant "has

utterly failed to sustain."

Mistaken. "If I am not mistaken, you are in the wrong":

say, "If I mi.staJce not." "I tell you, you are mistaken." Here

mlsiakm mea,ns, " You are wrong : you do not understand";

but it might be taken to mean, "I mistake yon." For "you
are mistaken," say, "you mistake." If, as Horace and Pro-

fessor Davidson aver, usage iu language makes right, then

the grammarians ought long ago to have invented .some theory

upo I which the locution you are mistaken could be defended.

Until they do invent such a theory, it will be better to say

you mistake, he mistakes, and so on; or you are, or he is—as

the case niay be

—

in error.

More perfect. Such expressions as, "the 77iore perfect

of the two," "the most perfect thing of the kind I have ever

seen," "the most complete cooking-stove ever invented, " and

the like, can not be defended logically, as nothing can be

more perfect thin perfection, or more complete than com-

pleteness. Still such phi'ases are, and probably will continue

to be, used by good writers.

Most. "Everybody abuses this word," says Mr. Gould

in his "Good English"; and then, in another paragraph, he

adds: "If a man would cross out most wherever he can find

it in any Ijook in the English language, he would in «imost

every instance improve the s'lyli of the book." That this
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statement may appear within Ijoumls, he gives many ex-

amples from good authors, some of which are the following :

"a mo-it profound silence "; "a moat just idea"; "a mo<t com-

plete orator''; "this was »io*< extraordinary"; "an object of

most pei'fect esteem"; "a rnoat extensive erudition"; "he

gave it mo.it liberally away"; "it is, most assuredly, not be-

cause lvalue his services least"; " would moat seriously affect

us"; "that such a system must most widely and most power-

fully,", etc. ; "it is most effectually nailed to the counter";

" it is most undeniable that," etc.

This word i.s much, and very erroneously, used for aimosl.

"He comes here most every day." The user of such a sen-

tence as this means to say that he comes nearly every day,

but he rcaUij says, if he says anything, that he comes more

every day than he does every ni iht. In such sentences almost,

and not most, is the word to use.

Mutual. This word is much misused in the phrase "our

mutual friend." Macaulay says: ^' 2Iutual friend is a low

vulgarism for common friend." Mutual properly relates to

two persons, and implies reciprocity of sentiment—sentiment,

be it what it may, received and returned. Thus, we say

properly, "John and James have a mutual affection, or a

mutual aversion," i.e., they like or dislike each other; or,

"John and James are mutually dependent," i. e., they are de-

pendent on each other. In usiug the word mutual, care

should be taken not to add the words for each other or on

each other, the thought conveyed by these words being already

expressed in the word mutual. " Dependent on each other"'

is the exact ec^uivalent of "mutually dependent'"; hence,

saying that John and James are mutually dependent on each

other is as redundant in form as it would be to say that the

editors of "The Great Vilifier" are the biggest, greatest mud-

slingeis in America.
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Myself. This foim of the personal prououn is properly

used ill the ncuiiuative case only where increased tmphads is

aimetl at.

"I had as lief not be a live to be

In awe of such a thing as I my-'idf."

"I will do it mi/.ie/f," "I saw it myse/jV It is, therefore, in-

csorrect to say, "ilrs. Brown auel myself were both very

iniTch pleased."

Na,tne. This word is sometimes improperly used for

mention: thus, ''I never named the matter to any one":

should l>e, " I never mentioned the matter to any one."

Neighborhood, See Vicinity.

Neither. See Either.

Neither—Nor. "He wotild ntither give wine, nor oil,

nor money."—Thackeray. The conjunction should be placed

before the excluded object; "neither j/ire" implies neither

some <^ ther verh, a meaning not intended. Re-arrange thus,

taking all the common parts of the contracted sentences to-

gether: "He would give neither wine, Jior oil, 7»or money."

So, "She can neither help her beaut}', nor her courage, nor

her cruelty" (Thackeray), should be, "She can help neither,"

etc. "He had neither time to intercept nor to stop her"

(Scott), shouM be, "He had time neither to intercept," etc.

"Some neither can for wits nor critics pass" (Pope), should

be, "Some can neither for wits nor critics pass."

Never. Grammarians differ with regard to the correct

ness of using never in such sentences as, "He is in error,

though never so wise," "Charm he never so wisely." In sen-

tences like these, to say the least, it is better, in common
with the great majority of writers, to use ever.

New. This adjective is often misplaced. " He has a

new suit of clothes and a new pair of gloves." It is not the

suit and tlie pair tliat are new, but the clothes and the i/loves.
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Nice. Archdeacon Hare remarks of the use, or rather

misuse, of this word: "That stupid vulgarism by whicli we
use the word nice to denote ahnost every mode of approbation,

for ahnost every variety of qualit3% and, from sheer poverty

of thought, or fear of saying anything definite, wrap up

everything indiscriminately in this characterless domino,

speaking at the same breath of a nice cheese-cake, a nice

tragedy, a nice sermon, a nice day, a nice country, as if a uni-

versal deluge of niaiserie-^ior nice seems originally to have

been only niain—had whelmed the whole island. " Nice is as

good a word as any other in its place, but its place is not

everywhere. We talk very properly about a nice di.stinction,

a 7iice discrimination, a nice calculation, a nice point, and

about a person's being nice, and over-wice, and the like ; but

we certainly ouglit not to talk about "Othello's" being a nice

tragedy, about Salvini's being a nice actor, or New York bay's

being a nice harbor.*

NicBly. The very quintessence of popinjay vulgarity is

reached when niceli/ is made to do service for well, in this

wise: "How do you do?" '^ Nicely." "How are you?"
" iN^ici?/;/.

"

No. This w^ord of negation is respomled to by iwi- in

sentences like this :
" Let your meaning be obscure, and no

grace of diction no7' any music of well-turned sentences will

make amends.

"

"Whether he is there or no." Supply the ellipsis, and

we have, "Whether he is there or no there." Clearly, the

Word to use in sentences like this is not no, but not. And yet

our best writers sometimes inadvertently use no with whether.

*The possessive constraction here is, in my judgment, not. impera-
tively (iemanderl. There is certainly no laclc of authority for putting the
tin-ee sulistantives in the accusative. The possessive construction soenu
to nie, however, to be preferable.
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Example: "Biit perhaps some people are quite indifferent

v'hefhpr or no it is said," etc.—Richard Grant White, in

"Words and Their Uses," p. 84. Supply tlie ellipsis, and we

have, "said or no said." In a little book entitled "Live and

Learn," I find, "No less than fifty persons were there ; No
fewer" etc. In correcting one mistake, the writer himself

makes one. It should be. '' Not fewer," etc If we ask,

"There were fifty persons there, were there or were there

not?''^ the reply clearly would be, " There were not fewer than

fifty." "There was no one of them who would not have been

proud," etc., should be, "There was not one of them."

Not. The correlative of not, when it stands in the first

member of a sentence, is nor or neither. "Not for thy ivory

nor thy gold will I unbind thy chain." "I will not do it,

neither shall you."

The wrong placing of not often gives rise to an imperfect

negation; thus, "John and James were not there," means

that John and James were not there in company. It does not

exclude the presence of one of them. The negative should

precede in this case: " Neither John nor James was there."

" Our company was not present" (as a company, but some of

us might have been), should be, "No mexiiber of our company

was present.
'

Not—but only. "Errors frequently arise in the use of

not—but only, to understand which we must attend to the

force of the wliole expression. ' He did not pretend to extir^

pate French music, but only to cultivate and civilize it.' Here

the not is obviously misplaced. 'He pretended, or professed,

not to extiipate.' "—Barn.

Notorious. Though this word can not be properly used

in any l)ut a bad sense, we sometimes see it used instead of

noted, which may be used in either a good or a bad sense.

Notorious characters are always pertona to be shunned,
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whereas noted characters may or may not be persons to be

shunned.
" Tliis is the tax a mm must pay for his virtues—they

hohl up a torch to liis A'ioes and render those frailties iiotori-

ou.'i in him which would pass without observation iu another.

"

—Lacon.

Novice, •'^ee Amateur.

Number. It is not an uncommon thing for a pronoun in

the plural number to l)e used in connection with an ante-

cedent ill the singular. At present, the following notice may
be seen in some of our Broadway omnibuses: "Fifty dollars

reward for tJie conviction of any person caught collecting or

keeping fares given to tkem to deposit in tlie box." Should

be, to him. " A person may be very near-sighted if the>/ can

not recognize an acquaintance ten feet off." vShould be, if fie.

The verb to he is often used in the singular instead of in

the plural ; thus, " There is several reasons whj' it would be

better"; say, «n'. "How many «s thei'e?" say, are. "There
re* four": say, are. "Was there many?" say, icere. *'No

matter how many there wus " • say, icere.

A verb should agree in number with its subject, and not

with its predicate. We say, for example, "Death in the

wages of sin," and "The wages of sin art death.''

"When singular nouns connected by and are preceded by

each, ei:ery, or yio, the verb must be singular." We say^ for

example, " Eadt boy and each girl studies." " Every leaf, and

every twig, and every drop of Avater teerm with life." " A^o

book and no paper was arranged."

Each being siiigular, a pronoun on verb to agree with it

must also be singular ; thus, "Let them depend each on his

(Own exertions"; "Each city has its peculiar privileges";

"Everybody has a right to look after his own interest."

Errors are often thp result of not repeating the verb ;
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thiis, "Its significance is as variefl as the passions"; coi-rectly,

"as are the passions." "The woi'ds are as incapable of

analysis as the thing signified"; correctly, "as is the thing

signified."

Observe. The dictionaries authorize the use of this word

as a synonym of say and remark; as, for example, "What
did you ohsirve?" for "What did you say, or remark?^'' In

this sense, however, it is better to leave observe to the exclu-

sive use of those who delight in bein^ fine.

O'clock. "It is a quarter to ten o'clock." What does

this statement mean, literally ? W^e understand by it that it

lacks a quarter of ten, i. e., of being ten; but it does not really

mean that. Inasmuch as to means toward, it really means a

quarter after nine. We should say, then, a quarter of, which

means, literally, a quarter out often.

Of all others. "The vice of covetousness, of all others,

enters deepest into the soiil." This sentence saj's that covet-

ousness is one of the other vices. A thing can not be another

thing, nor can it be one of a number of other things. The

sentence should be, "Of all the vices, covetousness enters

deepest into the soul"; or, "The vice of covetousness, of all

the vices, enters," etc.; or, "The vice of covetousness, above

all others, enters," etc.

Of any. This plirase is often used when of all is meant

;

thus, "This is the largest q/' oHy I have seen." Should be,

"the largest of all," etc.

Off of. In such sentences as, "Give me a yard ojfq/' this

piece of calico," either the off ovt\\c q/'is vulgarly superfluous.

The sentence would be correct with either one, but not with

both of them. " The apples fell q^ q/the tree": read, "fell

q^the tree."

Often. This adverb is properly compared by changing

its termination : often, oftener, ofteuest. Why some ^vrite^s
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use more and most to compare it, it is not easy to see ; this

mode of comparing it is certainly not euphonious.

Oh—0. It is only the most careful writers who use these

two interjections with proper discrimination. The distinc-

tion between them is said to be modem. Oh is simply an

exclamation, and should always be followed by some mark of

punctuation, usually by an exclamation point. "Oh I you

are come at last." "Oh, help him, you sweet heavens!"

"Oh, woe is me !" "Oh I I die, Horatio." O, in addition to

being an exclamation, denotes a calling to or adjuration ;

thus, "Hear, heavens, and give ear, earth !" "0 grave,

whei-e is thy victory!" "O heavenly powers, restore him !"

" O shame ! where is thy blush ?"

Older—Elder. "He is the older man of the two, and

the oldest in the neighborhood." "He is the elder of the

two sons, and the eldest of the family." "The elder son is

heir to the estate; he is older than his brother by ten years."

On to. We get on a chair, on an omnibus, on a stump,

and on a spree, and not on to.

One. Certain pronouns of demonstrative signification

are called indefinite because they refer to no particular sub-

ject. This is one of them. If we were putting a supposition

by way of argument or illustration, we might say, "Suppose

/ were to lose my w'ay in a wood"; or, "Suppose yon were to

lose your way in a wood"; or, "Suppose one were to lose

one's way tii a wood." All these forms are used, but, as a

rule, the last is to be preferred. The first verges on egotism,

and the second makes free with another's person, whereas the

third is indift'erent. "If one's honesty were impeached, what

should one do?" is more courtly than to take either one's self

or the person addressed for the example.

One should be followed by one, and not by he. "The

better acquainted one is with any kind of rhetorical trick, the
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less liable he is to be misled by it." Should be, "the less

liable one is to be misled by it."

In the phrase, "any of the little ones," one is the numeral

employed in the manner of a pronoun, by indicating some-

thing that has gone before, or, perhaps, has to come after,

"I like peaches, but I must have a ripe OJie, or ripe ones."

Professor Bain says, in his "Composition Grammar":
" This pronoun Gontiiiually lands writers in difficulties,

English idiom requires that, when the pronoun has to be again

referred to, it should be used itself a second time. The cor-

rect usage is shown bj' Pope : 'One may be ashamed to con-

sume hdli one's days in bringing sense and rhyme together.'

It would be against idiom to say 'half his days.'

"Still, the repetition of the pronoun is often felt to be

heavy, and writers have recourse to various substitutions.

Even an ear accustomed to the idiom can scarcely accept with

unmixed plcsasure this instance from Browning :

" ' Alack 1 one lies oneselj

Even in the stating that one's end was truth,

Truth only, if one states so much in words.'

"The represeutiitiv© 'I' or 'we' occasionally acts the part

of 'one.' The following sentence presents a curious alterna-

tion of 'We' with 'one'—possibly not accidental (George

Eliot) : 'It's a desperately vexatious thing that, after all one's

reflections and quiet detenninations, ii'e should be ruled by

moods that one can't calculate on beforehand.' By the use of

'we' here, a more pointed reference is suggested, while the

vagueness actually remains.

'' Fenimore Cooper, like Scott, is not very particular ; an

example may be quoted :
' Modesty is a poor mans wealth

;

but, as we grow substantial in the world, patroon, one can

afford to begin to speak truth of himself as well as of hii

neighbour.' Were Cooper a careful writer, we might per-
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Buaile ourselves that ho chose 'we' and 'one' with a purpose !

'we' might indicate that tiie speaker had himself and the

patroon directly in his eye, although at the same time he

wanted to put it generally ; and ' ono' might hint that mod-

esty suoceedeJ in getting the better of him. But ' himself

'

and 'his' Would alone shovv that such s2Jeculations are too

refined for the occasion.

"The form ' a man,' which was at one time common, seems

to be reviving. In 'Adam Bede' we have, 'A man can never

do anything at variance with his own nature.' We might

substitute ' one.'

" ' Men' was more frequent in good Writing formerly than

now. ' Neither do men light a candle, and put it under a

bushel.' ' Do men gather grapes of thorns?' Hume is fond

of expressing a general subject by ' men.'

" 'Small bir<ls are much more exposed to the cold than

large o« (?.«.' This usage is hardly 'indefinite'; and it needs

no further exemplification."

Only. This word, when used as an adjective, is more

frequently misplaced than any other word in the language.

Indeed, I am confident that it is not correctly placed half the

time, either in conversation or in Writing. Thus, " In its

pages, papers of sterling merit [only] will only appear " (Miss

Braddon) ;
" Things are getting dull down in Texas ; they

only shot [only] three men down there last week"; "I have

only got [only] three." Only is sometimes improperly used

for except or unlens; thus, " The trains will not stop only when

the bell rings." The meaning here is cleaxdy " e.rce/J< when

the bell rings."

Dr. Bain, in his " Higher English Grammar," spsaking of

the order of woids, says :

"The word requiring must attention is only.
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'" According to the position of only, the same words may

be made to express very different meanings.

" -He onlfi lived for their sake?." Here only must be held

as qualifying 'Head for their sakes,' the emphasis being on

lived, ihe \«^ord immediat3ly aljoiuing. The meaning then is

* he lived,' but did not ibork, did not die, did not do any other

thing for their sakes.

" ' He lived onhf for their sakes.' Onhj now qualifies ' for

their sakes,' and the sentence means he lived for this one

reason, namely, for their sakes, and not for any other reason.

" 'He lived for their sakes only.' The force of the word

when placed at the end is peculiar. Then it often has a

diminutive or disparaging signification. * He lived for their

sakes,' and not for any more worthy reason. *He gave six-

pence only,' is au insinuation that more was expected.

"By the use of alone, instead of only, other meanings are

expressed. 'He alone lived for their sakes' ; that is, he, and

nobody else, did so. ' He lived for their sakes alone,' or, ' for

the sake of them alone
'

; that is, not for the sake of any other

persons. ' It was alone by the help of the Confederates that

any such design could be carried out.' Better only.

" 'When men grow virtuous in their old age, they only make

a sacrifice to God of the devil's leavings.'—Pope. Here only

s rightly placed. ' Taink only of the past as its remembrance

gives you pleasura,' should be, ' think of the past, only as its

remembrance,' etc. 'As he did not leave his name, it was

only known that a gentleman had called on business '

: it was

known only. ' I can only refute the accusation by laying be-

foi-e you the whole": this would moan, 'the only thing I am
able to do is to refute ; I may not retaliate, or let it drop, I

must refute it.' 'The negi'oes are to appear at church only in

boots'; that is, when the negroes go to church they are to

have no clothing but boots, ' The negroes are to appear only
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at chuvoh in bof-ts ' miglit mean that they ave not to apjJeaf

anywhere but at churclv, whether in boots op out of them.

The i>i"oper arrangeiitent would be to connect the adverbial

atljunot, in hoota, with its verb, appear, and to make only

qualify at church and no nwre ; 'the negroes are to appear in

boots otilif at clvuroh.'
"

It thus appears very plain that we should look well to our

rnilys.

Ought—Should. These two words, though they both

imply obligation, should not l>e used indiscriminately. Owjht

is the stroiiger term ; ^^ liat we ought to do, we are morally

bound to do. We oiojht to be truthful and honest, and should

be respectful to our elders and kind to our inferiors.

Overflown. Flown is the past participle of to fly, an<i

flowed of toflow. As, therefore, a river does not fly over its

banks, but flows over them, we should say of it that it ha»

overflowed, and not that it lu\-s (jv^rfloivn.

Overly. This word is now used only by the unschooled^

Owing. See Due.

Pants. This abbreviatiof; is not used by those who are

careful in the choice of words. The purist does not use the

word pantaloons even, but troxisers. Pants are worn by <jents

who eafc lunches and open wine, and trousers are worn by

(fentfe.men who eat luncheons and order wine.

Paraphernalia. This is a law term. In Roman law , it

naeant the goods which a woman brought to her husband be-

sides her dowry. In English law, it means the goods which

a woman is allowed to have after the death of her husband,

besides her dower, consisting of her appai el and ornaments

suitable to her ra,nk. When used in speaking of the affairs

of eveiy-day life, it is generally misused.

Parlor. This word, in the sense of drawing-rootn, ac-

cording to Dr. Hall, except in the United States and some of

the English colonies, is obsolete.
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PartalCB. This is a very tine ward to use iar eat ; just

the wortl for j'oung women who hobble on Frencii heels.

Partially—Partly. "R is only ;>ar^ /«//(/ done." Thix

Hse of the adverb ivirtiaUij is sanctioned by high authority,

feut that does not make it correct. A thing done ia part is

partly, not partially, done.

Participles. When the present particlj^e is used sub-

stantively, in sentences like the followiag, it is preceded by

the definite article and followed by the preposition of. The

omitting of the preposition is a common error. Thus, " Or,

it is the drawing a conclusion which was before either un-

known or dark," should l>e, " the drawing of a conclusion."

*' Prompted by the most extreme vanity, he persisted in the

writing ba<l verses," shoulu be, "in writing bad verses," or

•'in the writing o/ bad verses." ^' There is a misuse of the

article a which is very commoa. It is the usiug it before the

word mof:t."—Moon. Most writers would hive said "the

usiug of it.'' Mr. Moon argues for his construction.

Particles. " Xothing but study of the best writers and

practice in cempositiou will enable us to decide what are the

prepositions and conjunctions that ought to go with certain

rerbs. The following examples illustrate some common
blunders :

" ' It was characterized with elotjuence' : read, 'bj'.'

"'A testimonial of the merits of his grammar'; read,

'to-'

" *It was an eKample of the love to form comparisons ':

read, 'of forming.'

" ' Repetition is always to be preferred htfore. obscurity '

:

read, 'to.'

" ' He made an effort /or meetinij them' : read, ' to meet.'

" ' They have no other object but to come': read, ' other

object tlxaii,' or omit ' other,'
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"T-wo veibs are not uiifrtiinently followetl liy a pfrgle

preposition, which accords witli one only ; e.g., 'This duty

IS repealed and iucrlcated vj^on the reader.' ' Repeat upon '

is nonsense ; we must read 'is repeated to and inculcated

upon.' "—Nichol's " English Composition," p. 39. We often

see for used with the substantive sympathy; the best prac-

tice, however, uses with; thus, "Words can not express the

deep sympathy I feel uitb yoa."—Queen Victoria.

Party. This is a very good word in its place, but it is

very much out of its place when used—as it often is by the

vulgar—where good taste would ulu the word person.

Patronize. This word and its derivatives would be

much less Hsed by the American tradesman than they are, if

he were better acquainted with their true meaning. Then he

would solicit his neighbors' custom, not their patronage. A
man can have no patrons without incurring obligations—
without becoming a prcteye; while a man may have customers

innumerable, and, ins^tead of placing himself under obliga-

tions to them, he may place them under obligations to him.

Princes are the ]H(tron.s of those tradesmen whom they allow

to call themselves their purveyors ; as, "John Smith, Haber-

dasher to H. E. H. the Priuce of Wales." Here the Prince

2)atroinz':s John Smith.

Pell-mell. This adverb means mixed or mingled to-

gether; as, " Men, horses, chariots, crowded 2"''/^-»ie^/." It

can not properly be applied to an individual. To say, for

example, " He rushed pell-mell down the stair.«," is as incor-

rect as it would be to say, "He rushed down the stairs mixed

together."

Per. This Latin preposition is a good deal used in Eng-

lish, as, for example, is such phrases as per day, per man, ])er

pound, pitr ton, and so on. In ail such cases it is better to

Hse plain Euglisbi and say, a day, a man, a pound, a ton, etc.
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Pel' is correct before Latin uouns only ; as, per annum, per

diem, per cent., etc.

Perform. " ^\ie, performs on the piano beautifully." In

how much better taste it is to say simply, "She plaiis the

piano well," or, more superlatively, "exceedingly well," or

"admirably"! If we talk about performhid on musical in-

struments, to be consistent, we should call those who perform,

piano-performers, cornet-performers, violin-performers, and

so on.

Perpetually. This word is sometimes misused for con-

tinuaUy. Dr. William Mathews, in his " Words, their Use

and Abuse," says : "The Irish are perfietualhj using shall fqr

will.'" Perpetual means never ceasing, continuing without

intermission, uninterrupted ; while continual means that

which is constantly renewed and recurring with perhaps fre-

quent stops and interruptions. As the Irish do something

besides misuse shall, the Doctor should have said that they

continually use shall for will. I might perhaps venture to in-

timate that perpetually is likewise misused in the following

sentence, which I copy from the " London Queen," if I ^weve

not conscious that the monster who can write and print such

a sentence would not hesitate to cable a thunderbolt at an

offender on the slightest provocation. Judge, if mj"^ fears are

groundless: " But some few people contract the ugly habit

of making use of these expressions unconsciously and con-

tinually, perpetually interlarding their conversation with

them."

Person. See Party ; also. Individual.

Personalty. This word does not, as some persons think,

mean the articles worn on one's person. It is properly a law

term, and means personal property. "There is but one case

on record of a peer of England leaving over 87,500,000

personalty,"
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Personification. That rhetorical figure which attributes

sex, life, or action to inanimate objects, or ascribes to objects

and brutes the acts and qualities of rational beings, is called

pernonijication or prosopopaia.

" The mountains siny together, the hills rejoice and clap

their hands." "The worm, aware of his intent, harangued

him thus."

" See, Winter comes to rule the varied year,

Sullen and sad \\ith all his rising train."—Thomson.
" So saying, her rash hand, in evil hour,

Fortli reaching to the fruit, she plucked, she ate !

Earth felt the tvound; and Nature from her seat.

Sighing through all her works, gave signs of woe.

That all was lost."—Milton.

" War and Love are strange compeers.

AVar sheds blood, and Love sheds tears
;

War has swords, and Love has darts
;

War breaks heads, and Love breaks hearts.

"

"Levity is often less foolish and gravity less wise than

each of them appears."

" The English language, by reserving the distinction of

gender for living beings that have sex, gives especial scope for

personification. The highest form of personification should

be used seldom, and only when justified by the presence of

strong feeling."—Bain.
'

' Knowledge and wisdom, far from being one,

Have ofttimes no connection. Knowledge dwells

In heads replete with thoughts of other men
;

Wisdom in minds attentive to their own.

Knowledge is proud that he has learned so much

;

Wisdom is humble that he knows no more."—Cowper.

Phenomenon. Plural, phenomena.

Plead. The imperfect tense and the perfect participle of
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the verb to plead are both pleaie'l and not plead. "He
pleaded not guilty." "You should have ^^/ear^e'/ your cause

M'ith more fer\-or."

Plenty. In Worcester's Dictionary we find the following

note: "^ Plenty is much used colloquially as an adjective, in

the sense of plentiful, both in this country anil in England ;

and this use is supported by respectable authorities, though

it is condemned by various critics. Johnson says : 'It is used

barbarously, I think, ior plentiful' ; and Dr. Campbell, in his

'Philosophy of Rhetoric,' siys: ' Plenti/ for plentiful appears

to me so gross a vulgarism that I should not have thought it

worthy of a place here if I had not sometimes found it in

works of considerable merit.' " We should saj'^, then, that

money is plentiful, and not that it is plenty.

Pleonasm. Redundancy or pleonasm is the use of more

words than are necessary to express the thought clearly.

"They returned back again to the same city from whence

they CAme forth": the five words in italics are redundant or

pleona-Htic. " The different departments of science and of art

mutually reflect light on each other" : either of the expressions

iu italics embodies the whole idea. "The universal qt^vcAow.

of all men" is a pleonastic expression often heard. "I wrote

you a letter yesterday": here a letter is redundant.

Redundancy is sometime.i permissible for the surer convey-

ance of meaning, for emphasis, and in the language of poeti c

embellishment.

Polite. This word is much used by persons of doubtful

culture, where those of the better sort use the word kind. We
accept kind, not polite, invitations ; and, when any one has

been obliging, we tell him that he has been kind : and, when
an interviewing reporter tells us of his having met with a

polite reception, we may be sure that the person b}' whom he

has been received deserves well for his considerate kindness.
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"I thank you ami Mrs. Tope for my kind reception."

—

Atterhury.

Portion. This word is often incoriectly used for part.

A portion is properly a part assigned, allotted, set aside for a

special purpose; a share, a division. The verb to portion

means to divide, to parcel, to endow. AVe ask, therefore,

"In what part [not, in what portion] of the country, state,

county, town, or street do you live?"—or, if we prefer

grandiloquence to correctness, re.s«/e. lu the sentence, "A
\a,rge portion of the land is uutilled,"the right word would be

either part or 2^1'oportion, according to the intention of the

writer.

Posted. A word very much and very inelegantly used

for informed. Such expressions as, "I will post you," "I

must post myself up," "If I had been hetter posted " and the

like, are, at the best, but one remove from slang.

Predicate. This word is often very incorrectly used in

the sense of to ha.'ie; as, ^'^q predicates his opinion on insuffi-

cient data." Then we bometinies hear people talk about

predicating an action upon certain information or upon some-

body's statement. To predicate means primarily to speak

before, and has come to be properly used in the sense of

assumed or believed to be the consequence of. Examples

:

"Contentment is predicated of virtue"; "Good health may
be predicated of a good constitution." He who is not very

sure that he usej the word correctly would do better not to

use it at all.

Prejudice—Prepossess. Both these words mean, to in-

cline ill one direction or the other for some reason not founded

in justice ; but by common consent prejudice has come to be

used in an unfavorable sense, and prepossess in a favorable

one. Thus, we say, "He is prejudiced against him,"' and

"He is jJ^'^possessed in his favor." We sometimes hear the
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expression, "He is prejudiced iu ids favor, but this can|'not

be accouuted a good use of the word.

Prepositions. The errore niatle in the use of the prepo-

sitions are very numerous. "The indolent child is one who
[that?] has a strong aversion from action of any sort."

—

Graham's "English Synonyraes," p. 236. The prevailing and

best modem usage is iu favor of to instead offrom after averse

and aversion, and before the object. " Clearness . . . enables

the reader to see thoughts without noticing the language

with which they are clothed."—Townsend's "Art of Speech."

We clothe thoughts in language. '

' Shakespeare . . . and

the Bible are . . . models for the English-speaking tongue."

—Ibid. If this means models of English, then it should be

of; but if it means models for English organs of speech to

practice on, then it should h&for; or if it means models to

model English tongues after, then also it should beybr. "If

the resemblance is too faint, the mind is fatigued v:hile at-

tempting to trace the analogies." " Aristotle is in error while

thus desciibing governments."—Ibid. Here we have two
examples, not of the misuse of the preposition, but of the

erroneous use of the adverb ichile instead of the preposition

in. "For my part I can not think that Shelley's poetry, ex-

cept 6»/ snatches and fragments, has the value of the good

work of Wordsworth or Byi-ou.'— Matthew Arnold. Should

be, "except in snatches." "Taxes with us are collected

nearly [almost] solely from real and personal estate."

—

"Appleton"s Journal." Taxes are levied on estates and col-

lected from the o^v^lers.

"If I am not commended for the beauty of my works, I

may hope to be pardoned for their brevity." Cobbett com-
ments on this sentence as follows : "We may commend him
for the beauty of his works, and we may pardon him/or their

brevity, if we deem the bre\-ity a fault ; but this is not what
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he means. He nieaus that, at any rate, he shall have the nipr'tt

of brevity. 'If I am not coininendeil for the beauty of my
\vorks, I may hope to Ive pardoned on account o/" their brevity.

This is what the Doctor meant; but this would have marred

a little the antithesis : it would have unsettled a little of the

balauce of that seesaw in which Dr. Johnson so much de-

lighted, and which, falling into the hands of novel-writers

and of members of Parliament, has, by moving unencumbered

with any of the Doctor's reason or seise, lulled so many
thousands asleep I Dr. Johnson created a race of writers and

speakers. ' Mr. Speaker, tliat the state of the nation is very

critical, all men will allow ; but that it is whollj' desperate,

few will believe.' When you hear or see a sentence like this,

be sure that the person who speaks or writes it has been

reading Dr. Johnson, or some of his imitators. But, observe,

these imitators go no further than the frame of the sentences.

They, in general, take care not to imitate the Doctor in know-

ledge and reasoning."

The rhetoricians would have us avoid such forms of ex-

pression as,
'

' The boy went to and asked the advice of his

teacher"; "I called on and had a conversation ivith my
brother."

Very often the preposition is not repeated in a sentence,

when it should be. We say properly, " He comes from Ohio

or from Indiana " ; or, " He comes either from Ohio or

Indiana."

Prepossess. See Prejudice.

Present—Introduce. Few errors are more common,

especially among those who are always straining to be fine,

than that of using present, in the social world, instead of

introduce. Present means to place in the presence of a

superior ; introduce, to bring to be acquainted. A person is

presented at court, and on an official occasion to our Presi-
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dent ', but persons who are nnknown to each other are intro'

duceJ by a common acquaintance^ And in these iutrodiictions,

it is the younger who is introduced to the older ; the lower to

the higher in place or social position ; the gentleman to the

lady. A lady should say, as a rule, that Mr. Blank was in-

troduced to her, not that she was introduced to Mr. Blank.

Presumptive. This word is sometimes misused by the

careless for presumptuous.

Preventive. A useless and unwarranted syllable i»

sometimes added to this word

—

preventative.

Previous. This adjective is much used in au adverbial

sense; thus, "Prewoiw to my return," etc. Until ^ei70«'.s is

recognized as an adverb, if we would speak grammatically,

we mu;?t say, " Previoudy to my return," " Previousbj to my
leaving England, I called on his lordship."

Procure. This is a word much used by people who strive

to be fine- "Where did you ijft it ?" witli them is, " Where
did you procure it?"

Profanity. The extent to which some men habitually

interlard their talk with oaths is disgusting even to many
who, on occasion, do not themselves hesitate to give expres-

sion to their feelings in oaths portly and unctuous. If these

fellows could be made to know how offensive to decency they

make themselves, they would, perhaps, be less profane.

Promise. This word is sometimes very impi'operly used

for assure; thus, "I promise you I was very much astonished."

Pronouns of the First Person. "The ordinary uses

of 'I' and 'we,' as the singular and plural pronouns of the

first person, would appear to be above all ambiguity, uncer-

tainty, or dispute. Yet when we consider the force of the

plural 'We,' we are met with a contradiction ; for, as a rule,

only one person can speak at the same time to the same

audience. It is onlj' by some exceptional arrangement, or
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soir.e latitude or license of expression, that several persoils cai\

be conjoint speakers. For example, a plurality may sing to-

gether in chorus, and may join in the responses at church, or

in the simultaneous repetition of the Lord's Prayer or the

Creed. Again, one person may be the authorized spokesman

in delivering a judgm3nt or opinion held by a number of

persons in common. Finally, in written compositions, the

'we' is not unsuitable, because a plurality of persons may
append their names to a doaument.

" A speaker using 'we' miy speak for himself and one or

more others ; comm mly he stands forvvard as the representa-

tive of a class, more or less comprohensivei 'As sotm as my
conspanion and I had entered the field, ive saw a man coming

toward M.s'; '«-'g like our new curate'; 'you do us poets the

greatest injustice'; ' j«e must see to tlie efficiency of oar forces,'

The widest use of the pronoun will be mentioned presently.

"'We' is used for "'I' in the decrees of persons in au^

thority ; as when King Lear says

:

' Know that ive have divided

In three our kingdom.'

By the fiction of plurality a veil of modesty is thrown over the

assumption of vast supsriority over human beings generally.

Or, 'we' may be regarded as an official form Whereby the

speaker personally is magnified or enabled to rise to the dig-

nity of the occasion.

"The editorial 'we' is to be understood on the same

principle. An author using ' we ' appears as if he were not

alone, but sharing with other persons the responsibility of his

views.

" This representative position is at its utmost stretch in

the practio2 of using 'we' for human Vjeings generally ; as in

discoursing on the laws of human nature. The preacher, the

novelist, or the philosopher, in dwelling upon tlie peculiarity
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of our common constitution, being himself an example of what

he is speikiug of, associates tVie rest of mankind with him,

and speaks collectively by means of ' we. '
' We are weak and

fallible'; 'we are of yesterday'; ' i«e are doomed to dissolu-

tion.' ' Here have we no coutiuuing city, but we seek one to

come.

'

"It is not unfrequent tj have in one sentence, or in close

proximity, both the editorial and the representative meaning,

the effect being ambiguity and confusion. 'Let us [the author]

now consider why ive [humanity generally] overrate distant

good.' In such a case the author should fall back upon the

singular for himself— • I will now consider—.' ' We [speaker]

think we [himself and hiarers together] should come to the

conclusion.' Say, either '/think,' or ' ;/o?t would.

'

"The following extract from Butler exemplifies a simdar

confusion : 'Suppose we. [representative] are capable of happi-

ness and of misery in degrees equally intense and extreme,

yet lOK [rep.] are capable of the latter for a much longer time,

beyond all comparison. We [chmge of subject to a limited

class] see men ia the tortures of pain— . Sucli is our [back to

representative] make that anything may become the instru-

ment of pxin and sorrow to us.' The 'we' at the commence-

ment of the second sentence— ' We see men in the tortures'

—

could be advantageously changed to 'you,' or the passive

construction could be substituted; the remaining Joe's would

then be consistently representative.

"From the greiter emphasis of singularity, energetic

speakers and writers sometimes use ' I ' as representative of

mankind at large. Thus :
' The current impressions received

through the senses are not voluntary in origin. What / see

in walking is seen because / have an organ of vision.' The

question of general moral obligation is forcibly stated by

Paley in the individual form, 'Why am / obliged to keep my
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Word? It is sometimes well to confine the attention of the

hearer or reader to his own rehxtion to the matter nnder con^

sideration, more especially in difficult or non-popular argii--

meut or exposition. The speaker, by using 'I,' does the

action himself, or makes himself the example, the hearei*

being expected to put himself in the same position."—Bains

"Composition Grammar."

Pronouns of the Second Person. "Anomalous usages

have spiling up in connection with these pronouns. The

plural foim has almost wholly superseded the singular; a

usage more than five centuries old.*

" The motive is courtesy. The singling out of one person

for address is supposed to be a liberty or an excess of

familiarity ; and tlie effect is softened or diluted by the fiction

of taking in others. If oUr address is Uncomplimentary, the

sting is lessened by the plUral form ; and if the reverse, the

shock to modesty is not so great. This is a. refinement that

was unknown to the ancient languages. The orators of Greece

delighted iti the strong, pointed, personal appeal implied in

the singular 'thou.' In modern German, ' thou' ((/«) is the

address of fahiiliarity and intimacy; while the ordinary pro-"

noun is the curiously indirect 'they' [Sic). On solemn occa-

sions, we may reVert to 'thou.' Cato, in his meditative

soliloquy on reading Plato's view's on the immortality of the

soul before killing himself, says: ' Plato, thoii- reasonest well.'

So in the Commandments, 'thou' addresses to each individual

an unavoidable appeal : 'y/tow shalt not =.' But our ordi-

nary means of making the personal appeal is, ' you, sir,' 'yoit,

madam,' 'my Lord, you -,' etc.; we reserve 'thou' for the

special case of addressing the Deity. The application of the

* "The u e of the plural for the singulai- was established as eady as

the be.^inniiig of the fouiteetith certtun-."—Morris, p. 118, § 153.
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motive of courtesy is here reversed ; it would be irreverent

to merge this vast personality in a promiscuous assemblage.

*'*You' is not unfrequently employed, like 'we,' as a repre-

sentative pronoun. The action is represented with great

vividness, when the person or persons addressed may be put

forward as tlie performers : 'There is such an echo among the

old luins and vaults, that if you stamp a little louder than

ordinary, you hear the sound repeated'; ' Some practice is re-

quired to see these animals in the thick forest, even when you

hear them close by yo«.'

"There should not be a mixture of 'thou' and 'you' in

the same passage. Thus, Thackeray (Adventures of Philip)

:

'So, as thy sun rises, friend, over the humble house-tops round

about your home, shall you wake many and many a day to

duty and labor.' So, Cooper (Water-Witch) : 'Tliou hast

both master and mistress? You have told us of the latter,

but we would know something of the former. Who is thy

master ?' Shakespeare, Scott, and others might also be

quoted.

" *Ye' and 'j'ou' were at one time strictly distinguished as

different cases ; 'ye' was nominative, 'you' objective (dative

or accusative). But the Eli:;abethan dramatists confounded

the forms irredeemably ; and 'you' has gradually ousted 'ye'

from ordinary use. 'Ye' is restricted to the expression of

strong feeling, and in this employment occurs chiefly in the

poets."— Bain's "Composition Grammar."

Proof. This word is much and very improperly used for

eridence, which is only the medium of proof, proof being the

effect of evidence. " What eride.nce have you to offer in proof
of the truth of your statement V See also Evidence.

Propose—Purpose. Writers and speakers often fail to

discriminate properly between the respective nieanings of

these two verbs. Propose, correctly used, means, to put for-
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ward or to offer for the consideration of others; hence, a

proposal is a scheme or design offered for acceptance or con-

sideration, a proposition. Purpose means, to intend, to

design, to resolve ; hence, a purpose is an intention, an aim,

that which one sets before one's self. Examples: "What do

you purpose doing in the matter?" "What do you propose

that we shall do in the matter?" "I will do" means "I
jyiirpose doing, or to do." "I purpose to write a history of

England from the accession of King James the Second down
to a time which is within the memory of men still living."

—

Maeaulay. It will be observed that Macaulay says, " I pur-

pose to write," and not, "I purpose writiny," using the verb

in the infinitive rather than in the participial form. "On
which he purposed to mount one of his little guns." See

IXFINITIVE.

Proposition. This word is often used when proposal

would be better, for the reason that projjosal has but one

meaning, and is shorter by one syllable. " He demonsti'ated

the proposition of Euclid, and rejected the proposal of his

friend."

Prosaist. Dr. Hall is of opinion that this is a word we

shall do well to encourage. It is used by good writers.

Proven. This form for the past participle of the verb to

prove is said to be a Scotticism. It is not used by careful

writers and speakers. The correct form is proved.

Providing. The present participle of the verb to provide

is sometimes vulgarly used for the conjunction provided, as in

this sentence from the "London Queen": "Society may be

congratulated, . . . ]}>'ovidii)ij that," etc.

Provoke. See Aggravate.

Punctuation. The importance of punctuation can not

be overestimated ; it not only helps to make plain the meaning

of what one writes, but it may prevent one's being miscon-
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strued. Though no two writers could be found who punctuate

just alike, still in the main those who pay attention to the

art put in their stops in essentially the same manner. The

differense that punctuation may make in the meaning of lan-

guage is well illustrated by the following anecdote:

At Ramessa there lived a benevolent and liospitable prior,

who caused these lines to be painted over his door :

"Be open evermore,

O thou my door 1

To none be shut—to honest or to poor !

"

In time the good prior was succeeded by a man as selfish

as his predecessor was generous. The^lines over the door of

the priory were allowed to remain ; one stop, however, was

altered, which made them read thus:

" Be open evermore,

O thou my door !

To none—be shut to honest or to poor !"

He punctuates best who makes his punctuation contnbute

most to the clear expression of his thought; and that con-

struction is best that has least need of being punctuated.

The Comma.—The chief dtfiference in the punctuation of

different writers is usually in their use of the comma, in regard

to which there is a good deal of latitude ; much is left to in-

di'- idual taste. Nowadays the best practice uses it sparingly

An idea of the extent to which opinions differ with regard to

the use of the comma may bs formed from tlie following

excerpt from a paper preparCvl for private use :

"In the following examples, gathered from various sources

—chiefly from standard books—the superfluous commas are

inclosed in parentheses :

"1. 'It remains(,) perhaps(,) to be said(,) that, if any

lesson at all(,) as to these delicate matters(,) is needed(,) n

this period, it is not so much a lesson, " etc. 2. ' The oI>edi-
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ence is not due to the power of a right authority, but to the

sj)irit of fear, an(l(,) therefore(,) is(,)iureality(,) no obedience

at all.' 3. 'The patriot disturbances in Cauada ... awakened

deep interest among tlie people of the United States(,) who
lived adjacent to the frontier.' 4. ' Obaervors(,) who have

recently investigated this point(,) do not all agree,' etc. 5.

'The wind did(,) in an instant(,) what man and steam toge-

ther had faileil to do in hours. ' 6. ' All the cabin passengers
( ,

)

situated beyond the center of the boat(,) were saved.' 7. 'No

other writer has depicted(,) with so much art or so much

accaracy(, ) the liabits, the manners,' etc. 8. ' If it shall give

satisfaction to those who have(,) in any way(,) befriended it,

_i author will feel,' etc. 9. 'Formed(,) or consisting of(,)

^ ay.' 10. 'The subject [witchcraft] gi'ew interesting; ana(,)

U) examine Sarah Cloyce ;uid Elizabeth Proctor, the deputy-

governor(,) and five other magistrates(,) went to Salem.' 11.

'The Lusitanians(,) wlio had not left their home(,) rose as a

man,' etc. 12. 'Vague reports . . . had preceded him to

Wasliington, and his Mississippi friends(,) who chanced to be

at the capitaK,) were not backward to make their boast of

him. ' 13. ' Our faith has acquired a new vigor(, ) and a cleaxer

vision.' 14. 'In 1819(,) he removed to Cambridge.' 15.

'Dore was born at Strasburg(,) in 1832, and labors,' etc.

16. ' We should never apply dry compresses, charpie, or wad-

ding(,) to the wound.' 17. '—to stand idle, to look, act, or

tiunk(,) in a leisurely way. 18. '—portraits taken from the

farmers, schoolmasters, and peasantry(,) of the neighborhood.'

19. '—gladly welcomed painters of Flanders, Holland, and

Spainf,) to their shores.'

"In all these cases the clauses between or following the

inclosed commas are .so closely connected grammatically with

the immediately preceding words or phrases, that they should

he read without a perceptible pause, or with only a slight
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one for breath, without change of voice. .Some of the com-

mas would grossly pervert the meaning if strictly construed.

Thus, from No. 3 it would appear that the people of the

United States in general lived adjacent to the frontier ; from

No. 4, that all observers have recently investigated the point in

question ; from No. 6, that all the cabin passengers were so

situated that they were saved, whereas it is meant that only a

certain small proportion of them were saved ; from No. 10

(Bancroft), that som^iody whose name is accideutally omitted

went to Salem 'to examine Sarah Cloyce and Elizabeth Proc-

tor, the deputy-governor, and five other magistrates'; from

No. 11, that none of the Lusitanians had left their home,

whereas it was the slaughter by the Romans of a great number
of them who had left their home that caused the rising.

" Commas are frequently omitted, and in certain positions

very generally, where the sense and correct reading require a

pause. In the following examples, such commas, omitted in

the works from which they were taken, are enclosed in

brackets

:

"1. 'The modes of thought[,] and the types of character

which those modes produce[,] are essentiallj- and universally

transformed.' 2. 'Taken by itself[,] this doctrine could iiave

no effect whatever; indeed[,] it would amount to nothing but

a verbal proposition.' 3. 'Far below[,] the little stream of

the Oder foamed over the rocks.' 4. ' When the day re-

turned[,] the professor, the artist[,] and I rowed to within a

hundred yards of the shore.' 5. 'Proceeding into the interior

of India[,] they passed tlirough Belgaxim.' 6. 'If Loring is

defeated in the Sixth District[,] it can be borne.'

"In No. 3, the reader naturally enunciates 'the little

stream of the Oder ' as in the objective case after ' below
'

;

but there he comes to a predicate which compels him to go

back and read differently. In No. 4, it appears that ' the day
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returned the professor,' and then 'the artist and I rowed,'

etc."

All clauses should generally be isolated by commas ; whore,

however, tlie connection is very close or the clause is very

short, no point may be necessary. " But his pride is greater

than his ignorance, and what he wants in knowledge he sup-

plies by sufficiency." " A man of polite imagination can con-

verse with a picture, and find an agi'eeable companion in a

statue." "Though he slay me, yet will J trust him." "The
prince, his father being dead, succeeded." "To confess the

tnith, I was much at fault." "As the heart pauteth after

the water-brooks, so panteth my soul after thee." "Where
the bee sucks, there suck I." "His father dying, he suc-

ceeded to the estate." "The little that is known, and the

circumstance that little is kno"wn, must be considered as

honorable to him."

The comma is used before and after a phase when co-ordi-

nating and not restrictive. " The jury, having retired for

half an hour, brought in a verdict." "The stranger, unwill-

ing to obtrude himself on our notice, left in the morning.'

"Rome, the city of the Emperors, became the city of the

Popes." "His stories, wliich made everybody laugh, were

often made to order." "He did not come, which I greatly

regret.'' "The youuger, who was yet a boy, had nothing

striking in his appearance." "They passed the cup to tlie

stranger, who di'ank heartily." " Peace at any price, which

these orators seem to advocate, means war at any cost."

" Sailors, who are generally superstitious, say it is unlucky to

embark on Friday."

Adverbs and short plirascs, when they break the connection,

should be between commas. Some of the most common words

and phrases so used are the following: Alas, too, tliete, indeed

perhaps, surely, moreover, likewise, however, finally, namely,
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therefoi'e, apparently, meanwhile, consequently, unquestion-

ably, accordingly, notwithstanding, in truth, in fact, in short,

ill general, in reality, no doubt, of course, as it were, at all

events, to be lirief, to be sure, now and then, on the contrary,

in a word, by chance, in that case, in tlie meantime, for the

most part. "History, in a word, is reple e with moral les-

sons." "As an orator, liowever, he was not great." "There

is, remember, a limit at which forbearance ceases to be a

virtue." "Our civilization, therefore, is not an unmixed

good." " This, I grant you, is not of great importance."

If, however, the adverb does not break the connection, but

readily coalesces with the rest of the sentence, the commas
are omitted. "Morning will come at last, however dark the

night may be." " We then proceeded on our way." "Our
civilization is therefore not an unmixed good." "Patience,

I say ; your mind perhaps may change."

Adverbial phrases and clauses beginning a sentence are set

oflf by commas. " In truth, I could not tell." " To sum up,

the matter is this." "Everything being ready, they set out."

'By looking a little deeper, the reason will be found."

"Finally, let me sum up the argument." "If the premises

were admitted, I should deny the conclusion." "Where
your treasure is, there will your heart be also."

Words used in apposition should be isolated by commas.
" Newton, the great mathematician, was very modest."

"And he, their prince, shall rank among my peers." In

such sentences, however, as, " The mathematician Newton
was very modest," and " The Emperor Napoleon was a great

Idier," commas are not used.

The name or designation of a person addressed is isolated

by commas. "It touches you, my lord, as well as me."

"John, come here." "Mr. President, my object is peace."

" Tell me, boy, where do you live ?" "Yes, sir, I will do as

you saJ^" " Mr. Brown, what is your number ?"
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Pairs of words.—" Old and young, rich and poor, wise and

foolish were involved." " Sink or swim, live or die, survive

or perish, I give my liand and heart to this vote." "Interest

and ambition, honor and shame, friendship and enmity, grati-

tude and revenge, are the prime movers in public transac-

tions."

A restrictive clause is not separated by a comma from the

notiu. "Every one must love a boy who [that] is attentive

and docile." "He preaches sublimely who [that] lives a holy

life." "The things which [that] are seen are temporal.

" A king depending on the support of his subjects can not

rashly go to war." "The sailor who [that] is not supersti-

tious will embark any day."

The comma is used after adjectives, nouns, and verbs in

sentences like the following :

" Are all thy conquests, glories, triumphs, spoils

Shrunk to this little measure ':"

" He fills, he bounds, connects and equals all."

"Who to the enraptured heart, and ear, and eye

Teach beauty, virtue, truth, and love, and melody."*
" He rewarded his friends, chastised his foes, set Justice

on her seat, and made his conquest secure."

The comma is used to separate adjectives in opposition,

but closely connected. "Though deep, yet clear ; though

gentle, yet not dull." "Liberal, not lavish, is kind Nature's

hand." "Though black, yet comely; and though rash,

benign."

After a nominative, where the verb is understood. " To

err is human; to forgive, divine." "A wise man seeks to

*"Some writers omit the comma in cas;s wheie the conjunction is

used. But, as the conjunction is <^eiierall}' employed in such cases for em-
phasis, commas ought to be ussd ; although, where the words are very
closely connected, or where they constitute a clause in the midst of a long
sentence, they may be omitted."—Bigelow's " Handbook of Punctuation."
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shine in himself ; a fool, in others." "Conversation makes a

ready man ; writing, an exact man ; reading, a full man."

A long subject is often separated from the predicate by a

comma. "Any one that refuses to earn an honest livelihood,

is not an object of charity." "The circumstance of his

being unpi'epared to adopt immediate and decisiv.e measures,

was represented to the Government." "That he had per-

sistently disregarded every warning and persevered in his

reckless course, had not yet undermined his credit with his

dupes." "That the work of forming and perfecting the char-

acter is difficult, is generally allowed
"

In a series of adjectives that precede their noun, a comma
is placed after each except the last ; there usage omits the

point. "A beautiful, tall, willowy, sprightly girl." "A
quick, brilliant, studious, learned man."*

A comma is placed between short members of compound
sentences, connected by and, hut, for, nor, or, because, xchereas,

that expressing purpose (so that, in order that), and other

conjunctions. " Be virtuous, that you may be respected."

" Love not sleep, lest you come to povertj:." "Man pioposes,

but God disposes."

A comma must not be placed before that except when it

is equivalent to in order that.
'

' He says that he will be

here."

A comma must not be placed before and when it connects

two words only. "Time and tide wait for no man." "A
rich and prosperous people." " Plain and honest truth wants

no artificial covering."

A comma is sometimes necessaiy to prevent ambiguity-

"He who pursues pleasure only defeats the cbj ;ct of his

* "This usage violates one of the fundamental principles of punctua-
tion ; it indicates, very iiuf^iroper.y, that the noun man is more closely
connected with learned than with the other adjectives. Analogy and
perspicuity require a comma after lennu'd.''—Quackenhos.
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creation." Without a comma before or after only, tlie mean-

ing of this sentence is doubtful.

The following sentences present some miscellaneous ex-

amples of the use of the comma by writers on punctuation

:

"Industry, as well as genius, is essential to the production of

great works." "Prosperity is secured to a state, not by the

acquisition of territory or riches, but by the encouragement

of industry." "Your manners are affable, and, for the most

part, pleasing.'" *

"However fairly a bad man may appear to act, we dis-

trust him." "Why, this is rank injustice." " Well, follow

the dictates of your inclination." "The comma may be

omitted in the case of too, also, therefore, and perhaps, when
introduced as not to interfere with the harmonious flow of

the period; \nd, particularly, when tlie sentence is short." t

"Robert H rton, M. D., F. R. S." "To those who labor,

sleep is doiibly pleasant'"; " Sleep is doubly pleasant to those

who labor." "Those who persevere, succeed." "To be

overlooked, slighted, and neglected; to be misunderstood,

misrepresented, and slandered ; to be trampled underfoot by

the envious, the ignorant, and the vile ; to be crushed by

foes, and to be distrusted and betrayed even by friends—such

is too often the fate of genius. " She is tall, though not so

handsome as her sister." "Verily, verily, I say unto you."

"Whatever is, is right." " What is foreordained to be, will

be." "The Emperor Augustus was a patron of the fine arts."

"Augustus, the Emperor, was a patron of the flue arts."

"United, we stand; divided, we fall." "God said, Let there

be light." "July 21, 1881." "President Garfield was shot,

Satui'day morning, July 2, 1881 ; he died, Monday night,

* Many writers would omit the last two commas in this sentence.

+ The commas before and after particularly are hardly necessarj-.
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Sept. 19, 1881." " I am, sir, very respectfullj', your obedient

servant, John Jones." "Xew York, August, ISSl." "Room
20, Equitable Building, Broadway, Xew York.

"

" When you are in doubt as to fJie prop7-iet!/ of inserting

commas, omit them; it i.s better to have too few thax
TOO MANY. "—Quackenbos.

The Semicolon.—^Keasons are preceded by semicolons;

"Economy is no disgrace; for it is better to live on a little

than to outlive a great deal." Clauses in opposition are

separated by a semicolon when the second is introduced by an

adversative :
" Straws swim at the surface ; but pearls lie at

the bottom"; "Lying lips are an abomination to the Lord ;

but they that deal truly are his delight." Without the ad-

versative, the colon is to be preferred: "Prosperity showeth

vice: adversity, virtue." The great divisions of a sentence

must be pointed with a semicolon when the minor divisions

are pointed with commas : "Mirth should be the embroidery

of conA'ersation, not the web ; and wit the ornament of the

mind, not the furniture." The things enumerated miist be

separated by semicolons, when the enunciation of particulai'S

is preceded by a colon: "The value of a maxim depends on

four things: the correctness of the principle it embodies ; the

subject to which it relates ; the extent of its application ; and
the case with which it may be practically carried out." When
as introduces an example, it is preceded by a semicolon.

\Vhen several successive clauses have a conmion connection

with a preceding or following clause, thej' are separated by
semicolons; as, "Children, as they gamboled on the beach ;

reapers, as they gathered the harvest ; mowers, as tliey rested

from using the scythe ; mothers, as they busied themselves

about the household—were victims to an enemy, who dis-

appeared the moment a blow was struck." "Reason as we
may, it is impossible not to read in such a fate much that we
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know not how to interpret ; much of provocation to cruel

deeds and deep resentment ; much of apology for wrong and
pertily; much of doubt and misgiving as to the past; much
of painful recollections ; much of dark foreboding." "Phil-

osophers assert that Nature is unlimited ; that her treasures

are endless ; that the increase of knowledge will never cease."

The Colon.—This point is less used now than formerly
;

its place is supplied by the period, the semicolon, or the dash

;

and sometimes, even by the comma. The colon is used very

differently by different writers. "He was heard to say, ' I

have done with this world.' " Some writers would put a

colon, some a comma, after say. " When the quoted passage

is brought iu without any introductory word, if short," says

Quackenbos, "it is generally preceded by a comma ; if long,

by a colon ; as, 'A simpleton, meeting a philosopher, asked

him, "What affords wise men the greatest pleasure ?" Turn-

ing on his heel, the sage replied, " To get rid of fools." '
"

Formal enumerations of particulars, and direct quotations,

when introduced by such phrases as in these words, as follows,

the following, namely, this, these, thus, etc., are properly pre-

ceded by a colon. "We hold these truths to be self-evident:

that all men are created equal ; that tliey are endowed by

their Creator with certain inalienable rights ; that among
these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness." "Lord

Bacon has summed up the whole matter in the following

words : 'A little philosopliy inclinelh men's minds to atheism ;

but depth in philo.sophy bringeth nitn's minds to religion.'"

" The human family is composed of five races : first, tlie

Caucasian; second, the Mongolian; third, the," etc.

" All were attentive to the godlike man.

When from his lofty couch he thus began :

' Great queen,' " etc.—Drydcn.

When the quotation, or other matter, begins a new para-
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graph, the colon is, by many writers, followed with a dash ;

as, "The cloth being removed, the President rose and said:

—

" 'Ladies and gentlemen, we are,'" etc.

The colon is used to mark the greater breaks in sentences,

when the lesser breaks are marked by semicolons. "You
have called yourself an atom in tlie universe

;
you have said

that you are but an insect in the solar blaze : is your present

pride consistent with these professions ? " "A clause is either,

independent or dependent: independent, if it forms an asser-

tion by itself ; dependent, if it entei-s into some other clause

with the value of a part of speech.'" A colon is sometimes

used instead of a period to separate two short sentences,

wliich are closely connected. "Never flatter people : leave

that to such as mean to betray them." "Some things we
can, and others we can not do : we can walk, but we can not

fly-"

The Period.—Complete sentences are always followed

either by a period, or by an exclamation or an interrogation

point. *

Tlie periotl is also iised after abbreviations ; as, R. D. Van
Nostraud, St. Louis, Mo.; Jno. B. Moriis, M. D., F. R. S.,

London, Eng.; Jas. W. Wallack, -Jr., Xew York City, X.Y.;

Jas. B. Roberts, Elocutionist, Phila. , Pa.

IxTERROGATiox -POINT.—This point is used after questions

put by the writer, and after questions reported directly.
'

' What can I do for you ? " " Where are you going ? " "What
do you say ?" cried the General. "The child still lives ?" It

should not be used when the question is reported indirectly.

"He asked me where I was going." " The Judge asked the

witness if he believed the man to be guilty."

ExC'LAM.4Tiox-poiST.—This mark is placed after iuterjec-

.
* The only (xception to tliis rule is the occasional use of the colon to

separate two short sentences that are closely connected.
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tions, after sentences and clauses of sentences of passionate

impoi't, and after solemn invocations and addresses. "Zounds

!

the man's in earnest." "Pshaw! wliat can we do?" "Bah!

what's that to nie?" "Indeed ! then I must look to it."

"Look, my lord, it comes!" "Rest, rest, perturbed spirit!"

"0 heat, dry up my brains!" "Dear maid, kind sister,

sweet Ophelia !" " Wliile in this part of the eountr}', I once

more revisited—and, alas, with what melancholy presenti-

ments !^the home of my youth." "0 rose of May !" " Oh,

from this time forth, my tlioughts be bloody or be nothing

worth !" "0 heavens ! die two months ago, and not for-

gotten yet ?"

"Night, sable goddess ! from her ebon throne,

In rayless majesty now stretches forth

Her leaden scepter o'er a slumbering world.

Silence, how dead ! and darkness, how profound !

"

—Young.
" Hail, holy light ! offspring of heaven just born !"—Milton.

"But thou, hope ! with eyes so fair,

What was thy delighted measure ?"—-Collins.

It will be observed that the interjection is an exception

to tlie rule : it is often followed by a comma, but never by an

exclamation-point.

An exclamation-point sometimes gives the same words

quite another meaning. The difference between " Wiiat's

that?" and "What's that !" is obvious.

The Dash.—Cobbatt did not favor the use of this mark,

as we see from the following: "Let me caution you against

the use of what, by some, is called the dash. The dash is a

stroke along the line; thus, 'I am rich—I was poor—I shall

be poor again.' This is wild work indeed ! Who is to know
wlaat is intended by these cki->hes ? Those who have thought

proper, like Mr. Lindley Murray, to place the dash amongst
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the gr-ammatic%f. points, ought to give us soma rule relative to

its iliffirent longitudinal dimansions in different cases. The

inch, the thrza-qiiarter inch, the hai/'-iii':h, the quarter-inch:

these would be something determinate ; but ' the dash,' with-

out measure, must be a perilous thing for the young gram-

marian to handle. In short, Uhr. dash' is a cover for ignorance

as to the use of points, and it ca:i answer no other purpose."

This is one of the few instances in which Cobbett was

wrong. The da^ih is the proper point with which to mark an

unexpected or emphatic pause, or a sudden break or transition.

It is very often preceded by another point. "And Huitzilo-

pojhtli—-a sweet name to roll under one's tongue—for how

many years has this venerable war-god blinked in the noonday

sun!" "Crowds gathei-ed about the newspaper bulletins,

recalling the feverish scenes that occurred when tlie President s

life was thought to be hanging by a threai. ' Wouldn't it be

too bad,' said one, ' if, after all—no, I won't allow myself to

think of it.'" "Was there ever—but I scorn to boast."

"You are—no, I'll not tell you what you are."

"He suffered—but his pangs are o'er;

Enjoyed—but his delights ai'e fled;

Had friends—his friends are now no more
;

And foes—his foes are dead."—M -ntgomery.

"Greece, Carthage, Rome—where are they ?" "He chastens;

—but he cliastens to save."

Dashes are much used where parentheses were formerly

employed. " In the days of Tweed the expression to divide

fair—forcible, if not grammatical—acquired much currency.''

" In trath, the character of the great chief was depicted two

thousand five hundred years before his birth, and depicted

—

such is the power of genius—in colors which will be fresh as

many years after his death." "To render the Constitution

perpetual—which God grant it may be !—it is necessary that
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its beuetits should be practically felt by all parts of the

country."

Parenthesis.—This mark is comparatively little uved

nowadays. The dash is preferred, probably because it dis-

figures the page less. The office of the parenthesis is to isolate

a phrase wliich is merely incidental, and which might be

omitted without detriment to the granmiatical construction.

" Know then this ti-uth (enough for man to know),

Virtue alone is happiness below."—Pope.

" The bliss of man (could pride that blessing find)

Is not to act or think beyond mankind."

Brackets. —This mark is used principally to inclose words

improperly omitted by the writer, or words introduced for the

purpose of explanation or to correct an error. The bracket is

often used in this l)ook.

The Apostrophe.—This point is used to denote the omis-

sion of letters and sometimes of figures ; as, Jan'y, '81 ; Tve

for I have; you'll for you will; 'tis for it is; don't for do not

;

cciii t for can not; It was in the year '93
; the spirit of '76

;

It was in the years 1812, '13, and '14.

Also to denote the possessive case ; as. Brown's house ;

the king's command ; Moses' staff; for conscience' sake ; the

boys' garden.

Also with .s to denote the plural of letters, figures, and

signs ; as. Cross your t's, dot your i's, and mind your ^'s and

^'s ; make your 5's better, and take out the x's.

Capitals.—A capital letter should begin every sentence,

every line of verse, and every direct quotation.

All names of the Deity, of Jesus Christ, of the Trinity,

and of the Virgin Mary must begin with a capital. Pronouns

are usually capitalized wiien they refer to the Deity.

Proper names, and nouns and adjectives formed from

proper names, names of streets, of the months, of the days of

the week, and of the holidays, are capitalized.
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Titles of nobility and of high office, when used to desig-

nate particular persons, are capitalized ; as, the Earl of Dun-

raven, the Mayor of Boston, the Baron replied, the Cardinal

presided.

The Paragrapu.—In writing for the press, the division

of matter into paragraphs is often quite arbitrary; in letter-

writing, on the contrary, the several topics treated of should,

as a rule, be isolated by paragrapliic divisions. These divi-

sions give one's letters a shapelj' appearance that they other-

wise never have.

Purchase. This word is much preferred to its synonym
huji \jy that class of people who prefer the word reside to live,

procure to (jet, inaiKjurate to begin, and so on. They are

generally of those who are great in pretense, and who would
be greater still if they were to pretend to all they have to

pretend to.

Purpose. >See Propose.

Quantity, This word is often improperly used for

number. Quantity should be used in speaking of what is

measured or weighed ; number, of what is counted. Ex-

amples: "What quantity of apples have you, and what
number of pineapples?" " Delaware produces a large quantity

of peaches and a large number of melons. "

Quit. This word means, properly, to leave, to go away
from, to forsake; as, "Avaunt ! g?a< my sight." This is the

only sense in which the English irse it. In America, it is

generally used in the sense of to leave off, to stop ; as, " Quit

your nt)nseuse"; "Q«?i! laughing"; "Q«/< your noise "; "He
has quit smoking," and so on.

Quite. Tliis word originally meant completely, perfectly,

totally, entirely, fully; and this is the sense in which it was

used by the early writers of English. It is now often used in

the sense of rather; as, "It is quite warm','; "She is quite
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tall"; "He is quite proficient." Sometimes it is incorrectly

used in the sense of considerable ; as, quite an amount, quite a

number, quite a fortune. Quite, according to good modern
usage, may qualify an adjective, but not a noun. " She is

quite the lady," is a vile plirase, meaning, "She is very or

quite ladylike."

Railroad Dapot. Few things are more offensive to

fastidious ears than to hear a railway statiou called a depot.

A depot is properly a place where goods or stores of any kind

are kept; and the places at which the trains of a railroad

—

or, better, raihray—stop for passengers, or the points from

vhich they start and at which they arri\ e, are, propeily, the

stations.

Railway. The English prefer this word to rail?-ooc7.

Raise the rent. An expression incorrectly used for

incnuse the rent.

Rarely. It is no uncommon thing to see this adverb im-

properly used in such sentences as, "It is very rarely tliat the

puppets of the romancer assume, " etc.—" Appletons' Journal,

"

February, 1881, p. 177. "But," says the defender of this

phraseology, ^'rarely qualifies a verb—the verb to be." Not

at all. The sentence, if written out in full, would be, "It is

a very rare thing that," etc., or "The circumstance is a very

rare one that,"' etc., or "It is a very rare occurrence that,"

etc. To those who contend for "It is very rarely that," etc., I

would say, It is very sadly that persons of culture will write

and then defeml—or rather try to defend—^such grammar.

Ratiocinate, See Effectuate.

Real. This adjective is often vulgarly used in the sense

of the adverb very; thus, real nice, real pretty, real angry,

real cute, and so on.

Recommend. This word, which means to commend or

praise to another, to declare worthy of esteem, trust, or favor,

is sometimes put to strange uses. Example: "Resolved,
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that the tax-payers of the county be recommended to meet,"

etc. What the resolving gentlemen meant was, that the tax

payers shouM be coun-^e'ed to meet.

Redundancy. Sec Pleoxasm.

Reiiable. This is a modern word which is often met
with ; but it is not used by oar careful writers. They prefer

its synonj'm tru^ticorthy, and argue that, in consequence of

being ill-formed, re'iable can not possibly have the significa-

tion in whicli it is used.

Remainder. See Balaxce

Rendition. This word is much misused for rendering

Example :
" The excellence of Mr. Gilbert's rendition of cer-

tain characters, Sir Peter and Sir Antony, for instance, is

not equaled." etc. Rendition me.ans the act of yielding pos-

session, surrender, as the rendition of a town or fortress.

Tiie sentence above should read, " The excellence of Mr.

Gilbert's renderiny,'' etc. Rendition is also sometimes im-

properly used for per/ormance.

Reply. See Akswer.

Reputation. See Chaeacter.

Reside. A big word that Mr. Wouldbe uses where Mi.

Is uses the little word live.

Residence. In speaking of a man's domicile, it is not

only in better taste but more correct to use the term house

than residence. A man has a residence in Xew York, when
he has lived here long enough to have the right to exercise

the franchise here ; and he ma}' have a hou-se in Fifth Avenue

where he lives. People who are live in houses
; people who

would be reside in residences. The former bui/ things ; the

latter purdiase them.

Rest. See Balaxce.

Restive. Some of the dictionaries, Richard Grant White,

and some other writers, contend that this word, when properly
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nsed, means unwilling to go, standing still stubbornly, obsti-

nate, stubborn, and nothing else. In combating this opinion,

Fitzedward Hall says: "Very few histances, I apprehend,

can be produced, from our literature, of this use of reative."

Webster gives impatient, uneasy, as a second meaning ; and

tliis is the sense in which the word is nearly always used.

Retire. It is only the over-nice who use relire in the

sense of go to bed.

Reverend—Honorable. Many persons are in doubt

whether they should or should not p\it the before these adjec-

tives. Emphatically, yes, they should. See " Words and

Their Uses," by Richaixl Grant ^\'hitc, for a full discussion of

the question ; also, "Good English," by Edward S. Gould.

Rhetoric. The art whicli has for its object the rendering

of language effective is called rhetoric. Without some study

of the art of composition, no one can expect to write well, or

to judge the literary M'ork of others.

" True ease in writing comes from art, not chance,

As those move easiest who have learned to dance."

Ride—Drive. Fashion, both in England and in this

country, says that we must always) use the second of these

words when we speak of going out in a caniage, although

ride means, according to all the lexicographers, "to be carried

on a horse or other animal, or in any kind of vehicle or

carriage."

Eight. Singularly enough, this word is made, by some

poople, to do service for ought, in duty hound, under obligation

to; thus, "You bad a right to tell me," meaning, "You

should have told me." "The Colonists contended that tliey

held no right to pay taxes," meaning, "They were under no

ohligat'on to pay taxes," i.e., that it was unjust to tax theni.

Right here. The expressions "right here" and "right

there " are i\mcrifcamsm3, Correctly, " just here " and ' 'just

there."
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Soiling. The use of this participial adjective in the sense

of undulating is said to be an Americanism. Whether an

Americanism or not, it would seem to be quite unobjection-

able.

Rubbers. This word, in common with (jums and arctics,

is often, iu defiance of good taste, used for overshoes.

Sabbath. This term was first used iu England for Sun-

day, or Lord's day, by the Puritans. "Nowadays it is little

used in this sense. The word to use is Sunday.

Sarcasm. Bain says that sarcasm is vituperation soft-

ened in the outward expression by the arts and figures of

disguise—epigram, innuendo, irony—and embellished with

the figures of illustration. Crabb says that sarcasm is the

indulgence only of personal resentment, and is never justifi-

able.

Satire. The holding up to ridicule of the follies and

weaknesses of mankind, by way of rebuke, is called satire.

Satire is general rather than individual, its object being the

reformation of abuses. A lampoon, which has been defined

as a personal satire, attacks the individual rather than his

fault, and is intended to injure rather than to reform.

Said Sheridan : "Satires and lampoons on particular

people circulate more by giving copies in confidence to the

friends of the parties than by printing them."

Saw. The imperfect tense of the verb to see is carelessly

used by good writers and speakers when they should use the

perfect; thus, "I never saio anything like it before," when
the meaning intended is, " I have never {in all my life] sef-n

anything like it before [until now]." We say properly, "I
never saw anything like it vj/ien I ica^^ in Paris"; but, when
the period of time referred to extends to the time when the

statement is made, it must be have seen. Like mistakes are

iRade in the use of other verbs, but they are hardly as
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common
; yet we often hear such expressions as, " I was

never in Philadelphia," "I never went to the theatre in my
life," instead of have hern in Philadelphia, and have (jone to

the theatre.

Section. The uso of this word for region, ncighhoihood,

vicin.ty. part (of the town or country), is said to be a Wtst-
ernism. A nedicv is a division of the public lands containing

six hundred and fo ly acres.

Seem

—

Appear. Graliam, in his "English Syuonymes,"
says of these two woids :

" What seems is in the mind; what
appears is external. Things appear as they present them-

selves to the eye ; they seem as they are represented to the

mind. Things appear good or bad, as far as we can jndge by
our senses. Things seem right or wrong as we determine by
reflection. Perception and sensation have to do with appear-

ing ; reflection and comparison, with seeming. When things

are not what they appear, our senses are deceived ; when
things are not what they seem, our judgment is at fault."

"No man had ever a greater power over himself, or was
less the man he seemed to be, which shortly after appeared to

everybod}', when he cared less to keep on the mask."

—

Clarendon.

Seldom or ever. This phrase should be " seldom if

ever," or "'seldom or never."

Seraphim. This is the plural of seraph. "One of the

seraphim.' "To Thee cherubim and seraphim continually

do cry." Sec Cherubim.

Set—Sit. The former of tliese two verbs is often incor-

rectly used for the latter. To set; imperfect tense, set;

participles, setting, set. To sit; imperfect tense, .sa<; parti-

ciples, setting, sat. To set means to put, to place, to plant ; to

put in any place, condition, state, or posture. We say, to set

about, to set against, to set o>it, to set going, to set apart, to
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set aside, to set down (to put in writing). To sit means to rest

on the lower part of the body, to repose on a seat, to perch,

as a bird, etc. We say, "Sit up," i.e., rise from lying to

sitting; "We will sit up," i.e., will not go to bed; "Sit

down," i.e., place yourself on a seat. We sit a horse and we
sit for a portrait. Garments sit well or otherwise. Congress

sits, so does a court. "I have sat up long enough." "I have

set it on the table." We set down- figures, but we sit down on

the ground. We set a hen, and a hen 677s on eggs. We
shouhl say, therefore, "as ci'oss as a sitting [not, as a setting]

hen."

Settle. This word is often inelegantly, if not incorrectly,

used for pa>/. We pay our way, pay our fare, pay our hotel-

bills, and the like. See, also. Locate.

Shall and "Will. The nice distinctions that should be

made between these two auxiliaries are, in some parts of the

English speaking world, often disregarded, and that, too, by

persons of high culture. The proper use of shall and will can

much better be learned from example than from precept.

Many persons who use them, and also should and woukl, w'th

wcU-nigh unerring correctness, do so unconsciously ; it is

simply habit with tliem, and they, though their culture may
be limited, will receive a sort of verbal shock from Biddy's

inquiry, " Will I put the kettle on, ma'am?" when your Irish

or Scotch countess would not be in the least disturbed by it.

Sh.\ll, in an affirmative sentence, in the first person, and
WILL in the second and third jiersons, merely announce future

action. Thus, "I shall go to town to-mon-ow." "Ishall not;

I shall wait for better weather." "We shall be glad to see

you." "I shad soon be twenty." "We shall set out early,

and shall try to aiTive by noon." "You u-ill be pleased."

"You will soon be twenty." "You icill find him honest."

"He will go with us."
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Shall, in an affirmutim aenience., in the second and third

persons, announces the speaker's intention to control. Tims,

"You 'ihall hear me out." "You .s7/((7/ go, sick or well." "He
shall be my heir. "

'

' They shall go, whether they want to go

or not."

Will, in the first jJerson, expresses ap)romise, announces the

speaker's intention to control, proclaims a determination. Thus,

"I win [I promise to] assist you." "I will [I am determined

to] have my right." "We will [we promise to] come to you

in the morning."

Shall, in an interrogative sentence, in the first and third

persons, considts the will or judgment of another; in the second

person, it inquires concerning the intention or future action of

another. Thus, "Shall I go with you?" "When shall we
see you again ?" "When shall I receive it?" " When shall

I get well?" "When shall we get there ?" "Shall he come

with us?" "Shall you demand indemnity ?" "Shall you go

to town to-morrow ?" "What shall you do about it ?"

Will, in an interrogative sentence, in the second person,

asks concerning the wish, and, in the third person, concerning

the purpose or future action of others. Thus, " Will you have

an apple ?" " Will you go with me to my uncle's ?" " Will

he be of the party?" " Will they be willing to receive us ?"

"When loill he be here?"

Will can not be used interrogatively in the first person

singular or plural. We can not say, " Will I go?" " Will I

help you ?" " Will I be late ?" " Will we got there in time ?

"

" Will we see you again soon?"

Official courtesy, in order to avoid the semblance of com

pulsion, conveys its commands in the you-ioUl form instead of

the strictly, grammatical you-shall form. It says, for example,

"You ivill proceed to Key West, wliere you will find further

instructions awaiting you.
'
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A clever writer on the use of shall and irill says that what-

ever concerns one's beliefs, hopes, fears, likes, or dislikes,

can not be expressed iu conjunction with / wilL Are there

no exceptions to this rule? If I say, "I think I shall go to

Philadelphia to-morrow," I convey the impression that my
going depends upon circumstances beyond my control ; biit if

I say, " I think I icill go to Philadelphia to-morrow," I con-

vey the impression that my going depends upon circumstances

within my control—that my going or not depends ou mere

inclination. We certainly must say, "I fear that I shall lose

it"; "I hope that I shall be well"; "I believe that I shall

have the ague"; "I hope that I shall not be left alone "; "I
fear that we shall have bad weather' ; '"I shall dislike the

country"; "I shall like the performance." The writer re-

ferred to asks, "How can one say, ^Iicill have the headache'?"

I answer, Very easily, as every young woman knows. Let us

see : "Mary, you know you promised John to drive out with

him to-morrow; how shall you get out of it?" "Oh, I mill

have the headache !" We request that people will do thus or

so, and not that they shall. Thus, "It is requested that no

one loili leave the room."

Shall is rarely, if ever, used for ivill; it is will that is used

for shall. Expressions like the following are common :

"Where loill you be next week?" "I will be at home."

"We will have dinner at six o'clock." "How will you go

about it?" "When will yon begin?" "When ivill you set

out?" "What will you do with it?" In all such expres-

sions, when it is a question of mere future action on the part

of the person speaking or spoken to, the auxiliary must be

shall, and not will.

Should and would follow the regimen of shall and will.

Would is often used for should; should rarely for would.

Correct speakers say: ^^ I should goto town to-morrow if I had
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a horse." "I sho'ild not; I should wait for better weatlier."

"Wo.sAo«^/ be gl;ul to sec j'oii." "We sJioii'd have staileil

eai'lier, if the weather hail been clear." " I >>/ioidd like to go

to town, and irould go if I coiiltl." "I tcottld assist you if I

could." "I tihotitd have been ill if I had gone." " I would I

were home again !" "I should go fishing to-day if I were

home." "I should so like to go to Europe!" "I should

prefer to see it first." "Ishoidd be delighted." "I should he

glad to have you sup with me." "I knew that I should be

ill." "I feared that I should lose it." "I hoped that I should

see him." "I thought I should have the ague." "I hoped

that I should not be left alone." "I was afraid that we should

have bad weather." "I knew I should dislike the country."
*' I should not like to do it, and will not [determination] unless

compelled to."

Shimmy. "We derive from the French language our

word chemise—pronounced shemmeeze. In French, the woid

denotes a man's shirt, as well as the under garment worn by

women. In this coxintry, it is often pronounced by people

who should know better

—

shimmy. Rather than call it

shimmy, resume the use of the old English words shift and

smock. Good usage unqualifiedly condemns (jenfs, 2)ants, lids,

fjums, and shimmy."—"Vulgarisms and Other Errors of

Speech."

Should. See Ought.

Sick—111. These words are often iised indiscriminately.

Side, however, is the stronger word, and generally the better

word to use. /// is used in England more than with us:

there sick is generally limited to the expressing of nausea; as,

"sick at the stomach."

Signature, over or under ? A man writes under, rot

over, a signature. Charles Dickens wrote under the signature

of "Boz"; Mr. Samuel L. Clemens writes under the signature
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of "Mark Twain." The reason given in Webster's Dictionary

for preferring the nse of lui'Irr is al'surd ; viz., that the paper

is under the hand in Avriting. The exprt-ssiou is elliptical,

and has no reference to the position either of the signature or

of the p.ipsr. "Given under my hand and seal" means
" under the guarantee of my signature an 1 my seal. " "Under

his own signature" or "name ' means "under his ovm char-

acter, without disguise."' "Under the signature of Boz"

means "under the di.sgui=;e of the assumed name Boz." We
alwa3-s write undfr a ct-rtain date, thrmgh the date be placed,

as it often is, at the bottom of the page.

Signs. In one of the principal business streets of Kew
York there is a sign which reads, "German Lace Store."

Now, whether this is a store that makes a specialty of Ger-

man laces, or whether it is a store where all kinds of lace are

sold, kept by a German or after the German fashion, is some-

thing that the sign doubtless means to tell us, but, owing to

the absence of a hyphen (" German-Lace Store," or "German
Lace-Store "), does not tell us. Nothing is more common
than erroneous punctuation in signs, and gross mistakes by

the unlettered in the wording of the simplest printed matter.

The bad taste, incorrect punctuation, false grammar, and

ridiculous ncn.'^^ense met with en signs and placards, and in

advertisements, are really surpi ising. An advertisement tells

us that "a piiloM' which assi&ts in procuring sleep is a hene-

diction"; a placard, that they have "Charlotte de Russe"' lor

sale within, which uieaus, if it means anything, that they

Lave for sale semebody er Ecmcthiug called Charlotte of

Russian ; and, tiien, on hoM- many signs do wc see the posses-

sive case when the plural number is intended !

Siinile. In rhetoric, a dirtct and formal comparison is

called a simile. It is generally denoted by like, as, or w; as.
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'
' I have ventured,

y><7,y little wanton boys that swim on bladders,

These many summers in a sea of glory."

" Thy smile is as the dawn of vernal day."—Shakespeare.

'* As, down in the sunless retreats of the ocean.

Sweet flow'rets are springing no mortal can see
;

So, deep in my bosom, the prayer of devotion,

Unheard by the world, rises silent to thee."—Moore.

" 'Tis with our judgments as with our watches; none

Go just alike, yet each believes his own."—Pope.

" Grace abused brings forth the foulest deeds,

As richest soil the most luxuriant weeds."—^^Cowper.

"As no I'oads are so rough as those that have just been

mended, so no sinners are so intolerant as those who have just

turned saints."—"Lacon."

Sin. See Crime.

Since—Ago. Dr. Johnson says of these two adverbs

:

" Reckoning time toward the present, we use since; as, 'It is

a year since it liappened' : reckoning from the present, we
use ago ; as, ' It is a year ago. ' This is not, perhaps, always

observed.

"

Dr. Johnson's rule will hardly suffice as a sure guide.

Since is often used for ago, but ago never for .since. Ago is

derived from the paiticiple agone, while .nince comes from a

preposition. We say properly, "not long" or "sometime
rt_r/o [agone]." Since requires a verbal clause after it; as,

" Since I saw you' ;
" Since he was here."

Sing. Of the two forms

—

sang and sung—for the imper-

fect tense of the verb to sing, the former

—

sang—is to be

preferred.

Sit. See Set.

Slang. The slang that is heard among respectable people

is made up of genuine words, to which an arbitrary meaning
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is given. It is always low, generally coarse, and not unfre-

quently foolish. ^Vith the exception of rant, there is nothing

that is more to be shunned. We sometimes meet with persons

of consideraljle culture who interlard their talk with slang ex-

pressions, l)ut it is safe to assert that they arc always persons

of coarse natures.

Smart. See Clever.

Smell of. See Tastk of.

So. See As ; SccH ; Tuat.

So much so. " The shipments by the coast steamers.are

very large, so much so [large ':] as to tax the capacity of the

different lines."—"Telegram," September 10, 1881. The sen-

tence should be, "The shipments by the coast steamers are

very large, so large as to tax," etc.

Solecism. In rhetoric, a solecism is defined as an offense

against the rules of gi-ammar by the use of words in a wrong

construction ; false syntax.

"Modern grammarians designate by solecism any word or

expression which does not agree with the established usage of

writing or speaking. But, as customs change, that which at

one time is considered a solecism may at another be regarded

as correct language. A solecism, therefore, differs from a

barbarism, inasmuch as the latter consists in the use of a

word or expression which is altogether contrary to the spirit

of the language, and can, properly speaking, never become

established as correct language."—"Penny Cyclopsedia." See,

also, Baebaelsm.

Some. This word is not unfrequently misused for some-

jnhat ; thus, "She is some better to-day." It is likewise often

misused for about; thus, "I think it is some ten miles from

here ": read, " about ten miles from liere."

Specialty. This form has witliin a recent period been

generally substituted for speciality. There is no apparent
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reason, however, why the i should be dropped, since it is re-

quired by the etymology of the word, and is retained in nearly

all iither words of the same formation.

Specious Fallacy. A fuHacy is a sophism, a logical

artitic^', a deceitful or false appearance ; Avhile speciou.i means

having the appearance of truth, plausilde. Hence wc see

that the very essence of a.fal'ari/ is its speciomiiesa. We maj'

very proparly say that a, fa'lacy is mare or less spacious, but

we can not properly s ly that a fallacy /"*• specious, since with-

out spr^eiousness wc can have no fallacies.

Splendid. This poor word is used by the gentler sex to

qualify wcU-nigh everything that lias their approval, from a

sugar-plum to the national capitol. In fact, spfendul and

awful seem to be about the only adjectives some of our super-

lative young women have in their vocabularies.

Standpoint. This is a word to which many students of

English seriuu-ly object, and among them are the editor.*; of

some of our daily papers, who do not allow it to appear m
their columns. The phrase to which no one objects is, point of

view.

State. This word, which properly means to make known
specifically, to explain particularly, is often misused for say.

When say says all one xcanis to say, why use a more preten-

tious word ?

Stop. "Where are you stopping?" "At the Metro-

politan." The proper word to use here is stayin (j. To stop

means to cease to go forward, to leave off; and to stay means

to abide, to tarry, to dwell, to sojourn. We stay, not slop, at

home, at a hotel, or with a friend, as the case may be.

Storm, ilany persons indulge in a careless use of this

word, using it when they mean to say simply that it rains or

snows. To a storm a violent commotion of tiie atmosphere is

indispensable. A very high wind constitutes a storm, though

it be dry.
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Straightway. Here is a good Anglo-Saxon word of two

syllaljlos whose place, without any go id reason, is being

usurped by the La in word imniediateiy, oijicr syllables.

Street, We live in, not on— meet our acq^aiutnnces /«,

not on—things occur in, not on—houses are built i/i, not on,

the strtet, aiul so forth.

Style. This is a term that is used to characterize the

peculiarities that distinguish a writer or a composition. Cor-

rectness and clearness properly belong to the domain of

diction; simplicity, conciseness, gravity, elegance, diffiiseness,

floridity, force, feebloness, coarseness, etc., belong to the

domain of sti/lc.

Subjunctive Mood. This m.ood is unpopular with not a

few now-a-day grammarians. One says that it is rapidly

falling into disuse; that, in fact, there is good reason to sup-

pose it will soon become obsolete. Another says that it

would, perhaps, be better to abolish it entirely, as its use is a

coutinual source of dispute among grammarians and of per-

plexity to schools. Another says that it is a universal

stunibling-ldock ; that nobody seems to understand it, al-

though almost everybody attempts to use it.

That the subjunctive mood is much less used now than it

was a hundred years ago is certain, but that it is obsolescent

is very far from certain. It would not be easy, I think, to

find a single contemporary writer who does not use it. That

it is not always easy to determine what form of it we should

employ is very true ; but ii we are justified in abolishing it

altogether, as Mr. Chandler suggests, because its correct use

is not always easy, then we are also justified iu abolishing the

irse of shall and ici/l, and of the prepositions, for suiely their

right use is likewise at limes most puzzling. Meanwhile,

most persons will think it well to leara to u=e the subjunctive

mood propei'ly. With that object in view, one can not, per-
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haps, do l^etter than to attend to what Dr. Alexander Bain,

Professor of Logic in the University of Aberdeen, says upon

the suliject. In I'rofessor Bain's "Higher English Ciraniniar"

we find :

"In subordinate clauses.—In a clause expressing a con-

dition, and introduced by a conjunction of condition, the verb

is sometimes, but not always, in the subjunctive mood :
' If

I be able,' 'if I were strong enough,' ' if thou should come.'

" The subjunctive inflsxions have been wholly lost. The

sense that something is wanting appears to have led many
writers to use indicative forms where the subjunctive might

be expected. The tendency appears strongest in the case of

'wort,' which is now used as indicative (for 'wast') only in

poetical or elevated language.

"The following is the i-ule given for the use of the sul;-

junctive mood :

" When in a conditional clause it is intended to express

doubt or denial, use the subjunctive mood.* 'If I we7'e sure

of what you tell mo, I would go.

'

"When the conditional clause is affirmative a.nd certain,

the verb is indicative : 'If that z.s the case' (as you now tell

me, and as I believe), 'I can xinderstand you.' This is equiva-

lent to a clause of assumption, or supposition: 'That being

the case,' ' inasmuch as that is the case,' etc.

"As fultiriti/ is by its nature uncertain, the subjunctive is

extensively used for future conditionality :
' If it rain, we

shall not be able to go'; 'if I ie well'; 'if he come shortly ';

'if thou return at all in peace'; 'though he xlaij me, yet will

I trust in him.' These events ai-e all in the uncertain future,

and are put in the subjunctive.f

* '• Dr. Aii:;us on tlic ' Eiijrlish Tongue,' art. ;'27.''

t
" In the following; passages, the indicati\e mood would lie more suit-

able than the subjunctive :
' If thou Oe tlie Son ot Gcd, command that these
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"A future resiilt or consequence is expressed by the sub-

junctive in such instances as these : 'I will wait till he

return'; ' no fear lest dinner coo/' ; 'thou shalt stone him with

stones, that he die'; 'take heed lest at any time your hearts

be overcharged with surfeiting.'

"Uncertainty as to a past event m:iy arise from our own

ignorance, in which case the subjunctive is properly employed,

and serves the useful purpose of distinguishing our ignorance

from our knowledge. 'If any of my readers has looked with

so little attention upon the world around him'; this M'ould

mean— 'as I know that they have.' The meaning intended

is probably— 'as I do not know whetlier they have or not,'

and therefore the subjunctive 'have' is preferable. 'If ignor-

ance in bliss,' which I (ironically) admit. Had Gray been

speaking seriously, he would have said, 'if ignorance be bliss,'

he himself dissenting from the proposition.

"A wish contrary to the fact takes the subjimctive : 'I

wish he wei-e here' (wliich he is not).

" An intention not yet carried out is also subjunctive :

' The sentence is tliat you be imprisoned.'

"The only correct form of the future subjunctive is
—'if]

should.' We may say, ' I do not know whether or not I shall

come"'; but ' if I shall come,' expressing a condition, is not an

English construction. 'If he will' has a real meaning, as

stones be made bread ;' ' if thou be the Son of God come down from the
ci"os>.' For, althi)u>rh the address \v;is not s ncere on the part of the
speakers, they really meant to make the supposition or to gra;.t that he
was the Son of God ;

' teeing t: at thou oif the Son of God.' Likewise in
the f 11 'wing : 'Now if Chiist be preached, that He rose from the dead,
how say some among you that theie is no resurrection from thedeati?'
The meaning is, "Seeing niw that Christ )'.< preached.' In the continua-
tion, the conditional clauses are of a different ohaiacttr, and 'be' is appio-
priate: 'But if there be no resurrection from the dead, then is Christ not
risen. And if Christ be not risen, then is our jireaching vain, and \our
faith is also vain.' Again, If thou brin:/ thy gift to the altar, and there
rememberf;.?,' etc. Consistencj and correctness require 'remember.'"

—

Bariison on the " English Language," p. 287.
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being the present subjunctive of the verb 'will': 'i he be

willing,' ' if he have tiie will.' It is in accordance with good

usage to express a future subjunctive meaning by a present

tense ; but in that case the form must be strictly subjunctive,

and not indicative. ' If any member ab.'^ents himself, he shall

forfeit a penny for the use of the club'; this ought to be either

'absent,' or 'should absent.' ' If thou nei/lectest or doest un-

willingly what I command thee, I will rack thee with old

cramps'; better, 'if thou ncr/lect or do unwillingly ,' or 'if thou

should neglect.' The indicative would be justified by the

speaker's belief that the supposition is sure to turn out to be

the fact.

"The past subjunctive may imply denial ; as, 'if the book

wej-e in the library (as it is not), it should be at your service.'

" 'If the book he in the librarj',' means, 'I do not know
whether it be or not.' We have thus the power of discrimi-

nating three different suppositions. ' If the book is in the

library' (as I know it is) ; 'if it 6e' (I am uncertain) ; 'if it

were' (as I know it is not). So, 'if it rains,' 'if it rain,' 'if it

rained.' 'Nay, and the villains march wide between the legs,

as if they had gj'ves on,' implying that they had not.

"The same power of the past tense is exemplified in ' if I

coidd, I would,' which means, 'I caa not'; whereas, 'if I can,

I will,' means 'I do not know.'

" The past subjunctive may be expressed by an inversion;

'Had I tlie power,' 'were I as I have been.'

"In Principal Clauses.—The principal clause in a condi-

tional statement also takes the subjunctive form when it

refers to what is future and contingent, and when it refers to

what is past and uncertain, or denied. ' If he should try, he

vjould succeed'; 'if I had seen him, I shoa'd have asked him.'

"The usual forms of the subjunctive in the principal

clause are 'would,' 'should,' 'would have,' 'should have';
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and it is to be noted that in this application the s^ccni per

sous take the iufl^xioual ending of the indicative : 'shouldst,

' wouhlst.'

" 'If 'twere done when 'tis done, then ''ticere (would be) well

It icere (should be) done quickly.'

" The English idiom appears sometimes to permit the use

of an indicative where we should expect a subjunctive form,

'Many acts, that had been otherwise blaniable, were em
ployed"; ' I had fainted, unless I had believed,' etc,

" ' Which else Via furled and shrouded in the soul.'

'"In 'else' there is implied a conditional clause that would

suit 'lie'; or the present may be regarded as a more vivid

fonn of expression. 'Had' may be indicative; just as we
sometunes find pluperfect indicative for pluperfect subjunc-

tive in the same circumstances in Latin. We may refer it to

the general tendency, as already seen in the uses of ' could,'

'would,' 'should,' etc., to express conditionality by a past

tense; or the indicative may be used as a more direct and

vivid mode, 'Had' may be subjunctive; 'I AitZ fainted' is,

in constrjction, analogous to ' I should have fainted'; the

u'ord for futurity, ' shall,' not being necessary to the sense, is

withdrawn, and its past inflexion transferred to 'have.'

Compare Genn. wUrde hahen and hatte."

In addition to the foregoing, we find in Professor Bain's

" Composition Grammar" the following:

" The case most suited to the subjimctive is contingent

fnturity, or the expression of an event unknown absolutely, as

being still in the future: 'If to-morrow he tine, I will walk

•with you,'

" ' Unless I were prepared,' insinuates pretty strongly that

I am or am not prepared, according to the manner of the

principal clause.
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" ' Wliafs a tall man unless \\e_/iglit?'

" ' Tlie sword hath ended him : so shall it thee.

Unless thou yMd thee as my prisoner.'

" ' Who bnt must langh, if siich a man there he?

Who would not weep, if Atticus icere he ?'

" 'I am to second Ion if he/«/r; the failing i- left qnite

doubtful. 'I should very imperfectly execute the task which

I have undertaken if I vere merely to treat of battles and

sieges.' Macanlay thus implies that the scope of his work is

to be wider than mere battles and sieges.

"The subjunctive appetirs in somo other constructions.

'I hope to see the exhibition before it close'; 'wait till he

return'; 'thou shalt stand by the river's brink against he

come'; 'take heed lest passion su-ay thy judgment'; 'speak

to me, though it be in wrath'; 'if he smite him with an in-

strument of iron so that he die, he is a murderer'; 'beware

this night that thou cross not my footsteps ' (Shelley).

"Again. 'W^hatever this 6e'; 'whoever he 6e'; 'howe'er

it be' (Tennyson) ; and such like.

" ' And as long, O God, as she

Ha re a grain of lo\e for me.

So long, no doubt, no doubt.

Shall I nurse in my dark heart.

However weary, a spark of will

Not to be trampled out.'

"The Future Subjunctive is given in our scheme of the

verb as should' in all persons : 'If I should, if thou should,

if he sh(uld.' In old Engli.-h, we have ' ihoxL shouldst ' : 'if

thou, Lord, shouldst mark iniquities.'

"An inverted conditional form has taken deep root in our

language, and may be regarded as an elegant anil forcible

variety. W^hile dispensing with the conjunction, it does not

cause ambiguity ; nevertlieless, conditionality is well marked.
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*' '!/yo^ shouhl abandon your Penelope and your home for

Calypso, '
: ^should you abandon .'

" ' Go not my horse tlie better,

I must become a borrower of the night

For a dark hour or tT*^m.'

" ' Here had we now our countrj-'s honor roof'd

Were the graced person of our Banquo present.'

" ' J5g thou a spirit of health or goblin damn'd,

.Brirt;/with thee airs from heaven or blasts from hell,

Be thy intents wicked or charitable,

Thou com'st in such a questionable shape

That I will speak to thee.'

" ' Come one, come all, this rock shall fly

From its firm base as soon as I. '—Scott.

" The following examples are given by Matzner

:

" 'Vamey's communications, be they what they might,

were operating in his favor. '—Scott.

" 'Governing persons, tcere they never so insignificant in-

trinsically, have for most part plenty of ilemoir-writers.'

—

Carlyle.

" ' Even were I disposed, I could not gratify the reader.'

—

Warren.
" ' Bring them back to me, cost what it maj'.'—Coleridge,

' Wallenstein.'

" ' And will you, ni'l you, I will marry you.'— ' Taming of

the Shrew.'

" Were is used in the principal clause for ' should be ' or

' wou'd be.'
*

" 'I w:re ( = should be) a fool, not less than if a pauther

Were panic-stricken by the antelope's eye.

If she escape me.'—Shelley.

' "So, in = rman, ledre for W'irde gein. ' Hatt' ich .Schwingen, hj'tt'

yiiigel, nach den Udgeln ziy' ich hin,' for ' wUrde ich zie/ii'u..'"
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*' ' Were you but riding forth to air yourself,

Siich parting were too petty.'
*'

' He Jrere*'(= would be) no lion, were not llomans hinds,'

" ' Should he be roused out of his sleep to-night, . . .

It were not well; indeed it were not well.'—Shelley.

"Had is sometimes used in the principal claiise for

* should have' or 'would have.' *

" 'Had I known this before we set out, I think I Iiad

( = would have) remained at home.'—Scott.
" ' Hadst thou be^n kill'd when first thou didst presume.

Thou hculst not lived to kill a son of mine.'

" ' If he

Had killed me, he had done a kinder deed.'

" ' For once he had been ta'en or slain.

An it had not been his ministry.'—Scott.

" 'If thou hadst said him nay, it had been sin.'t

" ' Had better, rather, best, as lief, as well,' etc., is a form

that is explained under this heading. 'Had' stands for

•would have.' The exploded notion that 'had' is a corrupted

•would ' must be guarded against.

" 'I had as lief not he.' That is
— 'I would as lief hax'e

not {to) be.'=:'I would as willingly (or as soon) have nou'

existence.'

" 'Had you rather Ceesar were living ?' ' ]Voithl you

rather have (would yon jjrefer that) Csesar were lixing?'

"'He had better leconsider the matter' is 'he would

better have [to) I'econsider the matter,'

*"So, ill German, iicllte occur.-; {or iviirde liahrn. ' Wiire er da
gewesseii, so Id'teii wir ihii ^'cslIuu,' for 'so uiinli'ii wir ilin yisthen
huifn: llalten is still coMilitiohal, not iiidicitix c. In Latin, tlie jjiuper-

fec iiidicatice is ofcaaioiiall.i used ; wljicli is exjilaiued us a nii re vivid

form."
t " In priiici'iial clauses the inflection of the Ff.poiui person is ahvavs

retained :
' thou ha.lx',' tlion wonUlsf, !<h(;ul(l^^' etc. In the exciini>le, tlie

subordinate clause, althouj^'h suhjiinctive, shows, ' had*/.' And this usaj;e

J8 exceedingly common."
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" ' 1 had rather be a kitten and cry mew
Than one of these same metre ballad-mongers

;

I had rather hear a brazen canstick turneil.'

" Let us compare this form with another that appears side

by side with it in early writers. (Cp. Lat. 'habco' and 'mihi

est.')

"The construction of ' had ' is thus illusti'ated in Chaucer,

as in—Nonne Prestes Tale, 3C0:

" 'By God, I hadde levere than my acherte,

That ye hadde rad his legend, as I have.'

'
' Compare now :

" 'Ah me were Severe with lawe loo^e my lyf

Then so to fote hem /oW*'.'—Wright, 'Polit. S.'

"Here 'were' is unquestionably for 'would be'; and the

whole expression might be given by 'had,' thus : 'Ah, / hadde

levere——-,' '(to) loose^ and '(to) falle,' changing from sub-

jects of ' were ' to objects of ' hadde.'

"So, in the Chaucer example above, if we substitute ' be

for 'have,' we shall get the same meaning, thus : 'By God,

7ne were levere -.' Tire interchange helps us to see more

clearly that 'hadde' is to be explained as subjunctive for

•would have,' " See Indicative and ScBJuycxivE.

Such. " I have never before seen snch a large ox." By a

little ti'ansposing of the words of this sentence-, we have, " I

have never before seen an ox Hitch large," which makes it quite

clear that we should say so large an ox and not such a large

ox. As proof that this error in the use of such is common, we
find in Mr. George Washington Moon's " Dean's English and

Bad English," the sentence, "With all due deference to such

a high authority on such a very important matter." With a

little transposing, this sentence is made to read, " With all

due deference to an authority such high on a matter such very

important." It is clear that the scuteuce should read, "With
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all flue deference to .so high an authority ozi so very important

a matter." The phrases, nuch a handsome, such a lovely,

such a long, such narrow, etc., are incorrect, and should be so

haiid&ome, .so lovely, .so long, and so on.

SutniUOIl. Tliis verb comes in for its full share of maul-

jng. We often hear such expressions as "I will summons

him," instead of summon liim; and "He was summonsed," in-

stead of summoned.

Superfluous Words. " Whenever I try to write well, I

always find I cau do it." "I shall have finished by the Icitter

end of the week." "Iron sinks doum in water." " He com-

bined togtther all the facts." "My brother called on me, and

we both took a walk." "I can do it cqwilly as well as he."

«' We could not forbear /?-om doing it. " " Before I go, I must

Jir-Ht be paid. " " We were compelled to return back." '
' We

forced them to retreat bdck fully a mile." "His conduct M'as

approved of by everybo<ly." " Thi^y conversed together for a

long time." "The balloon rose up very rapidly." "(iive

me another ont." "Come home as soon as ever you can."

"Who tinds him in money?" "He came in last of oil."

"He has not all he can carry." "What have you (jot ^^

"No matter what I have .'/o<." " I have fiot the headache."
'

' Have you (fot any brothers ? " " Xo, but I have ijot a sister.

"

All the words in ita ics are superfluous.

Superior. This word is not unfreqaently used for able,

excellenr, gifted; as, " She is a .superior woman," meaning an

excellent woman; "He is a .superior man," meaning an able

man. The expression an Inferior m en is not lesi objection-

able.

Supposititious. This word is properly used in the sense

of i)ut by a trick into the place or character belonging to

another, spurious, counterfeit, not genuine ; and improperly

in the sense of conjectural, iiypothetical, imaginary, presump-
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tive; as, " This is a .sj»/>/)os//:/<?o?/« case, " meaning an ?Hia_'78'» or?/

or pre-sumptire case. "Tlie English critic derived his materials

from a stray copy of some sitppoxititious indexes devised by

one of the 'Post' reporters."— "Nation." Here is a correct

use of the word.

Swosh. There is a kind of ill-balanced brain in which

the reflective and the imaginative very much outweight the

perceptive. Men to whom this kind of an organization has

been given generally have active minds, but their mind.s never

present anything clearly. To their mental vision all is ill-

defined, chaotic. They see everything in a haze. Wliether

such men talk or M-rite, they are verbose, illogical, intangible,

Mili-o'-the-\vir!pish. Their thoughts are phantomlike ; like

shadows, they continually escape their grasp. In their talk

they will, after long dissertations, tell you that they have not

said just what they would like to say ; there is always a

subtle, lurking something still unexpressed, which something

is the real essence of the matter, and which your penetration

is expected to divine. In their writings they are eccentric,

vague, labyrintliine, pretentious, transcendental,* and fre-

quently uagraminatical. These men, if write they mu.t,

should confine themselves to the descriptive ; for when they

enter the ess3yist's domain, which they are very prone to do,

tiiey write what I will venture to call swosh.

We find examples in plenty of this kind of writing in the

essays of Mr. Ralph Waldo Emerson. Indeed, the impartial

critic who will take the trouble to examine any of Mr. Emer-

son's essays at all carefully, is quite sure to come to the con-

* To these who are not quite clear as to what transcende'italism is, the
foUowin^r lucid defliiitioii will be welco ne :

" It is tlie spiritual co^iios -ence

of psycholujrical irrefra^ability connectt'd with coiuutiuiit adeuiiitioii of

iiicoluiniiieii , spi-ituality and e hereiliz :d coitention of sub ulrory con-
cretion." Tra'islated by a New York lawyer, it stands thu, :

' Traiiscen-
deritalisiu is two holes in a san 1-ba.ik : a s^3riu washes away the s.ind-bank
without disturbin>{ the holes."
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elusion that Mr. Emerson has seen everything he has ever

made the subject of his essays very much as Louflon is seen

from the top of 8t. Paul's in a fog.

Mr, Emerson's definition of Nature runs thus: " Philoso'

phically considered, the universe is composed of Nature and

the Soul. Strictly speaking, therefore, all that is separate

from us, all which philosophy distinguislios from the JS'ol Me
•—that is, both Nature and Art, and all other men, and my
own body—must be ranked under this name 'Nature.' In

enumerating the values of Nature and casting up their sum,

I shall use the word in both senses—in its common and in its

philosophical impoi-t. In inquiries so general as our present

one, the inaccuracj' is not material ; no confusion of thought

will occur. Nature, in the common sense, refers to essences

unchanged by man; space, the air, the river, the leaf. Art

is applied to the mixture of his will with the same things, as

in a house, a canal, a picture, a statue. But his operations,

taken together, are so insignificant—a little chipping, baking,

patching, and washing—tliat in an impression so grand as

that of the world on the human mind they do not vary the

result.

"

In "Letters and Social Aims" Mr. Emerson writes ; "Elo-

quence is tlie power to translate a truth into language per-

fectly intelligible to the person to whom you speak. He who
would convince the worthy Mr. Dunderhead of any truth

which Dunderhead does not see, must be a master of his ait.

Declamation is common ; but such possession of thought as is

here required, siicli practical chemistry as the conversion of a

tiuth ^^ritten in God's language into a truth in Dunderhead's

language, is one of the most beautiful and cogent weapons

that is forged in the sliop of the divine Artificer."

The first paragraph of Mr. Emerson's "Essay on Art"

reads: "All departments of life at the present day—Trade,
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Politics, Letters, Science, or Religion—seem to feel, and to

labor to express, the identity of their law. They are I'ays of

one sun ; they translate each into a new lacguage the sense of

the other. They are sublime when seen as emanations of a

Necessity contradistinguished from the vulgar Fate by being

instant and alive, and dissolving man, as well as his works, in

its flowing beneficence. This influence iv. conspicuously

visible in the principles and history of Art."

Another paragi-apli fi-om Mr. Emerson's ''Essay on Elo-

quence" : "The orator, as we have seen, must be a substan-

tial personality. Then, first, lie must have power of state-

ment—must have the fact, and know how to tell it. In a

knot of men conversing on any subject, the person who knows

most about it will have the ear of the company, if he wishes

it, and lead the conversation, no matter what genius or dis-

tinction other men there present may have; and, in any public

assembly, him who has the facts, and can and will state them,

people will listen to, though he is otherwise ignorant, though

he is hoarse and ungrateful, tliough he stutters and screams.

"

Mr. Pjinerson, in his "Essay on Prudence," writes: " There

are all degrees of proficiency in knowledge of the world. It

is sufficient to our present purpose to indicate tliree. One
class live to the utility of the symbol, esteeming health and

wealth a final good. Another class live above this mark to

the beauty of the symbol, as the poet and artist, and the

naturalist and man of science. A third class live above the

beauty of the symbol to the beauty of the thing signified
;

these are wise men. The first class have common sense ; the

secoud, taste; and the tliird, spiritual perception. Once

in a long time a man traverses the whole scale, and sees and

enjoys the symbol solidly ; then, also, has a clear eye for its

beauty; and, lastly, whilst he pitches his tent on this sacred

volcanic isle of nature, does not offer to build houses and barns
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thereon, reverencing the splendor of God which he sees burst-

ing through each chink and cranny."

Those who are wont to accept others at tlieir self-assess-

ment and to see things through other people's eyes—and there

are miiiiysuch—are iu danger of thinking this kind of writing

very fine, when in fact it is not only the veriest swosh, but

that kind of swosh that excites at least an occasional doubt

with regard to tlie writer's sanity. We can make no greater

mistake than to suppose that the reason we do not understand

these rhetorical contortionists is because they are so subtle

and profound. We understand them quite as well as they

understand themselves. At their very best, they are but

incoherent diluti^rs of other men's ideas. They have but one

thing to recommend them—honesty. They believe in them-

selves.

"Whatever is dark is deep. Stir a puddle, and it is

deeper than a well,"—Swift.

Synecdoche. The using of the name of a part for that

of the whole, the name of the whole for that of a part, or the

using of a definite number for an indefinite, is called, in

rhetoric, synecdoche. "The bay was covered with s«<7.s" ; i. e.,

with sh'ipii. "The man was old, careworn, and gray" ; i. e.,

literally, his hair, not the man, was gray. ^'Nine tenths of

every man's happiness depends on the reception he meets with

in thie world." "He had seen seventy winters." "Thus
spoke the tempter" here the part of the character is named

that suits the occasion.

"His roof was at the service of the outcast; the unfor-

tunate ever found a welcome at his threshold."

Take. I t;opy from the "London Queen" : "The verb

to take is open to being considered a vulgar verb when used

in reference to dinner, tea, or to refreshments of any kind.

' Will you ti.ike' is not considered comme U fauf : the verb in
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favor for the offering of civilities being to hare." According

to "The Queen," then, we must say, "Will you have some

dinner, tea, coffee, wine, fis^h, beef, salad," etc.

Taste of. The redundant of, often used, in this country,

in connection with the transitive verbs to taste and to smell, is

a Yankeeism. We taste or smell a thing, not taste 0/ nor

smell 0/ a thing. The neuter verbs to taste and to smell are

often followed by of. "If butter tastes of brass." "For age

but tastes of pleasures."

" YdU shall stifle in your own report,

And smell of calumny."—Shakespeare.

Tautology. Among the things to be avoided in writing

is taidoloiiy, which is the repeatiruj of the same thought, whether

in the same or in different words.

Tautophony. "A regard for harmony requires us, in

the progress of a sentence, to avoid repeating a sound by em
ploying the same word more than once, or using, in contiguous

words, similar combinations of letters. This fault is known
as tautology.'"—Di'. G. P. Quackenbos, "Advanced Course of

Composition and Rhetoric," p. 300. Dr. Quackenbos is in

error. The repetition of the same sense is tautology, and the

repetition of the same sound, or, as Dr. Quackenbos has it,

"the repeating of a sound by employing the same word more

than once, or by using in contiguous words similar combi-

nations of letters," is tautophony.

Teach. To impart knowledge, to inform, to instruct; as,

" Teach me how to do it"; " Tearh me to swim"; "He7o(/r//(i

me to Avrite." The uncultured often misuse learn for teach.

See Le.\kx.

Tense. The errors made in the use of the tenses are

manifold. The one most frequently made by persons of cul-

ture—the one that everybody makes would, perhaps, be

nearer the fact—is that of using the imperfect instead of the
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perfect tense; thus, "I never .saw it played but once": say,

h'tre seen. "He was tlie largest man I ever *'(«;": say, have

Men. "I never in my life hwl such trouble": say, /lare Imd.

Another frequent error, the making of which is not confincil

to the unsehooletl, is that of using two verbs in a past tense

M'hen only one should be in that time ; thus, " I intended to

have gone": say, to go. "It was my intention to havecome":

say, to come. " I expected to have found you here ": say, to

find. " I was very desirous to hare gone": say, to go. " He
was better than I expected to have found him ": say, to find.

Among other common errors are the following: "I seen

him when he done it": say, "I saw him when he did it." "I
should have went home": say, gone. "If he had icent": say,

gone. "I wish you had went": say, gone. "He has nent

out": say, gone. "I come to town this morning": say, cam^.

"He come to me for advice": say, came. "It begun very

late": say, began. "It had already began": say, begun.

" The following toasts were drank": say, drunk. " His text

was that God was love ": say, is love. Another error is made

in such sentences as these : "If I had have known": say, haxl

knoicn. "If he had have come as he promised": say, fiad

come, " If you had hai^e told me ": say, had told.

Testimony. See Evikexce.

Than. Than and as impl5'ing comparison have tlie same

case after as before them. " He owes more than me": read,

than /—i. e., more than / owe. "John is not so old as her "
:

read, as she—i.e., as she is. We should say, then, " He is

stronger than she," "She is older than he," "You are richer

than /,•" etc. But it does not always happen that the nomina-

tive case comes after than or as. "I love you more than ^ mi,"

"I give you more than him," "I love you as well as him";

that is to say, "I love you more tha.n I love him," " I give

you more than / give him," "I love you as well as / love him.'
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Take away him and put he in all these cases, and the grammar

is just as good, but the meaning is quite diiferent. "I love

you as well as him," means that I love you as well a.s / love

him; but, "I love you as well as he" means that I love you

as well n.s he loven you.

Than whom. Cobbett, in his "Grammar of the English

Language,"' says : "There is an erroneous way of employing

whom, which I must point out to your particular attention,

because it is so often seen in veiy good writers, and because

it is very deceiving. ' The Duke of Argyll, than whom no man
was more hearty in the cause.' 'Cromwell, than whom no

man was better skilled in artifice.' A hundred such phrases

might be collected from Hume, Blackstone, and even from

Drs. Blair and Johnson. Yet they are bad grammar. In all

such cases who should be made use of : for it is nominative

and not objective. ' No man was more hearty in the cause

than he was'; ' No man was better skilled in artifice than he

was. ' * It is a very common Parliament-house phrase, and

therefore presumably corrupt ; but it is a Dr. Johnson phrase,

too: "Pope, than whom few men had more vanity.' The

Doctor did not say, ' Myself, tlian whom, few men have been

found more base, having, in my dictionary, described a pen-

sioner as a slave of state, and having afterward myself become

a pensioner.'

" I differ in this matter from Bishop Lowth, who says

that ' The relative who, having reference to no verb or prepo-

sition understood, but only to its antecedent, when it follows

than, is always in the objective case ; even though the pronoun,

if substituted in its place, would be in the nominative.' And
then he gives an instance from Milton. 'Beelzebub, tlian

lohom, Satan except, none higher sat.' It is curious enough

* "Cromwell

—

than hf no man was more skilled in artifice ; or, Croni
well—no man was more skilled in artifice thdn he (was)."
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tliat this sentence of the Bisliop is, itself, unffrainmatical

!

Our poor unfortunate it is so placed as to make it a matter o^

doubt wlietlier the Bishop meant it to relate to who or to Us

antecedent. However, we know its meaning ; but, though he

says tliat tcho, when it follows than, is always in the objective

casfi, he- gives us no reason for this departure from a clear

general principle ; unless we are to regard as a reason the

example of Milton, who has committed many hundreds, if not

thousands, of gramii.atical errors, many of M'hich the Bishop

himself has pointed out. There is a sort of side-wind attempt

at reason in the words, ' having reference to no verb or prepo-

sition understood.' I do not see the reason, even if this coiUd

be ; but it appears to me impossible that a noun or pronoun

Ccin exist in a grammatical state without having reference to

some verb or prejtoaiiion, either expressed or understood.

What is meant by Milton? ' Than Beelzebub, none sat higher,

except Satan.' And when, in order to avoid the repetition of

the word Beelzebub, the relative becomes necessary, the full

construction must be, 'no devil sat higher than who sat, except

Satan'; and not, 'no devil sat higher than whom sat.'* The

supposition that there can be a noun or pronoun which has

reference to no verb and no pre, osilion, is certainly a mistake."

Of this. Dr. Fitzedward Hall remarks, in his "Recent

Exemplitications of False Philology ": "That any one but

Cobbett would abide this as English is highly improbable;

and how the expression—a quite clafsical one—which he dis-

cards can be justified grammatically, except by calling its

than a preposition, others may resolve at their leisure and

pleasure."

Thanks. There ai-e many persons who think it in ques-

tionable taste to use thanks for thank you,

* " No devil sat higher than he sat, except Satan,"
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That. The best writers often appear to grope after a

separate employment for the several relatives.

" 'That' is the proper restrictive, explicative, limiting, or

defining relative.

" 'That,' the neuter of the definite article, was early in

use as a neuter relative. All the "other oldest relatives grad-

ually dropt away, and 'that' came to be applied also to plural

antecedents, and to masculines and feminines. When 'as,'

'which,' and 'who' came forward to share the work of 'that,'

there seems to have arisen not a little uncertainty about the

relatives, and we find cm-ious double forms: 'whom that,'

'which that,' 'which as,', etc. Gower has, 'Venus whose

priest that I am' ; Chaucer writes— 'This Abbot ivhich that

was an holy man,' 'his love the which that he oweth.' By the

Elizabethan period, these double forms have disappeared, and

all the relatives are used singly without hesitation. From

then till now, 'that' has been struggling with 'who' and

'which' to regain superior favor, with varying success.

' \Yho ' is used for persons, ' which ' for things, in both num-

bers; so is 'that'; and the only opportunity of a special

application of 'that' lies in the important distinction between

coordination and restriction. Now, as 'who' and 'which' are

most commonly preferred for coordination, it would be a clear

gain to confine them to this sense, and to reserve 'that' for

the restrictive application alone. This arrangement, then,

would fall in with the most general use of ' that, ' especially

beyond the limits of form,al composition.

"The use of ' that ' solely as restrictive, with 'who' and

'which' solely as coordinating, also avoids ambiguities that

often attend the indiscriminate use of 'who' and 'which ' for

codrdinate and for restrictive clauses. Thus, when we say

'his conduct surprised his English friends, who had_,not known

him long,' we may mean either that his English friends
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generally were surprised (the relative being, in that case,

co'tirdinatintj), or that only a portion of them—namely, the

particular portion that had not known him long—were sur-

prised. In this last case the relative is meant to define or

explain tlie antecedent, and the doubt would be removed by
writing thus: 'his English friends /hal had not known him
long.' So in the following sentence there is a similar ambi-

guity in the use of 'which' :
' the next winter which you will

spend in town will give you opportunities of making a more
prudent choice.' This may mean, either 'you will spend next

winter in town' ('which' being coijrdinating), or 'the next of

the winters when you are to live intown,' let that come when
it may. In the former case, 'which' is the proper relative;

in the latter case, the meaning is restrictive or defining, and

would be best brought out by 'that' : 'the next winter that

you will spend in town.'

"A further consideration in favor of employing 'that' for

explicative clauses is the unpleasant efl'ect arising from the too

/re'juent repetition of 'icho' and 'which.' Grammai'ians often

recommend ' that' as a means of vaiying the style ; but this

end ought to be sought in subservience to the still greater end

of perspicuity.

"The following examples will serve further to illustrate

the distinction between that, on the one ban i, and tvho and

which, on the other:

" 'In general, Mr. Burchell was fondest of the company of

children, ichom he used to call harmless little men.' 'Whom'
ia here idiomatically used, being the equivalent of 'and them

he used to call. ' etc.

'
'

' Bacon at last, a mighty man, arose,

Whom a wise king and nation chose

. Lord Chancellor of both their laws.'

Here, also, 'whom' is equal to 'and him.'
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"In the following instance the relative is restrictive or

defining, and 'that' would be preferable: 'the conclusion of

the "Iliad" is like the exit of a great hian out of company

whom he has entertained magnificentlj-. " Compare another of

Addison's sentences: 'a mau of polite imagination is let into a

great many jileasures that the vulgar are not capable of re-

ceiving.'

"Both relatives are introduced discriminatingly in this

passage:—'She had learned that from Mrs. Wood, tdib had

heard it from her husband, who had heard it at the public-

house from the landlord, icho had been let into the secret by

the boy that carried the beer to some of the prisoners.'

"The following sentences are ambiguous under the modern

system of using 'who' for both purposes :
—

'I met the boatman

who took me across the ferr^'.' If 'who' is the proper relative

here, the meaning is, 'I met theboatman, and he took me across,

it being supposed that the boatman is known and definite.

But if there be several boatmen, and I wish to indicate one in

particular by the circumstance that he had taken me across

the ferry, I should use 'that.' 'The youngest boy v:ho has

learned to dance is James.' This means either 'the youngest

boy is James, and he has learned to dance,' or, 'of the boj's,

the youngest that has learned to dance is James.' This last

sense is restrictive, and 'that' sliould be used.

"Turning now to 'which,' we ma}' have a series of par-

allel examples. 'The court, which gives currency to manners,

should be exemplary' : here the meaning is 'the court sliould

be exemplary, for the court gives currency to manners.'

'Which' is the idiomatic relative in this case. 'The cat,

which you despise so much, is a very useful animal.' The

relative here also is coordinating, and not restrictive. If it

were intended to point out one indi\ idual cat specially des-

pised by the person addressed, 'that' would convey the sense.
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'A theory irhich does not tend to the improvement of practice

is utterl}' unworthy of regard.' The meaning is restrictive ;

'a theory that does not tend.' The following sentence is one

of many from Goldsmith that give 'that' instead of 'which' :

— 'Age, that lessens the enjoyment of life, increases our desire

of living. ' Thackeray also was fond of this usage. But it is

not very common.
" 'Their faith tended to make them impro\-ident ; but a

wise instinct taught them that if there was one thing which

ought not to be left to fate, or to the precepts of a deceased

prophet, it was the artillery " ; a case where ' that ' is the

proper relative.

" 'All words, tvJtich are signs of complex ideas, furnish

matter of mistake. ' This gives an erroneous impression, and

should be 'all words that are signs of complex ideas.'

" 'In all cases of prescription, the universal practice of

judges is to direct juries by analogy to the Statute of Limita-

tions, to decide against incorporeal rights ichich have for many
years been relinquished' : say instead, 'incorporeal rights that

have for many years,' and the sense is clear.

"It is necessary for the proper understanding of 'which'

to advert to its peculiar function of referring to a whole clause

as the antecedent : 'William ran along the top of the wall,

ichich alarmed his mother very much.' The antecedent is

obviously not the noun ' wall, ' but the fact expressed by the

entire clause—'William ran,' etc. 'He by no means wants

sense, which only ser\es to aggravate his former folly
'

;

namely, (not 'sense,' but) the circumstance 'that he does not

want sense. ' 'He is neither over-exalted by prosperity, nor

too much depressed by misfortune ; tcldch you must allow

marks a great mind.' 'We liave done many things vjhich we
ought not to have done,' might mean 'we ought not to hare

(lone many things '
; that is ' we ought to have done few things.
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'That' would give the exact sense intemled: 'we have done

many things that we ought not to have done." 'He began to

look after his affairs himself, ichich was the way to make them

prosper.'

"We must next allude to the cases where the relative is

governed by a preposition. We can use a preposition before

'who ' and 'which,' but when the relative is 'that,' the pre-

position must be thrown to the end of the clause. Owing to

an imperfect appreciation of the genius of our language,

offense was taken at this usage by some of our leading writers

at the beginning of last century, and to this circumstance we

must refer the disuse of 'that' as the relative of restriction.*

" ' It is curious that the only circumstance connected

with Scott, and related by Lockhart, of u-hich I was a witness,

is incorrectly stated in the " Life of Sir Walter. " '—Leslie's

* "Speaking of Dryden, Hallarasays, 'His "Essay on Dramatic Poesy,
published in 1668, was'reprinted sixteen years afterward, and it is curious

to observe tlie chan^'es which Dryden made in the expression. Malone has
carefully noted all these; they show both the care the author took with
his own" style and the change which was 'jriadually working in the English
language. ' The Anglicism of terminating the sentence with a preposition

is rejected. Thus, " I can not think so t:ontemptibly of the age I live in,"

is exchanged for ' the age in which I live." " A deeper exprtssion of be-

lief than all the actor can persuade us to," is altered, "can insinuate into

us." And, though the old form continued in use long after the time of

Dryden, it has of late years been reckoned inelegant, and proscribed in all

cases, perhaps with an u nece-sary fastidiousness, to which I have not
uniformly deferred, since our language is of Teutonic structure, and the
mles of Latin and French grammar are not always to bind u§.'

"The following examples, taken from Massinger's 'Grand Duke of

Florence,' »vill show what was the usage of the Elizabethan writers:

—

" 'For I must use the freedom / was born with.'
" ' In that dumb rhetoric which you make use of.'

" '—-if I had been heir

Of all the globes and sceptres mankind boira to.'

" ' the name of frieiid

Which you are pleased to </race me with.'
" ' wilfully ignorant in my opinion

Of what it did invite him to.'

" ' I look to her as on a princess
/ dare not be ambitious o/.'

" ' a duty
That 1 was born ivith.'

'
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' Memoirs.' The relative sluiuld be restrictive: ' that I was a

witness o/'.'

" ' There are many words which are adjectives which have
nothing to do with the qualities of the nouns to which they are

put.'—Cobbett. Better: 'there are many words that are

adjectives that have nothing to do with the qualities of the

nouns (that) they are put to.'

" 'Other objects, of which we Jiave not occasion to speak

so frequently, we do not designate by a name of their own.'

This, if amended, would be :
' other objects that we have not

occasion to speak of so frequently, we do not,' etc.

" ' Sorrow for the dead is the only sorrow y»-offl lohich we
refuse to be divorced': 'the only sorrow (that) we refuse to

be divorced yVow.'

" 'Why, there is not a single sentence in this play that I

do not know the meaning q/'.'—Addison.

"'Originality is a thing w"e constantly clamor /o*-, and

constantly quarrel with.'—Carlyle.

" ' A spirit more amiable, but less vigorous, than Luther's

would have shrunk back from the dangers which he braved

and surmounted ': 'that he bi'aved'; ' the dangers brewed and

surnioimled J)y him.'

" ' Xor is it at all improbable that the emigrants had been

guilty of those faults from which civilized men ivho settle

among an uncivilized people are rarely free.'—Macaulay.
' Nor is it at all improbable that the emigrants had been

guilty of the faults tliat (such faults as) civilized men tliat settle

[settlimj, or .fettled) among an uncivilized people are rarely free

from.'

" ' J'reju<lices are notions or opinions which tlie mind en-

tertains without knowing the grounds and reasons of them,

and which are assented tf) without examination.'—Berkeley.

The 'which' in both cases should be 'that,' but the relative
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may be entirely dispensed with by participial conversion :

'prejudices are notions or opinions entertained by the mind

without knowing the grounds an<l reasons of them, and

assented to without examination.'

" The too fi-eqnent repetition of ' who ' and ' which' may

be avoided by resolving them into the conjunction and per-

sonal or other pronoun: 'In such circumstances, the utmost

that Bosquet could be expected to do was to l\old his ground,

(ichkh) andthishe did.'"—Bain's "Higher English Grammar."

This word is sometimes vulgarly used for so; thus, "I was

that nervous I forgot everything'"; " I was that frightened I

could hardly stand."

The. Bungling writers sometimes write sheer nonsense,

or say something very dift'ereut from what they have in their

minds, by the simple ouiission of the definite article ; thus,

" The indebtedness of the English tongue to the French,

Latin and Greek is disclosed in almost every sentence framed.''

According to this, there is such a thing as a French, Latin

and Greek tongue. Professor Townsend meant to say : "The

indebtedness of the English tongue to the French, the Latin,

and the Greek," etc.

Then. The use of this word as an adjective is condemned

in veiy emphatic terms by some of our grammarians, and yet

this use of it has the sanction of such eminent writers as

Addison, Johnson, Whately, and Sir J. Hawkins. Johnson

says, " In his then situation," wliich, if brevity be really the

soul of wit, certainly has much more soul in it than " In the

situation he then occupied." However, it is doubtful whether

then, as an adjective, will ever again find favor with careful

writers.

Thence. See ^YHE^-cE.

Think for. We not unfrequently hear a superfluous ybr

tacked to a sentence; thus, "You will find that he knows

more about the affair than you think ^b/'."
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Those kind. ^'Thoae kind of apples ore best": read,

" That kind of apples is best." It is truly remarkable that

many persons who can justly lay claim to the possession of

considerable culture use this barliarous combination. It woidd

be just as correct to say, " Those flock of geese," or " Those

drove of cattle," as to say, "Those sort or kind of people."

Those who. This phi-ase, applied in a restrictive sense,

is the modern substitute for the ancient idiom they that, an

idiom in accordance with the true meaning oi-that.

"
' Theij that told me the story said' ; 'Blessed are they that

mourn'; 'and Simon and they that were with him'; 'I love

them that love me, and they that seek me early shall find me ';

' they that are whole have no need of a physician '; 'how sweet

is the rest of thetn that labor !' 'I can not tell who to com-

pare them to so fitly as to thein that pick pockets in the

presence of the judge '; 'they that enter into the state of mar-

riage cast a die of the greatest contingency' (J. Taylor).
' '

' That man hath perfect blessedness

Who walketh not astray,'

if expressed according to the old idiom woidd be, ' the man
hath

—

that walketh.'

"'That' and 'those,' as demonstrative adjectives, refer

backward, and are not therefore well suited for the forward

reference implied in making nse of ' that which ' and ' those

who' as restrictive relatives. It is also very cumbrous to

say 'that ca,ie to which you allude' for 'the case (that) you

allude to.'

'
' Take now the following :

' The Duke of Wellington is

not one of those ivho interfere with matters over which he has

no control': 'the Duke is not one of them that interfere in

matters that they have no control over (matters that they can

not control, beyond their control, out of their i^rovince).' If

' them that ' sounds too antiquated, we may adopt as a con-
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venient compromise, 'the Duke is noi one of those that'; or,

' the Duke is not one to interfere in matters out of his pro-

vince'; 'the Duke is not one that interferes with ivhat he has

no control over.' "—Bain.

Threadbare Quotations. Among the things that are

in bad taste in speaking and writing, the use of threadbare

quotations and expi-essions is in the front rank. Some of

these usf'x et casses old-timers are the following : "Their name
is legion"; "hosts of friends "; " the upper ten"; "Variety

is the spice of life"; "Distance lends enchantment to the

view"; "A thing of l>eauty is a joy for ever"; "the light

fantastic toe"; "own the soft impeachment"; "fair women
and brave men"; " revelry by night "; "A rose by any other

name would smell as sweet."

To. It is a well-established rale of grammar that to, the

sign of the infinitive mood, should not be used for the infini-

tive itself ; thus, "He has not done it, nor is he likely to."

It should be, "nor is he likely to do if."

We often find fo, when the sign of the infinitive, separated

by an adverb from the verb to which it belongs. Professor

A. P. Peabody says that no standard English writer makes

this mistake, and that, so far as he knows, it occurs freque itly

with but one respectable American writer.

Very often to is used instead of (it ; thus, " I have been to

the theatre, to church, to my uncle's, to a concert," and so on.

In all these cases, the preposition to use is cleaily at, and not

to, See, also, Axu.

To the Fore. An old idiomatic phrase, now freely used

again.

Tongue. "Much tongue and much jiid meut seldom go

together."—L'Estrauge. See LANiiCAGE.

Toward. Those who profess t') know about such things

say tliat etymology furnishes no pretext for the adding of s.to
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ward in such words as bacl'ward, forward, toward, upivard,

onward, dowmt'cird, a/f firward, lieacenward, earthward, and

the like.

Transferred Epithet. This is the shifting of a qualify-

ing word from its proper subject to some allied subject.

Examples :

" The little fields made green

By husbandry of many tlirij'ty yr-ars.'"

" He plods his weary way." " Hence to your idle bed .'" By
this figure the diction is rendered more tei'se and vigorous ; it

is much used in verse. For the sake of conciseness, it is used

in prose in such phrases as the lunaiic asylum, the criminal

court, the condemned cell, the blind asylum, the cholera hospi-

tal, the foun Iling asylum, and the like.

" Still in harmonious intercourse they lived

The rural day, and talked the flowing heart."

" There be some who, with everything to make them

happy, plod their discontented and melancholy way through

life, less grateful than the dog that licks the hand that feeds

it."

Transpire. This is one of the most frequently misused

words in the language. Its primary meaning is to evaporate

insensibly through the pores, but in this sense it is not used ;

in this sense we use its twin sister ^jerspire. Transpire is now

properly used in the sense of to escape from secrecy, to be-

come known, to leak out ; and improperly used in the sense

of to occur, to happen, fo come t > pass, and to elapse. Tiie

word is correctly used thus :

'

' You will not let a w ord con-

cerning the matter transpire "; "It trannpires [leaks out] that

S. & B. control the enterprise"'; "Soon after the funeral it

transpired [became known] that the dead woman was alive";

"It has transpired [leaketl out] that the movement originated

with John Blank "; "No report of the proceedings was al-
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lowed to transpire"; "It has not yet transpired who the

candidate is to be." The wonl is incorrectly used thus :

" The Mexican war transpired in 1847 "; "The drill will tran-

spire under shelter "; "The accident transpired one day last

week"; "Years will transpire before it will be finis ',

"More than a ... rnnspired before it was revisited by

civilized man."

Trifling Minutiae. The meaning of triflesB-nA of minutice

is so nearlj- the same that no one probably ever uses the

phi'ase trirliu'i minuthe except from thoughtlessness.

Trustworthy. See Reliable.

Try. Tins word is often improperly used for mah'. We
mnke experiments, not trif them, which is as incorrect as it

would be to say, try the attempt, or the trial.

Ugly. In England, this word is restricted to meaning ill-

favored ; with us it is often used — and not without au-

tliotity—in the sense of ill-tempered, vicious, unmanageable.

Unbeknown. This word is no longer used except by the

unschooled.

Underhanded. Tl\is word, though found in the dic-

tionaries, is a vulgarism, and as \ uch is to be avoided. The

proper word is underhand. An underhand, not an under-

handed, proceeding.

Universal—All. "He is imiversal/i/ esteemed by alt

who know him." If he is uni-ersaliy esteemed, he must be

esteemed by all who know him ; and, if he is esteemed by all

who know him, he must be universally esteemed.

Upward of. This phrase is often used, if not improperly,,

at least inelegantly, for more than; thus, "I have been here

for u/iward of a year" ;
" For upward of three quarteis of a

century she has," etc., meaning, for more than three quarters

of a century.

Utter. This verb is often misused for say, expiress. To
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utter means to speak, to p)-o)iounce; anil its derivative utter-

ance means the act, manner, or power of uttering, vocal

expression; as, "the utterance of articulate sounds." We
utter a cry ; express a thought or sentiment ; speak our mind

;

and, though prayers are said, they may be uttered in a certain

tone or manner. " Mr. Blank is right in all he utters ": read,

-says. " The court uttered a sentiment that all will applaud":

read, expressed a sentiment.

The primary meaning of the adjective utter \s. outer, on the

outside ; but it is no longer used in this sense. It is uom-

used in the sense of complete, total, perfect, mere, entire :

but he who uses it indiscriminately as a synonym of tliese words

will frequently utter utter nonsense— i. e., he will utter that

which is without the pale of sense. For example, we can not

say utter concord, but we can say utter discord—i. e., without

the pale of concord.

Valuable. The following sentence, which recently ap-

peared in one of the more fastidious of our morning papers, is

offered as an example of extreme slipshodness in the use of

language: "Sea. captains are among the most valuable con-

tributors to the Park aviary." What the Mriter probably

meant to say is, "Sea captains are among those whose contri-

butions to the Park aviary are the most valuable.

"

Vast. This word is often met with in forcible-feeble dic-

tion, where it is used instead of great or large to qualify such

words as number, majority, multitude, and the like. Big

words and expletives should be used only where they are

really needed ; where they are not really needed, they go

wide of the object aimed at. The sportsman that hunts small

game with buck-shot comes home empty-handed.

Veracity, The loss would be a small one if we were to

lose this word and its derivatives. Truth and its derivatives

Tvoiild su2>ply all our needs. In the phrase so often heard,
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" A man of truth and veracity," veracity is entirely super-

fluoiis, it having precisely the same meaning as truth. The
phrase, "A big, large man," is equally good diction.

Verbiage. An unnecessary profusion of words is called

verhiiKje verbosity, wordiness.

"I thought what I read of it verbiage"—Johnson.

Sometimes a better name than verbiage for wordiness

would be emptine^ss. Witness: "Clearness may be developed

and cultivated in three ways, (a) By constantly practicing

in heart and life the thoughts and ways of honesty and frank-

ness." The first sentence evidently means, " Clearness may
be attained in three ways"; but what the second sentence

means—if it means anything—is more than I can tell. Pro-

fessor L. T. Townsend, "Art of Speech," vol. i, p. 130, adds:
" This may be regarded as the surest path to greater trans-

parency of style." The transparency of Dr. Townsend's style

is peculiar. Also, p. 144, we find : "The laws and rules' thus

far laid down ^ furnish ample foundation for ^ the general

statement that an easy and natural 4 expression, an exact

verbal incarnation of one's thinking,'' together with the power

of using appropriate figures, and of making nice discrimina-

tions between approximate synonyms,^ each being an impor-

tant factor in correct style, are attained in two ways." (1)

Through moral* and mental discipline. (2) Through continu-

ous and intimate 9 acquaintance with such authors as best

exemplify those attainments. "1°

1. Would not laws cover the whole gi'ound? 2. En patsaiii

I would remark that Dr. Townsend did not make these laws,

though he so intimates. 3. I suggest the word justify instead

of these four. 4. What is natural is easy ; easy, therefore, is

superfluous. 5. If this means anything, it does not mean
more than the adjective clea7' would express, if properly used

in the sentence. 6. Approximate, synonyms I ! Who ever
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heard of any antagonistic or even of dissimilar synonyms ?

7. The transparency of this sentence is not unlike the trans-

parency of corrugated glass. 8. What has molality to do

with correctness ? 9. An intimate acquaintance would suthce

for most people. 10. Those attainments! ^yhat are they?

Di\ Townsend's corrugated style makes it hard to tell.

This paragraph is so badly conceived throughout that it is

well-nigh impossible to make head, middle, or tail of it; still,

if I am at all successful in guessing what Professor Towusend

wanted to say in it, then—when shorn of its redundancy and

high-flown emptiness—it will read somewhat like this: "The
laws thus far presented justify the general statement that a

clear and natural mode of expression—together with that art

of using appropriate figures and that ability properly to dis-

criminate between synouj'ms which are necessary to coi'rect-

ness—is attained in two ways. (1) By mental discipline.

(2) By the study of our best authors."

The following sentence is from a leading magazine : "If

we begin a system of interference, regulatiiKj men's (/avis,

bolstering here, in order to strengthen this interest, [and] re-

pressing eheirhere [there], in order to equalize wealth, we shall

do an [a] immense deal of mischief, and without bringing

about a more agreeable condition of things than now [we] shall

simply discourage enterprise, repress industry, and check

material growth in all directions." Read without the eighteen

words in italics and with the four inclosed.

'
' Nothing disgusts sooner than the empty pomp of lan-

guage."

Vice. 'See Crime.

Vicinity. This word is sometimes incorrectly used with-

out the possessive pronoun ; thus, " Washington and vicinity,"

instead of " Washington and its vicinity. The primary mean-

ing of vicinity is nearness, proximity. In many of the cases
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in M'hich vicinity is used, nehjhhorhood would be the better

word, though vicinity is perhaps preferable where it is a ques-

tion of mere locality.

Vocation—Avocation. These words are frequently

confounded. A man's rocntion is his profession, hi.s calling,

his business; and his avocation--^ are the things that occupy

him incidentally. Mademoiselle Bernhardt's cocafion is act-

ing ; her fa'Ofo/io».s are painting and sculpture. "The tracing

of resemblances among the objects and events of the world is

a constant avocation of the human mind."

Vulgar. By the many, this word is probably more fre-

quently used improperly than properly. As a noun, it means

the common people, the lower orders, the multitude, the

many; as an adjective, it means coarse, low, unrefined. «.s "the

t"MA7a7' people." The sense in which it is misused is that of

immodest, indecent. The wearing, for example, of a gown
too short at the top may be indecent, but is not vulgar.

Was. '

' He said he had come to the conclusion that there

wuA no God." " The greatest of Byron's works was his whole

work taken together."—Matthew Arnold. What is true at

a.11 times should be expressed by using the verb in the present

tense. The sentences above should read is, not vms.

Wharf. See Dock.

What. "He would not believe but vhal I did it" : read,

hnt that. "I do not Aoviht hut ivhatl shall go to Boston to-

morrow" : read, doubt that. AVe say properly, "I have

nothing hut v:hat you see" ; "You have brought everything

hut irhaf I wanted."

Whence. As this adverb means—unaided—yVom what

place, source, or cause, it is, as Dr. Johnson styled it, "a

vicious mode of speech" to s,s,y from whence, Milton to the

contrary notwithstanding. Nor is there any more propriety

in the phrase from thence, as thence means- -unaided—from
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that place. "Whence do you come?" not "From whence do

you come?" Likewise, "He went hence," not "from hence."

Whether. This couj unction is often improperly repeated

in a sentence; tlius, "I have not decided whether I shall go

to Boston or ichelher J shall go to Philadelphia."

Which. This pronoun as an interrogative applies to per-

sons as well as to things ; as a relative, it is now made to refer

to things only.

" Which is employed in coordinate sentences, where it, or

they, and a conjunction might answer the purpose; thus, "At

school I studied geometry, icliicli (and it) I found useful after-

ward. ' Here the new clause is something independent added

to the previous clause, and not limiting that clause in any

way. So in the adjectival clause; as, 'He struck the poor

dog, ivhich (and it, or although it) had never done him harm.'

Such instances represent the most accurate meaning of which.

Who and whi^h might be termed the coordinating relatives.
'

' Which is likewise used in restrictive clauses that limit or

explain the antecedent; as, 'The house which he built still

remains.' Here the clause introduced by which specifies, or

points out, the house that is the subject of the statement,

namely, by the circumstance that a certain person built it.

As remarked with regard to wlto, our most idiomatic writers

prefer that in this particular application, and would say,

'The house that he built «till remains.'
"

" Which sometimes has a special reference attaching to it,

as the neuter relative: 'Caesar crossed the Rubicon, which

was in effect a declaration of war.' The antecedent in this

instance is not Rubicon, but the entire clause.

" Thei'e is a peculiar usage where which may seem to be

still regularly used in reference to persons, as in ' John is a

soldier, which I should like to be,' that is, 'And I should like

to be a soldier.^" See That.

I
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Who. There are few persons, even among the most cnl-

tivated, who do not make fiequeiit mistakes in the use of this

pronoun. They say, " Who did you see?" " Who did you

meet?'' "JFAo did he marry?" JFAo did you hear?" " JFAo

did lie know?" " Who are yoa writing to?" " Who are you

looking-at?" In all these sentences the interrogative pronoun

is in the objective case, and should be used in the objective

form, which is whom, and not who. To sliow that these

sentences are not correct, and are not defensible by supposing

any ellipsis whatsoever, we have only to put the questions in

another form. Take the first one, and, instead of "Who did

you see?" say, ''Who saw you ?" which, if con-ect, justifies us

insaj-ing, "Who knew he, "which is the equivalent of "Who
did he know?" But "Who saw you?" in this instance, is

clearly not correct, since it says directly the opposite of what

is intended.

Who was little used as a relative till about the sixteenth

century. Bain says: "In modern use, more esijecially in

books, who is frequently employed to inti-oduce a clause in-

tended to restrict, define, limit, or explain a noun (or its

equivalent) : as, ' That is the man wJio spoke to us yester-

day.'"

"Here the clause introduced by who is necessary to define

or explain the antecedent the man; without it, we do not

know who the man is. Such relatiVe clauses are typical adjec-

<ii>e clauses—i.e., they have the same eflect as adjectives in

limiting nouns. This may be called the EESTBlCTiVJi use of

the relative.

'

' Now it will be found that the practice of our most
idiomatic writers and speakers is to prefer that to who in this

application.

" Who is properly used in such coordinate sentences as, 'I

met the watchman, who told me there had been a fire.' Here
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the t\ro clauses are distinct and independent ; in snch a case,

and he might be substituted for ivho.

" Another form of the same use is when the second clause

is of the kind termed adverbial, where we may resolve who
into a personal or demonstrative pronoun and conjunction.

'Why should we consult Charles, who (fur he, sevinfj that he)

knows nothing of the matter ?'

" Who may be regarded as a modern objective form, side

by side with xchom. For many good writers and speakers say

^ who are you talking of?' 'who does the garden belong to?'

'who is this for ?' ' who rrora ?' " etc.

If this be true—if who may be regarded as a modern ob-

jective form, side by side with ivhom—tiien, of course, such

expressions as " Who did you see?" " Who did you meet?"
" Who did he marry?" " Who were you with ?" " Who will

you give it to?" aud the like, are correct. That they are

used colloquiall}' by well-uigh everybody, no one will dispute;

but that they are correct, few grammarians will concede. See

That.

Whole. This wo\-d is sometimes most improperly used

for all; thus, "The wAo/e Germans seem to be saturated with

the belief that they arc really the greatest people on earth,

and that they would be universally recognized as being the

greatest, . if they were not so exceeding modest." "The
whole Russians are inspired with the belief that their mission

is to conquer the world."—Alison.

Wholesome. See Healthy.

Whose. ^Ir. George Washington Moon discountenances

the use of ivhose as the possessive of zchich. He says, "The
best writers, when speaking of inainmate objects, use of which

instead of whoie." The correctness of this statement is doubt-

ful. The truth is, I think, that good writers use that form

for the possessive case of which that in their judgment is, in
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each particular case, the more euphonious, giving the prefer-

ence, perhaps, to of which. On this subject Dr. Campbell

says :
'

' The possessive of icho is properly whose. The pro

noun which, originally indeclinable, had no possessive. This

was supplied, in the commou periphrastic manner, by the

help of the preposition and the article. But, as this could not

fail to enfeeble the expression, when so much time was given

to mere conjunctives, all our best authors, both in prose and

verse, have nov/ come regularly to adopt, in such cases, the

possessive of who, and thus have substituted one syllable in

the room of three, as in the example following : 'Philosophy,

whose end is to instruct us in the knowledge of nature,' for

'Philosophy, the end ofwhich is to instruct us.' Some gram-

marians remonstrate ; but it ought to be remembered that

use, well established, must give law to grammar, and not

grammar to use.

"

Professor Bain says :
" Whose, although the possessive of

laho, and practically of which, is yet frequently employed for

the purpose of restriction :
' We are the more likely to guard

watchfully against those faults whose deformity we have seen

fully displayed in others.' This is lietter than 'the deformity

of which we have seen.' 'Propositions of whose truth we
have no certain knowledge.'—^Locke." Dr. Fitzedward Hall

says that the use of w/iose for of which, where the antecedent

is not only irrational but inanimate, has had the support of

high autliority for several hundred years.

Widow Woman. Since widows are always women, why
Bay a widow woman .? It would be perfectly correct to say a

widowed woman.

Widowhood. There is good authority for using this

Word in speaking of men as well as of women.

Without. This word is often improperly used instead of

unless; as, " You will never live to my age without you keep
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yourself in breath ami exemse"; "I shall not go mtJioiif my
father consents": properly, unless my father consents, or,

without my fatlier's consent.

Worst. We should say at the worst, not at tcoi'-st.

Wove. The past ^xirtioiple of the verb to weavv is woven.

*' Where was this clotli woven ?" not wove.

You axe mistaken. See Mistaken.

You was. Gooii usage does, and it is to be hoped always

will, consider you was a gross vulgarism, certain gi'anmiariaus

to the contrary notwithstanding. You is the form of the

pronoun in the second person plural, and must, if we would

speak correctly, be used with the corresponding form of the

verb. The argument that we use you in the singular number

is so nonsensical that it does not merit a moment's considera-

tion. It is a custom we have—and have in commou with

other peoples—^to speak to one another in the second person

plural, and that is all there is of it. The Germans speak to

one another in the thitil person plural. The exact equivalent

in German of our How are you ? is. How are they ? Those who

would say yoii was should be consistent, and in like manner

say you has and yon does.

Yours &C. The ignorant and obtuse not unfrequently

profess themselves at the lx>ttom of their letters "Yours, &c."

And so forth 1 forth what ? Few vulgai-isms are equally

offensive, and none could be more so. In printing corre-

spondence, the newspapers often content themselves with this

short-hand way of intimating that the writer's name was

preceded by some one of the familiar foi-ms of ending letters

;

tliis an occasional dunderhead seems to think is sufficient

*uthority foi- writing himself. Yours, die.

TEE END.
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INTEODUCTIOK

I. LITERATURE AND ITS DEPARTMENTS.

1. Literature in its widest sense embraces all kinds o<

fiterary productions which have been preserved in writ-

ing ; but is generally restricted to those works that come

within the sphere of the literary a'-t or rules of rhetoric.

2. Classification.—Literature, in regard to its form,

is divided into (1) Prose and (2) Poetry. In regard to

matter, it has three divisions : (I,) Composition, designed

to inform the understanding by description, narration, or

exposition ; (2) Oratory ; (3) Poetry.

3. Description, or descriptive composition, is of two

kinds : (1) Objective, where the observer pictures what he

describes as it is perceived by his senses or realized by

his fancy ; (2) Subjective, where the observer, referring

to the feelings or thoughts of his own mind, gives his im-

pressions as they have been excited by the outward scene.

Scott is a good example of an objectice, and Byron of a

tuhjective writer.

4 "Narration is that kind of composition which gives

an account of the incidents of a series of transactions or

«yentg. It may also be subjective or objeetive.
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6. Exposition includes those literary productions

where facts or principles are discussed and conclusions

reached by a process of reasoning. It embraces vari-

ous treatises, from the brief editorial, or essay, to the

full discussion in extensive works. To this class belongs

the philosophic poem.

6. Oratory is that kind of composition in which argu-

ments or reasons are offered to influence the mind. It

admits of the following divisions : (1) Judicial, (2) Politi-

cal, (3) Religious, and (4) Moral suasion.

7. Prose compositions are those in wliich the thoughts

are arranged in non-metrical sentences, or in the natural

order in common and ordinary languaj^o. The principal

kinds of prose composition are narrative, letters, memoirs,

history, biography, essays, philosophy, sermons, novels,

speeches, &c.

8. Sentences are divided grammatically into simple,

complex, compound, and also into declarative, interrogative,

imperative, and exclam.ativ€. Rhetorically, they are di-

vided into loose sentences and periods.

9. A loose sentence consists of parts which may be

soparated without destroying the sense. It is generally

adopted by Addison.

10. A period is a sentence in which the complete

ense is suspended until the close. The first sentence of

Paradise Lost, and also the first sentence of tlie Task,

Book III, furnish examples.

11. Poetry is that species of composition in which the

words are metrically arranged. It also dilFers from prose

in (1) having a greater number oi figures of speech, (2) em-

ploying numerous archaic, or non-colloqiiial terms, (3) pre-

ferring epithets to extended expressions, (4) using short

and euphonious words instead of what are long or harsh,

and (5) permitting deviations from the rules of grammar.
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12. Metre is defined as "the recurrence within cer-

tain intervals of syllables similarly aflected." This may
arise from (1) alliteration, (2) quantity, (3) rhyme, (4)

accent, or (5) the number of syllables..

13. Alliteration, which was the characteristic of Old

English poetry, consisted in the repetition of the sam«

letters.

14. Quantity has reference to tlie length of vowels or

syllables. In the classical languages, quantity was mea-

sured by the length of syllables ; in English, by the length

of the vowels.

15. Rhyme is a similarity of sound at the end of

words ; its essentials being (1) vowels alike in sound, (2)

consonants before the vowels unlike, and (3) consonants

after the vowels alike in sound. Poetry without rhyme

is termed blank verse. Blank verse usually consists of

five, or five and a half, feet.

16. Accent, which forms the distinguishing feature of

English verse, is the stress on a syllable in a word.

17. Rhythm.—When the words of composition are so

arranged that the succession of accented syllables pro-

duces harmony we have rhythm. When the accents occur

regularly we have verse, or metre.

18- Couplets, triplets, &c., are used to designate two,

three, &c., verses taken together,

19. Stanza is a term applied to a part of a poem con-

sisting of a number of verses regularly adjusted to one

another.

20. Feet.—A portion of a verso of poetry consisting of

two or moro syllables combined according to accent is

called a, foot. Two syllables thus combined is called a dis-

tyllabic foot, which may be (1) an iambus, when the accent

is on the second syllable, or (2) a trochee, when the accent

NS on the first syllable, or (3) a spondee, when both ar«
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accented, or both unaccented. Three syllables combined

form a trisyllabic foot, which may be a dactyl, an amplii-

brach, or an anapaest.

21. Monometer, dimeter, trimeter, tetrameter, penta-

meter, and hexameter, are terms that indicate the number

of feet or measures in the verse. Thus five iambic feet

are called iambic pentameter. This is the metre of the

Deserted Village, The Task, and also of the principal

epic, dramatic, philuoOphic, and descriptive poems. From
its use in epic poetry, where heroic deeds are described, it

is called heroic measure. An iambic hexameter verse ia

called an Alexandrine.

22. The Elgiac stanza consists of four pentameter

lines rhyming alternately.

23. The Spenserian stanza consists of eight heroic

lines followed by an Alexandrine.

24. Common Metre consists of four verses, the first

and third being iambic tetrameters, and the second and

fourth, which rhyme, Lambic trimeters.

25. Short Metre has three feet in the first, second, and

fourth lines, and four in the third.

26. ItOng Metre consists of four iambic tetrameter

lines.

27. Ottava Bima is a name applied to an Italian

stanza consisting of eight lines, of which the first six

rhyme alternately, and the last two form a couplet.

28. The Rhyme Royal consists of seven heroic lines,

the first five recurring at intervals and the last two

rhyming.

29. The Ballad Stanza consists of four lines, the firsfe

and third being iambic tetrameters, and the second and

fourth iambic trimeters.

30. Pauses.—Besides the usual pauses indicated by the

punctuation and called sentential pauses, there are in poetic
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diction the Final panse at the end of each line and the

Cceaural pause.

31. The CeBsural Pause is a auspenaion of the voice

Bomewhere in the line itself. It ia not found in short

lines, and in long verses is movable. It generally occurs

near the middle, but may come after the 4th, 6th, Gth, or

7th syllable. It is often found in the middle of a foot, but

never in the middle of a word. Sometimes a secondary

pause called demiccesuraJ is found before and also after the

ccuural.

32. Scansion is a term applied to the division of a

verse into the feet of which it consists.

33. Classiflcation of Poetry.—In respect to form and

mode of treatment, poetry may be divided into (1) Epic, (2)

Dramatic, and (3) Lyric.

34. Epio poetry is that variety in which some great

event is described, or where the exploits of heroes are

treated of. The leading forms of Epic poetry are these :

—

(1) The Great Epic, as the Iliad, the ^neid, Paradise Lost;

(2) The Romance, as the Faerie Queene, Tin Lady of the

Lake; (3) The Ballad, as Chevy Chase, Macaulay's Lay of

Horatius; (4) The Historical Poem, as Dryden's Annut
Mirabilis ; (5) The Tale,as Byron's Corsair, Enoch Arden;

(G) The Mixed Epic, as Byron's Childe Harold; (7) The
Pastoral, Idyll, &c., as the Cotter's Saturday Night, tlie

Excursion', (8) Prose Fiction,including sentimental, comi.

cal, pastoral, historical, philosophical, or religious novels.

35. Dramatic Poetry deals also with some important

events, but differs from Epic poetry where the author him-

self narrates the events forming its subject, in having the

various charar ters represent, in action or conversation,

the story to be vUscribed. Dramatic poetry is of two kinds,

(1) Tragedy, where the human passions and woes or mis*

fortunes of life •
' 'i such a manner as to ez<
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rite pity, as Shatespcare's MacbetJi or Uamlet; (2) Comedy,

where the lighter faults, passions, actiona, and follies are

represented, as the Merchant of Venice.

36. Lyric Poetry is so called because originally writ-

ten to be sung to the Lyre. Its principal kinds are : (1)

The Ode, as Gray's Bard ; (2) The Hymn, as those of

Cowper ; (3) The Song, as those of Burns or Moore
; (4)

The Elegy, as Gray's ; (5) The Sonnet, as those of Sliake-

speare or Words -rorth; (6) The simple Lyric, as Burns'

Mountain Daisy.

37. Purther Classiflcation as to ohjcct will embrace

;

(1) Descriptive poetry, as Thomson's Seasons; (2) Didac-

tic, as Wordsworth's Excursion; (3) Pastoral, as Ram-
say's Gentle Shepherd ; Satirical, as Butler's Hudibras; (5)

Humorous, as Cowper's John Gilpin.

n. FIGURES OF SPEECH.

33. A Pigure is a deviation from tho ordinary form or

consti'^iction or application of words in a sentence for the

purpose of greater precision, variety, or elegance of ex-

pression. There are tliree kinds, viz., of Etymology, of

Syntax, and of Rlietoric.

39. A Pigure of Etymology is a departure from the

usual form of words. The principal figures of etymology

are : Aphceresis, Prosthesis, Syncope, Apocope, Paragcge,

Diceresis, Synoivesis, Tmesis.

40. Aphaeresis.—The elision of a syllable from the

beginning of a word, as 'neath for beneath.

41. Prosthesis.—The prefixing of a syllable to a word,

as agoing for going. If the letters are placed in the middle,

Epenthesis, a3 farther for farer,

42. Syncope.—The elision of a letter or syllable from

the body of a word, as med'cine for medicine.
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43. Apocopo.—The elision of a letter or syllable from

the end of a word, as tho^ for though.

44. Paragoge.—The annexing of a syUable to the end

of a word as deary for dear.

45. DiaBresis.—The divison of two concurrent vowela

into dili'ereiit syllables, as co-operate.

4G. Synceresis.—The joining of two syllables into one,

in either orthography or pronunciation, as dost for doesf,

loved for Inv-ed.

47. Tmesis.— Separating the parts of a compound

word, as " Pf7ia< time soever." When letters in the same

word are interchanged, a,s brunt for burnt, nostrils ioi' nose-

thirles, the figure is called Metatliesii.

48. A Figure of Syntax is a deviation fro»a the usual

construction of a sentence for greater beauty or force.

The principal figures of syntax are : Ellipsis, Pleoimsm,

Syllepsis, Enallage, Ilyperhaton, Periphrasis, Tautology.

49. Ellipsis.—An omission of words with ;i rlietorical

purpose, as " Impossible !" Atyndetoa is the omission of

connectives.

50. Pleonasm.—The employment of redundant words,

as "Thy rod and thy stafi", they comfort me."

51. Syllepis.—An inferior species of personification, as

" The moon gives her lis^ht by night.

"

62. Enallage. - The substitution of one part of speech

for another, as

—

" Whether charmer sinner it or saint it

If folly grow romantic I must paint it. "—Pope.

53. Hyperbaton.—The transposition of words in a

sentence, as " .4 man he was to all the country dear."

54. Periphrasis or Circumlocution.—The employment

of more words than are necessary to convey the sense, as

'he use of a definition or descriptive phrase instead of a
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noun, as '
' He waa charmed with the idea of taking up

arms i?i the service of Ins country."

55. Tautology.—The repetition of the same sense iu

different words, as

—

" The dawn is overcast—the morning lowers.

And heavily in clouds brings on the day."— Addison.

56. A Figure of Rhetoric is a form of speech art-

fully varied from the direct and literal mode of exjires-

sion for the purpose of greater effect. Rhetorical figures

may be divided into three classes.

57. I. Figiu-es of Relativity. — Antithesis, Simile,

Metaphor, Allegory, Personification, Apostrophe, Vision,

Allusion, Irony, Sarcasm, Synecdoche, Metonymy, Euphem-

ism, Litotes, EpithM, CatacJiresis.

58. n. Fig-'>res of Gradation.

—

Climax, Ilyperbole.

69. IIL Figures ofEmphasis.

—

Epizenxis, Anaphora,

Epiphoro, Anadiplosis, Epanalepsis, Alliteration, Anacolu-

thon, Aposiopesis, Faraleipsis, Erotesis, EpanortJiosis, Syl-

lepsis, Ecphonesis.

60. Antitliesis.—The statementof acontrastofthoughts

and words, as " Tlio wicked floe wlien no man pux'sueth,

but the righteous are bold as a lion.

"

Under this figure may be mentioned Oxymoron, or a

contradiction of terms, as " a pious fraud "
; Antimetabole,

wliere tlie words are reversed in each member of the anti-

thesis, as "A wit with dunces, and a dunce with wits."

61. Simile or Comparison.—A formal expression o

resemblance, as :
" He sliall be like a tree planted by H

fivers of water."

62. Metaphor.—An implied comparison or a .nmili

without the sign, as " Pitt was the pilla/r of the State."

63. Allegory.— A continuation of mctaphors,OT a story

having a figurative meaning and designed to convey in-
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struction of a moral character, as Bunyan's Pilgrim's Pro-

gress

G4. Personification.—A figure in which some attri-

bute of life is ascribed to inanimate objects, as " The

mountains sai'y <o';e^/ter, the hills rejoice a.nd clap haitds."

05. Apostrophe.—A turning oif from the subject to

address scmicthiug absent, as " Death is swallowed up in

victtjry. O Death, where is thy sting V
66. Vision.—The narration of past or absent scenes as

thougli actually present, as "I see before me the gladia-

tor lie," etc.

67. Allusion.—That figure by which some word or

phrase in a sentence calls to mind something which is not

mentioi;cd, as " It may be said of him that he came, he

saw, he conquered."

68. Irony.—A figure by which we mean to convey a

meaning the contraiy of what we say, as where Elijah ad-

dresses the worshippers of Baal, " Cry aloud, for he is a

god."

69. Sarcasm.—A mode of expressing vituperation

under a somewhat veiled form, as the Letters of Junitu.

70. Synecdoche.—A fiiaire where

—

1. A part is put for the whole, as '* A fleet of twenty

sail.

"

2. The species for a genus, as "our daily bread."

3. The concrete for the abstract, as '
' The patriot

comes forth in his politics."

4. The whole for a part, as "Belinda smiled and all

the tvorld was gay."

5. The genus for the species, as " The creature wa*

sad."

6. The abstract for the concrete, as

—

" Belgium's capital had gathered then

Her heauiy and her chivalry.

'
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Antonomasia is a form of synecdoche where a proper

noun is used to designate a class, as

—

" S(jme village Hampden, that with dauntless breast.

The little tyrant of his fields withstood."

71. Metonymy.—A figure where one thing is described

by another thing in substituting

—

1

.

The cause for the effect, as

" A time there was, ere England's griefs began,

When every rood of ground maintained its man."

2. The effect for the cause, as " Gray ftairs should be

respected."

3. The sign for the thing signified, as " He carried

away i\\e palm."

4. The container for the thing contained, as '* llie

toper loves his bottle."

6. The instrument for the agent, as " The pen is

mightier than the sword."

6. An author for his works, as *'We admire Addi-

son."

72. Ev.phemism.—A figure by means of which a harsn

expression is set aside and a softer one substituted in its

place, as " The merchant prince has stopped payment."

73. Litotes.—A figure in which by denying the con-

trary, more is implied than is expressed, as

" Immortal names,

Tliat were not horn to die."

74 Tr&nsferred Epithet.—An epithet joined to an-

othei tc explain its character, as "The sunny South "

75. Catachxesis.—A figure where a word is wrested

from its original application and made to express some-

thing at variance with its true meaning, as " Her voice

was but the shadow of a sound.
"

76. Climax.—An ascending series of thoughts or state-

meals increasing in strength, as " What a piece of worK
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is man ! how noble in reason ! how infinite in faculties :

in form and moving, how express and admirable ! in ac«

tion, how like an angel ! in apprehension, how likea God !

—

Hamlet. Where the series is descending we have an Anti'

climax, as "If once a man indulges himself in murder,

very soon he comes to think little of robbing ; and from

robbing he comes next to drinking and Sabbath-breaking,

and from that to incivility and procrastination."—De
Quincy,

77. Hyperbole.—A figure by which more is expressed

than the truth and where the exaggeration is not expected

to be taken literally, as " They were swifter than eagles,

thr.y were stronger than lions. " (Referring to David's

statement concerning Saul and Jonathan.

)

78. Epizeuxis.—The immediate repetition cf *Qme

word or words for the sake of emphasis, as

—

'
' Restore him, restore him if you can from the dead.

"

79. Anaphora.—The repetition of a word or phrase at

fhe beginning of each of several sentences or parts of a

sentence, as

—

" No more the farmer's news, the barber's tale,

No more the woodman's ballad shall prevail,

No more the smith his dusky brow shall clear."

80. Epiphora.—Where the repetition is at the end, and

Anadiplosis.— Where the repetition is in the

middle :

" Has he a gust for bloodl Blood shall fill his cup."

81. Epanalepsis.—Where tliere is a repetition at the

end of the sentence of the word or words at the beginning.

82. Alliteration.— The repetition of the same letter

or letters, as " -4pt alliteration's artful aid."

83. Anacoluthon.—A figure by which a proposition la

left unfinished and something else introduced to fiMiah

the sentence, as

—
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"If thou be'st he—but oh, how fallen, how changed

from him who," etc.

84. Aposiopesis.—A suddfen pause in a sentence by

which the conclusion is left un^nished, as

—

"For there I picked up on the heathor,

And there I put within my breast,

A moulted feather, an eagle's feather

—

Well—I forget the rest."—Browning.

85. Paraleipsis or omission.—A figure by which a

/speaker pretends to pass by what at the same time he real-

ly mentions, as " I do not speak of my adversary's scan-

dalous venality and rapacity ; I take no notice of his bru-

tal conduct."

86. Erotesis.—An animated or passionate interroga*

tion, as

—

*' Hath the Lord said it ? and will He not do it 1

Hath He spoken it ? and shall He not make it good ?"

87. Epanorthosis. — A figure by wliich an expres-

sion is recalled and a stronger one substituted in ita

place, as "Why should I speak of his neglect

—

neglect did

I say? call it rather contempt."

88. Syllepsis.—The use of an expression wliich is

taken in a literal and metaphorical sense, as

—

"Lie heavy on him. Earth, for he

Laid many a heavy load on thee.

"

89. Ecphonesis.— An animated exclamation, as—
Othello. —O, my soul's joy.

If after every tempest come such calms.

May the winds blow till they have wakened death."

90. Other figures are often found, as zeugma, whereby

B verb, etc , applicable to only one clause does duty foi

two, as

—

"They wear a garment like the Scythians, but a lan-

guage peculiar to themselves."—Sir J. Mandeville.
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Anaccenosis, where the speaker appeals to the judg-

ment of his aiulience on the point in dcbale, as if llicy had

feelings common with his own. The Eniqma or riddle.

Ihe Epyjiion, where the mind Ib roused by a conflict or

contradiction between the form of the language and the

meaning to be conveyed, as "The child is father of the

man." Personal Metaphor, where acts are attributed to

inanimate objects, The Fai vntunaoia ut pmi. The Fara-

ble, Froverb, Iii)i)artee, etc

III. LIST OF PRINCIPAL WPJTERS.

Drydon, John (1C30—1700). Annus Mirabilis, Absa-

lom and Ahitophel, Mac Flecknoe, The Hind and Fantfier,

Translation of Vii'jil, Ode fur iSt. Cecilia's Day, Alexan-

der's Feast.

IiOCkc, John (1G32—1704). Essay on Human Under-

standing, Letters concerning Toleration, Treatise on Civii

Government, Thovghts concernin/j Education.

N'e'Wton, Sir J. (1642— 1727). Frincipia, Optics.

Wycherly, William (1(540— 1716). Several immoral

Comedies,

De Foe, Daniel (1661—1731). Besides editing The Ee-

vievo, wrote Robinson Crusoe, Moll Flanders, History of the

Cheat Flague, Captain Singleton, Mrs. Veal's Apparition.

Bentley, Richard (1GG2—1742). Editions of Hwace,

Terence, Fhoedrus, and other classical works.

Prior, Mathew, (1G65—1721). The Town and Country

Mouse, Solomon.

Swift, Jonathan (1666—1745). Tale of a Tub, Drapier'a

Letters, Gulliver's Travels, and poems including Morning,

The City Shower, Rhapsody on Poetry, Verses on My Oum
Death.

Congreve, William (1669—1728). Several comedies of
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a very immoral tendency, and the tragedy The Momiitg

Bride.

CibDer, CoUey (1671—1757). The Comedy Careless

Huahund.

Steele, Richard (1671—1729). Besides writing for the

Tatler, Spectator, Guardian, Englishman, etc., he wrote

comedies

—

The Funeral, The Teruier Htisband, Tlie Lying

Lover, The Conscious Lovers.

Addison, Joseph (1672—1719). Contributions to the

Tatler, Spectator, Guardian, Whig, Examiner, etc. I'oems
—Letter from Italy, Campaign, Hymns, Rosamond, The

Dncmmer, Cato.

Vanbrugh, John (1672—1726). Th.e Provoked Wife.

Bowe, Nicholas (1673—1718). The Fair Penitent and

Jane Shore.

Watts, Isaac (1674—1748). Hymns, Logic, The Im-

pro cement of the Mind.

Philips, Ambrose (1675—1749). Tlie Distressed Mother.

Philips, John (1676—1708). The Splendid Shilling.

Farquhar, Geo. (1678— 1707). Tlie Reci-uiting Officer,

The Beaux' Stratagem.

Parnell, Thomas (1679—1717). 27ie Hermit.

Young, Edward (1681—1765;. Night Thoughts, The

Revenge, Tlie Love of Fame.

Berkeley, George (1684—1753). Tlieory of Vision.

Tickell, Thomas (1686—1740). Besides writing for

Spectator and G^iardian, wrote the ballad of Colin and

Lhc]i, and the poem Kensington Gardens.

Gay, John (1688—1732). The Shepherd's Week, Trivia,

The Fan, Black-eyed Susan, Beggars' Opera.

Pope, Alexander (1688—1744). Essay on Criticism,

The Messiah, Elegy on an Unfortunate Lady, Tlie Rape of

the LocJ:, Tlie Epistle of Moisa to Abelurd, The Temple of
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Fame, translation of Iliad and Odyssey, The Duncuul, Ei-

taj/ 071 Man, Winds(yr Forest.

Richardson, Samuel (1G89— 17G1). Paincla, Clarissa

Harlowe, Sir Cliarles Grandison.

Savage, Richard (169G— 1743). I7ie Wanderer.

Thomson, James (1700— 1748). Setisons, Liberty, Th«

Castle of Indolence.

Wesley, John (1703—1791). Ilymns and Sermons,

Journal.

Fielding, Henry ('1707—1754). Joseph Andrews, Tom
Jones, Jonathan Wild.

Johnson, Samuel (1709—1784). Wrote for the Earn-

bier, Idler; and -4 Life of Savage, Dictionary of the En<jlish

Language, London, Eassclas, Journey to the Hebrides, Lives

of the Poets.

Hnme, David (1711—177C). A Treatise of Ilioyian I^^a-

ture. Moral and Philosopliical Essays, Political Discourses,

History of England. .

Sterne, Lawrence (1713—17GS). THstam Shandy, The

Sentimental Journey.

Shenstone, Williaxu (1714—17G3). The Schoolmistress,

The Pastoral Ballad.

Gray, Thomas (171G- ^1771). The Elegy, TJie Progress

of Poesy, The Bard, Ode tv Spring, Ode to Adversity, Ode

on a Distant Prospect of Eton.

Walpole, Horace (1717—1797). Lttters and Memoirs,

Tlie Castle of Otranto.

Collins, William (1720—1759). Odes to Liberty and

Evening, The Passions, Oriental Eclogues.

Akenside, IVIark (1720—1770). Pleasures of Imagina'

tion.

Robertson, William (1721—1770). Histories of Scot-

land, Charles the Fifth of Germany and America.

Smollett, Tobias (1721 — 1771), Poderick ^.-ndom,
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Jfererjruie PicJck, Humphrey Clinker, History of EnglaruL

Edited Critical Review.

Warton, Joseph (1722—1800). Ode to Fancy.

Blackstone, William (1723—1780). Comm&titaries on

Hie Lavjs of England.

Smith, Adam (1723—1790). The Wealth of Nations,

The Tlieory of Moral iSentimeiUs.

Goldsmith, Oliver (1728—1774). TJie Traveller, TJie

fkscrted Village, lietaliation, The Vicar of Wakefield, Tlie

Good-Naturcd Man, She Stoops to Conniter, Animated iVa-

tnre. Histories of England, Rome, G-reece, Citizen of the

World.

Percy, "nioraas C1728—1811). Publislied a collection

of ballads entitled Reliques of English Foctry.

Warton, Thomas (1728—17W}. The Fleasures of Md-
anclidhi. History of English Poetry.

Burke, Edmund (1730—1797). Tlie Vindication of

Ncdnral Society, Essay on tlic Sublime and Beautiful, Re-

flection on Vie Revolution in France, Letters on a Regicide

Peace

Falconer, William (1730—1769). The Shipivreck.

Cowper, William (1731—1800). Truth, Table-tall; Ex-

jwstHuition, Error, Hope, Charity, John Gilpin, The Task

translation of Homer, Letters.

Darwin, Erasmus (^1732—1802), TJie Botanic Garden.

Gibbon, Ed^:ird (1737—1794. The Decline and Fall of

Hie llij'Aun Ernpij-e.

Mdcpherson, James (1738—179G). Fingal and Temora,
i .x-i) )liic jyoems, which he represented he had translated

from materials discovered in the Highlands.

Junius, (Sir P. Francis) (1740—181b). Letters of

J Un'ti'.s.

Boswell, J.-imcs (1740—1795). Life ofJohnson.

Paley, Wdluun (1743— 180.=i\ EUments of Morcd and
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Political Philosophy, Horce Paulinae, Evideruxa of Chris-

tianity, Natural Tlicology.

Mackenzie, Henry (1745—1831). Tiie Man of Feeling,

The Man of the World.

Bentham, Jeremy (1747—1832). Fragment on Gavem-

ment, and numerous nritings on Law and Politics.

Sheridan, Richard B. (1751—1817). The liivals, Tlie

School for Scandal, Tlie Duenna, Tlie Cntic.

Chatterton, Thomas (1752—1770. Wrote the tragedy

of Ella, Ode to Ella, Execution of diaries Baivdin, and

other poems wliich he represented he found, and said liad

been -written in the 15th centuiy by Rowley, a IMonk.

Stewart, Dugald (1753—1828). Philosophy of the IIu-

man Moid, Moral Pldlosopliy.

CrabbeGeorge (1754—1832). TlieLibrarg, Tlie Village,

The rariah Register, Tlie Borough, The Tales of the ITall.

Btirns, Robert (1759—1796). Tarn O'Slmnter, To a

Daisy, 'To a Mouse, The Cotter's Saturday Night, TheJdly
Beggars.

Hall, Robert (1764r—1831). Sermons.

Clarke, Adam (1760— 1832). Commcntanes on the Bible.

Bloomfield, Robert (1766—1823). TU Farmer's Boy,

Rural Tales, May-day wifh the ]\[uses.

Edgeworth.Maria (1767—1848). Casih Rack-rent, Pojni.

lar Tales, Leonora, Tales of Fashionable Life, Patronage.

Opie, Amelia (1760—1853). Father and Dawjhter, Tales

of the Heart, Temper.

Wordsworth, William (1770 — 1850). An Evening

Walk, Descriptive Sketclies, Tlie Excursion, The WliiteDoeof

Rylstune, Sonnets, Laodumia, Lines on Rvrisiting th« Wye.

Scott, Sir W. (1771—1832.) Border Minstrelsy, Tlie Lay

of the Last Minstrel, Marmion, The Lady of the Lake, Vision

9f Don Roderick, Rolceby, Life and Works of Dryden ; no-
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reb, including Waterley, Rob Roy, Itanhot, Kenilicorthy

Wnnilstiicl- ; Life of Xupolcon.

Montgomery, James (1771—1854). G-reenland, The

Pelican Islaiul, Tlie Wanderer in Svntzerlandy Frison

Amu,<ements, Tlie World before the Flood.

Coleridge, Samuel T. (1772—1834). Ode tothe Depati-

iny Year, The Rime of the Ancyent Mnrinere, t'hri.stuliel,

Genevieve, Lectures on Sfiakespeare, Biographin Lilcraria.

Lingard, John (1771—1851). Jlistonjof Emjland.

Southey, Robert (1774—1843). Wat T,jkr, Thalaba,

Tlie Cnrse of Kehama, Roderick, K'.siV))/ of Jud'jment, Lives

of IVcaleij, Cou'per, Ac.

Moore, Thomas (177^— IS.*2.. r>-!<h Melodies, Lalla

Rookh. The Fud'je Family in I'arii, Tue L'jjicursan^





THE DEVELOPMENT
POETRY.

OF ENGLISH

Poetry as a Mirror.—The literature of a nation

bears an intimate relation to its history. The poets of a

period fairly express its prevailing thoughts and senti-

ments. Great eras in a country's rise and progress have

always been found to correspond with the great intel-

lectual eras of its growth. When questions of a political,

social, moral or religious importance have stirred men's

minds, then have arisen authors wliose works have re-

fected the prcdomli.'vnt features of the times in wliich

they lived. Thus th^ heroic greatness of the Hellenic

race is marked by Homor, not oidy rich in poetic thought,

but clearly the outcome of the mental life and character

of ancient Greece. The age of Pericles, brilliant in poli-

tical achievements, was no less illustrious for its intellectual

vigor. The Augustan era, forniing the lofty climax of

Roman influence and power gave to the Latin language

Virgil and Horace, Cicero and Livy. A review (if

English literature, and especially Englisli poetry, exhibits

still more clearly this intimate relationship. The writings
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of Chaucer, Spenser, Shakespeare, Milton, Drydcn and

Popo as well ;us Cowper, Burns, Scott, Tennyson and

Browning reflect, as with a magic mirror, the genius of the

periods of which they are distiiiguislied reiirosentatives.

Chaucer belongs to a period when the darkness of

the JMlddle Ages was passing away. New languages

were forming on iho continent, and the haj^py fusion by

courtly intluciice of Anglu-Saxon and Norman-French,

^ terminated a long struggle for ascendancy, and produced

our noble English tongue. It was the age of Dante, oi

Petrarch, and Boccaccio —when Wycliffe by l-.is writings,

translations and discourses was creating a ferment in the

religious world,—when Crccy and Poictiers were gained,

and Edward III. was encouraging tJic settlement of

Flemish artisans and extending the trade of the English

merchants over every sea of Europe, and thus paving the

way for that commercial sujjremacy which should subse-

quently add to the nation's glory. With Chaucer is well

exemplified the fact that the poet to be successful must

live with and /or his generation, must suit himself to the

Pastes of his public, must have common sympathies with

his readers and must adopt a style that accords ^/ith the

emotions by which he is actuated. The (Janiarhnry

Tales, his greatest work, vividly represents that gaily

api):irelled time when king tilted ' in tournament,

and knight and lady rode along with falcon on wrist, and

when friars sitting in tavern sang war songs quite in

harmony with the nation's victories on the continent, but

little in keeping with their sacred calling. With the

"father of English poetry" every character is a perfect

study elaborated with a careful finish and minuteness of

touch ; the beautiful and grand objects of nature are

painted with grace and sublimity ; and result.i are thus

combined which are unsurpassed by any English poet that
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lived before his time. He became the acknowledged in-

ventor of the heroic line, characterized not by quantity

as that of Greece and Rome, but by accent which thus

became a recognized feature of English versification. The

legacy left to our literature has not been unproductive in

the hands of a long succession of heirs. His influence

had its effect upon all the great poets that followed him,

and upon none more evidently than those of the present

century.

Spenser.—The breaking up of old systems, the

revolts of the people, and the furious struggles between

the Houses of York and Lancaster darkened for a time as

with a mist, the lamp of English poetry, but it possessed

sufficient vitality to enable it to blaze forth under favor-

able influences with greater brilliancy than before. The

invention of printing ; the interest in classical literature ;

the study of Greek philosophy, and, especially, the freedom

with which religion was discussed, aroused a spirit of

activity which added powerful impulses to the growth of

the national intellect. The translation of the works of

modem Italy, and those of France where letters received

an earlier revnval ; the circulation of the Scriptures pre-

senting a variety of incidents, images, and aspirations

connected with oriental life and manners ; the study

of tlie allegorical tales and romances of chivalry and the

fostering influence of a learned queen who surrounded

her court with men qualified to shine in every department

of learning, ushered in a period which is appropriately

termed the Augustan age of English literature.

It is not dillicult to understand how, with such

knightly spirits as Raleigh and Essex, tlie essential spirit

of chivalry, " high thought and a heart of courtesy" aa

Sidney puts it, found a fitting exponent in Edmund
Spenser. Among the poets who llourislicd exclusively in
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the reign of Elizabeth he stands witliout a rival. No
master-piece of the great painters ever glowed on canvas

with more reality than the Fcerie Qucenc, and no poet

says Wilson, " has ever had a more exquisite sense of ii^e

licautiful" than its author. He deemed himself the

pjeti^al Son of Chaucer, and was, in his own times, taunted

with " ailecting the ancients," and with engrafting 0)\ his

own language the " old withered words and exploded

persons" of a former period. If guilty, so may Virgil and

Milton, Scott and Wordsworth receive similar condemna-

tion. At all events succeeding generations liavc paid

homage to the richness and pathos of his strains, and the

author of Paradise Lost, and the author of the Seasons, as

well as Scott and Tennyson havebeen essentially indebted

to this " Rubens of English poetry."

Shakespeare.—The new impulses by wliicli the

human mind began to be stiiTed, mark the early part of

the sixteenth century as the great frontier-lino which

divides the Literary History of the Middle Ages from

what we call Modern. The Revival of Classical Learning

opened up to a people zealous for enquiry the rich mines

of knowledge of the Greeks and Romans. Theological

discussions aroused a spirit of research and investigation.

The extensive circulation of the Scriptuicd and uilier

works decided the question of a national t<.ugue. Under

Shakespeare, the greatest writer the world has ever seen,

the drama reached its higho- c perfection. But the

" myriad-minded" writer of tragedy and comedy with all

his depth, sublimity, creative power and rcfinenient was

inspired by that same love of nature and truth that pre-

vades the works of Chaucer, Spenser and tlie great

modern poets. Nature was liia great preceptress from

whose inspired dictates he spoke—" warm from the lieart

and faitliful to its fires"—and in liis disregard of rules he
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pursued at Avih his winged way through all tJ

labyrinths of fancy and of the human heart. No writi

has exhibited such a deep acquaintance with the human
heart, its passions, its powers, its weaknesses and its aspira-

tions. From his works may be gathered precepts adapted

to every condition ot life, and to every circumstance of

human all'aii's, and no writings except the Bible have been

more closely interwoven with the language of every-day

life.

Milton nobly closes that rich poetry of the imagina-

tion which marks the age begun by Spenser. With a

mind stored with invaluable treasures of the mines ^f

Greece and Rome, and an extensive acquaintance with

the older Englisli poets, many years actively employed in

the keen struggle for civil and religious liberty, well

qualified him for undertaking a theme lofty in its con-

ception, and intimately connected with everything im-

portant in the circumstances of human history. In the

crash which shattered the regal and hierarchic institutions

of the country, his majestic, unwordly and heroic soul saw
only tlie overthrow of false S3'stem3, and the dawn of a

bright period marked by private investigation and
individual liberty. All the higher influences of the

Renaissance are summed up in Milton. That pure poetry

of natural description which he began in L'Allcjro, and R
Penseroso has no Jiigher examples to produce from the

writings of Wordsworth, Scott, or Keats. Living in an

age when skilful criticism, though it purified Englislx verse,

gave rise to false conceits and extravagance, las know-
ledge of good classical models enabled him to free his

works from the advancing inroads of a rising school.

Not only did he create the English epic and place him-

self by the side of Homer, Virgil and Dante, but he put

new life into the masque, sonnet and elegy, the descriptiva
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lyric, the song and the choral drama. Though untrue i^.

his descent from the Elizabethans in a want of humoi-

and of the dramatic faculty, wo can forget these defects

while we listen to the organ ring of his versiticatiou, the

stately march of his diction, the beautiful and gorgeous

illustrations from nature and art, tSie brightly coloured

pictures of human liappiness and innocence, and the lofty

sentiments of Paradise Lost, Blank verse, which Surrey

had introduced into our literature, is managed by Milton

with a skill that shows its power in the construction of an

heroic poem. The depth or sublimity of his conceptions

finds a corresponding expressiveness in his numbers ; and

his power over language was not in its variety due to a

musical ear, but had its source in the deep feelings of a

heart influenced by the conscientious spirit of Puritanism.

The Restoration. With the return of the English

people to monarchical government they were sadly disap-

pointed in their expectations of a return at the same time

to their ancient nationality and modes of thought. ITio

exiled Charles and his royalist followers had rubbsd off by

their friction with the men and manners of other nations

much of those external habits and customs, which, if not

of the most commendable description, possessed a spirit of

nationality and patriotism. They returned with strong

predelictions in favor of French literature, being fully im-

pressed with the belief of its superiority over that of every

other country. It was not the first or last iastance when

a foreign literature exercised a marked inliueace uion our

own. Chaucer, though plainly the poet of ch;tr.ot«i' and

of practical life, writes largely after the manner of the

Provingals, but improved by Italian models. Spenser's

manner is also that of the I'rovineals, but guided by the

authors of a later Italian school. The character uf (German

liierature influenced Scott, and in our own day, Carlyle.
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JMilton, as we have seen, was the great representative

of the Classical schoul, now to be followed by the

writers wlio moulded their works after the tastes of Paris.

The social iiiisjiiiefs of the Restoration were the worst

fruits of the French intluence. The Court and the society

of the metropolis began to exercise a powerful influence on

the various departments of literature. The corrupt and

profligate manners of the Court tainted too easily a people

who had feltthe restraintsof Puritan rule. Tlie lighter kinds

of composition mirrored failhfuUy tlie surrounding black-

ness, wiiich required no short period of time, no little

exertion and a religious revival to clearitaway. The drama
sank to a frightful degree of siiame and grossness. Other

forms of poetry were marked by no higher object than

that to wliich satire aspires. Writing verse was degraded

from a high and noble art to a mere courtly amusement,

or pander to the immorality of a degenerated age.

The Artificial School of Poetry. The poets already

considered belonged to the '

' school of nature. " Influences

were now at work wliich gave rise to another phase of

noetic genius. The Gotliic and llomance literature of

the ]\Iiddle Ages gave its inspiration to Chaucer, Spenser,

Shakespeare and Milton. The study of the Greek and

Roman Classics gave an impetus to a class of writers who,

influenced by causes of another kind, developed a ne»v

style of poetry. The great masters possessed artistic as

well as natural powers. The secondai-y poets of the

Elizabethan period, though fresh and inapassioned, as a

result of the strong feelings that inspired them, were ex-

travagant and unrestrained because of their want of art.

When the national life grew chill, the poets inspired by no
warm feelings became lavish in the use of "far-fetched

meanings," and fanciful forms of expression. Witli poetry

extravagant in words aud fantastic in images, the sense
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became often obscure. The natural style unregulate i hy

art assumed an unnatural character. Milton, in ai' iition

to the inspiration derived from Gothic and Roman'^ 3 liter-

ature, by his knowledije and imitation of the gre»' classical

models, gave the first example iu England of a pure, Cn-

ished and majestic style. Those who felt during the

Restoration period the power of his genius were also

influenced by the "school of inquiry," which all over

Europe showed its work in science, politics and religion.

In France this tendency to criticise was well represented

In poetiy by Boilcau, LaFontaine, and others, whose effort

after greater finish and neatness of expression told on

English writers at a time when French tastes began ' 'even

to mingle Avith the ink that dropped from the poet's pen."

The new French school was founded on classical models,

which had already become fashionable in England. The
admirers of Charles II. were also admirers of that great

nation so friendly to the Stuarts, which under Louis XIV.
had reached the highest point of civilization then attained

by any European state. It would be a mistake to con-

clude that the Restoration was the origin of the "artificial

school." The work had already been begun and had made
much progress before the death of the Protector. The
accession of the "merry monarch" gave it a mighty im-

pulse, and in accelerating the adoption of " cold, glittering

mannerism, for the sweet, fresh light of natural language"

added at the same time the poisonous colouring of an

immoral court.

Dryden. Milton the great leader of the setting age,

had scarcely given to the world his Paradise Lost, when

Dryden, the leader of the rising age, appeared before the

public. As a poet his is the great name of the period that

followed the Restoration. He had fallen upon evil times.

The poet must reflect his age. There was little noble to
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reflect. The poetry of the passions of the human heart,

the poetiy of the alleclion, and tlie poetry of religion had

shown evident indications of decline. Satire, didactic and

philosophical poetry came to the front. Living in a most

infamous period of English history when the most flagrant

corruption was rampant in ch'irch and state, Dryden, in

want of better subjucts turned p iiiiist. There his wit and

sarcasm turned against his opponuiits rendered him unsur-

passed by Horace or Juvenal. Our literature possesses no

more vigorous portrait-painter. His choice of words and

forms of expression are most appropriate. In versification

he is one of our greatest masters. He was a diligent,

student of the best models. He carried to the highest per-

fection the rhymed heroic couplet of ten syllables By the

occasional introduction of a triplet and the skilful use of

the Alexandrine at the end of a paragraph, he knew well

how to break the uniformity of the couplet and give to

his versification that

'"Long-resounding march and energy divine."

which ga/e to his poetry of this luotrc uuch vigour, sonor-

ousness and variety.

Pope. The glitter of Dryden's poetry dazzled the

public mind from the death of Milton till his own in 1700.

His most distiugaislied pupil was Alexander Pope, who

as a poet surpasses his master in the most characteristic

features of the artilicial school. In mechanical execution

Pope is without a peer. His neatness and correctness of

expression, pointed and courtly diction, harmony of versi-

fication and melody of rhyme rank him par excellence the

artist of poetic style. In his polished heroic couplets are

found sparkling wit, strong sense, good taste and terse

and vigorous command of the choicest English. We find,

hpwever, that coldness of sentiment and disregard of tne
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emotions and passions of the soul which Dryden had ob-

^•irved, carried to such perfection by Pope that the

public soon after longed for a return to nature. The age

Was not designed to cultivate the highest poetic genius.

Matter was regarded of less importance than the form ot

the words by which it was expressed. We look in vain

through Pope's elaborately iiolished verses for those qual-

ities that Would place him among the greatest masters of

the lyre. He has none of the universality of Shakespeare

or sublimity of Milton. Of the varying shades and

gi'adations of vice and virtue, wisdom and folly, he was a

nice observer and an accurate describer Had he studied

the great English poets uiore, and paid less attention to

the school of Horace and Boileau, his memory would have

been hallowed with still more alFeotionate and permanent

interest. His great object was toexpress himself sm.oolhly.

Attractive and lucid utterance was his aim. With a desire

to "set" gems rather than create them, to make 'correct"

verso his " study and aim," it is no wonder that " truth
"

was often " cut short to mnke a sentence round." In the

first half of the eigntconth century no name is more bril-

liant than that of the author of Tlie Rape of tlie Lock,

Windsor Forest, The Temple of Fame, The Duncickd, and

the translation of Homer. In his Epistles and Essay on

Man we have numerous passages that have supplied to

our current literature more phrases auid sentiments re-

markable for their mingled truth and beauty than are to

be found probably in any other pieces of equal length.

Decay of the Artificial School. The greater part

of the eighteenth century was, in a literary point of view,

cold, dissatisfied and critical. It valued forms more than

substance. Warm feelings, grand thoughts and creative

genius, were less esteemed than elegance of phrase and

lymmetry of proportion. In a period when philosophy
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was essentially utiUtaiian, and religion a system of prac-,

tical morality, it is not surprising that poetry was largely

didactic and mechanical. With such atteutiou to form,

au active criticism rendered our English prose, when

employed by such masters as Addison, for the liist time,

absolutely simple and clear. For similar reasons during

the same period, Nature, Passion, and Imagination de-

cayed in poetry. But matters were coming to a crisis.

Hume and Robertson were beginning their career as

historians. Richardson, Fielding and Smoljet aroused a

taste for light literature. In moral philosophy Jonathan

Edwards and Joseph Butler were laying the foundations

of systems on a sounder basis. New thoughts moved meiL

The poets felt tlie impulse of the transition period. The

publication of Warton's Hidory of Poetnj and Percy's

Eelujuev revived a taste for the bold, free stylo of our earlier

writers. The inspiration seized the writers of verse, and

a return from the classi^^l to the romantic, from the arti-

ficial to the natural, soon began to manifest itself. Pope's

name stood highest until his death in 1744, but the most

distinguished of his contemporaries departed widely from

the style of their great mas'ser. Thomson made no

attempt to enter the school of polished satire and pungent

wit. Equal originality is shown by Young in his startling

denunciations of death and judgment, stirring appeals and

choice epigrams. Gray and Cullins in aiming at tlie dazzl-

ing imagery and magnificence of lyrical poetry show the

"new departure." The former is not without the polish

and exquisitely elaborated verso of Pope, but as well as

Collins, ho shows the freshness, the spirit of imagination,

and the sprightly vivacity of the older poets. Akenside iii

strains of melodious and original blank verse, expatiated

on the operations of the mind and the associated charm
of taste and genius. Johnson alone of the eminpo'
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authors of this period seems to have adopted the style of

Dryden and Pope. But his ponderous Latinized composi-

tion was counteracted in part by the simplicity of Gold-

smith and Mackenzie. Many of the poets of the transi-

tion period show tl>e didactic tendency of the times. It

vequirerl in some cases an effort to break off from what

had been popular. To such a low ebb had the public

taste been reduced that Gray was ridiculed and Collins was

neglected, 'fhe spirit of true poetry was not, however, dead.

The conventional style was destined to fall, leaving only

that taste for correct language and polished vei-siSication

which Po;>e had established. The seed was sown and the

next ffeneration was to see under Cowper that work com-

pleted which Thomson had begun.

The System of Patronage. During the Elizabethan

period and considerable time afterwards the social stand-

ing of literary men was far from encouraging. Tde names

of Spenser, Butler and Otway are sufficient to remind us

that warm contemporary recognition was not enough to

secure an author from a position of want Para-lu*e Lest

yielded its author during eleven years only £15. Ben

Johnson in the earlier, and Dryden in the latter part of

the seventeenth century found the laureate's pittance

scarcely sufficient to keep their heads above water. The

first few years of the next century showed signs of

improvement. In the reign of Charles II. , Dorset had

introduced the system of patronage, which, under Mon-

tague, Earl of Halifax, became subsequently so serviceable

to men of literature. The politicians who came into

power with the Revolution were willing for a time to

share the public patronage with men of intellectual

eminence. Addison. Congveve, Swift and other authors

ot less note won by their pens not only temporary profits,

but uennauent places. Prior, Gay, Tickell, liowe and
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Steele held offices of coasidcral^Ie emolument, and Locke,

Newton and otliers were placed above indigence by the

same system of princel}' favor. Before Pope was thirty

the fruits of his pen amounted to over £6000, and by the

popular mode of subscription he received £8000 for liis

translation of Homer. Such rewards indicate a readiness

among both political parties to patronize literature with a

benetJcence honourable to those who gave, and advantage-

ous to those who received. In one respect at least the

period may be termed the Augustan age of literature.

Its patrons were in high places and were prepared to give

it substantial rewards. Fortunately for the cause of litera-

ture, though painfully inconvenient for many writers of

the "transition period," this system of patronage was

doomed shortly after the accession of the House of

Hanover.

Decline of Patronage. The reigns of William HL
and Anne are noted for the encouragement given to

literature by those in authority. After the accession of

the House of Hanover, there was a marked change. The

reign of George II., though productive of much progress

in science and literature is marked by no indication of

originality. iStill it had many authors Avho deserved

better treatment tlian thej' received. As the system of

party government developed, the [)ulitical partisans were

sufficient to absorb all the sinecures at the disposal of the

leaders. Authors were rewarded by no munificent pa-

tronage from the Crown or ministers of state. Harley

and Bolingbi'oko were succeeded by Sir Robert Walpule, a

wise tactician, but a man with no taste for learning, no

admiration of genius. His liberality to the extent of

£50,000 was extended only to obscure and unscrupulous

partisans, the supporters of a corrupt government, whose

names might have passed into oblivion bu* for th« eatirfi
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of Pope. Scribbling ior a party in pamphlets and news-

papers was rewarded, while gonius wass neglected. The

considerable sums apent on literature were given for ser-

vices equally degrading to giver and receiver. Men of

talent, who would not stoop to the "dirty work" of

sustaining with their pens a base administratiod, might

starve in Grub Street, or bo pilloried in the JJn'nciad,

although had they lived thirty years before, tliey might

have been entrusted with an embassy or appointed Com-

missioners, Surveyors or Secretaries. Men like Churchill,

who turned their pens to political satire, were well re-

munerated. Young obtained, in time, a pension, and

Thomson, after tasting the worst misei ie-s of author-life^

was rewarded with a sinecure. But Collins, Fielding, and

even Thomson and Johnson, were arrested fur debt, and

the wretched and precarious lives of many, luvve made

Grub Street, in which they herded together, suggestive

of rags, hunger and misery. Tlie age of dedication was

intolerable to men of independence of spirit. Authors by

profession nniat either starve or become parasites. The

reading public was very limited, and the booksellers, in

consequence, were not to be blamed for the small sums

given to authors. A better day was dawning. The right

of the Press to discuss public aft'airs created a class of

writers of higher moral and literary qualifications. The

time was rife (ov the emancipation for ever, of literature

from the "system of flattery." The letter of Johnson to

Chesterfield gave the "knock-down" blow. It was, as

Carlyle calls it, "the far-fanicd blast of doom proclaiming

into the ear of Lord Chesterfield, and through him, of the

liatenin-^' world, that ]:)atrona;4e should be no more." The

period between the old and the new s3-3tcm, was one of

much privation and suflcring. In that period lived Gold-
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Revival of the Watural School. From about tlie

middle of Pope's life to the death of Johnson, was a time

of transition. The influence of the didactic and satiric

poetry of the critical school, lingered among the new
elements which were at work. The study of Greek and

Latin classics revived, and that correct form for which

Pope sought, was blended with the beautiful forms of

" natural feeling and natural sceneiy. " The whole course

of poetry was taken up with greater interest after the

publication of Warton's History of English Poetry, and Dr.

Percy's Reliques of Ancient Enylisli Poetry in 1705.

Shakespeare was studied in a more accurate way, and tlte

chill-likeness and naturalness of Chaucer began to give

delight. The narrative ballad and the narrative romance,

afterwards perfected by Sir Walter Scott, took root in

English verse. Forgeries such as Fingal, aii Ancient

Epic Poem, by Macpheraon, and the fabrications of Chat-

terton,
" the marvellous boy.

,

The sleepless soul, that perish'd in his pride,"

indicate the drift of the new element. It was felt that tlya

artificial school did not exhibit fully the noble sentiuicnt.n,

amotions and thoughts of the human soul. Man alone liad

->.•. n t'civtc-dof by the poets. Nature now was taken tp. The

polish and accuracy of Pope is fully preserved by such writers

as Gray, Collins and Goldsmith, but their verse is also

" instinct with natural feeling. and simplicity." Natural

description had appeared already in the poems of the

Puritans, Marvel and Milton ; but Thomson, in the

Seasons, was the " first Poet v*-ho led the English people

into the new world of nature in poetry, which has moved

and enchanted us in the works of Wordsworth, Shelley,

Keats and Tennyson, but which was entirely impossible

for Pope to understand." The veal and actual were, as
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subjects of 8ong, to be substituted for the abstract and

remote. The increase in national wealth and population,

led to the improvement of literature and the ai^s, and to

the adoption of a more popular style of composition. The

human intellect and imagination, unhampered by the

conventional stiffness and classic restraint imposed upon

former authors, went abroad uuon wider surveys and with

more ambitious designs.

The age of Cowper. Of all poetical writers of the

last twenty years of the eighteenth century tlio name of

Cowper casts the greatest illustration upon flie period in

which he lived. The hard artificial brilliancy of Pope

standing r' the head of that list, which included Gibhou

and Hume, Chestei-field and Horace Wal])o!e had scarce!}'

ceased to dazzle the poets of the Johnsonian era. 'J'he

death of "king Samuel" in England, like that uf Voltaire

in Ftaiue, was not followed by the accession of another

to the throne of literature. The reaction which followed

the Restoration did not readily subside, and the a]Ji)Voach

of the French Revolution was marked by movements of

great social as well as of great political importance. In

England the forces which had been silently gathering

strength ushered in a revolution no less strikingthan that

which convulsed the continent. The attention of the

community was arrested by changes of a moral and re-

ligious character, which are still running their course.

The earnestness of the puritan had almost disappeared,

and the forms of religion were found with little of its

power. Scepticism widely pervaded the wealthy and

educated classes. Tlie progress of free int^uiry had

produced a general indifference to the great questions of

Cliristian speculation. It arose partly from an aversion

to theological strife, as a result of the civil war, and

partly from the new intull«sctual and material channels
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to which human energy was directed. The spiritual

decay of the great dissenting bodies had gone hand in

hand with that of the establishment. It vva.s an age of

gilded sinfulness among the higher classes, and of a sin-

fulness ungikled, but no less coarse, among the lower

classes. Drunkenness and foul language were not suiilcient

to render the politician guilty of them unfit to be prime

minister. The purity and fidelity of woman were sneered

at, as out of fashion. The vast increase of population

which had followed the growth of towns, and the rapid

development of manufactures had b€3n met by little

etlbrt to improve the moral or intellectual condition oi

the masses. Wiihout schools the lower orders were

ignorant, and brutal to a degree which if is hard to

conceive. The rural peasantry who were fast being

reduced to a state of pauyierism by the abuse of the poor-

law had in many cases no moral or religious training of

any kind. Within the towns matters were worse. There

was no effective police to witlisiand tiie outbreaks of

ignorant mobs. It was the age of ths old criminal law

when cutting a pear-tree or stealing a hare, was re-

garded as a capital crime, while the "gentleman" might,

with impunity be guilty of duelling, gambling, or outrages

on female virtue. It was the age of the old system of

]nison discipline, which aroused the philanthropy of

Howard. It was a period which has associated with

it fagging and bullying in school and the general applica-

tion of the rod as the most potent aid in the process of

instruction. It was the period with which the names of

Walpole and Newcastle are identified, and which has

associated with it rotten borouglis, political corruption,

party without princijile, and all tlie rancourness of faction

warfare. The sights that indicate cruelty and hardness

of heai-t, such as bull-rings, cock-pits and whipping- oosta
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were quite as common as the fumes tliat indicate intem-

perance. It was the age of great reforms. Jolmson liad

left his impress on the improved tone of society and Imd

overtlirown the system of patronage ; WilberforCe and

Clarkson were coming forward to abolish the slave trade.

Burke and Pitt were to restore the higher principles of

statesmanship, and to redeem the character of public men.

A more important reform and one which gave an impulse

to all the others, was of a religious character.

In the middle classes, the piety of a former period had

not completely died out. From that quarter issued the

" Methodist movement," Avhich awakened a spirit of moral

zeal, that softened the manners of the people, called forth

philanthropists and statesmen who infused clemency and

wisdom into our penal laws, reformed our prisons,

abolished the slave trade, gave to popular education its

first impulse, discussed measures for arresting the evils of

intemperance, and adopted various methods of a Christian

character for bettering the social condition of the humbler

classes. (See Green's English History. ) The enthusiasm,

of th J Wesleys and Whitetield was not kindled against the

rules of the Church or State, but only against vice and

in-eligion. The results of their zeal are not confined to

the denomination which owes its origin to the movement,

and no body is more ready than the English Church to

acknowledge the great advantages of the religious revival

of the last century.

If Wesley came to revive religion and impress upon his

followers that Christian worsliip was "of the heart,"

Cow]5er, who was imbued with the spirit of the movement
came to regenerate poetry, to Christianize it, to elevate it,

and to till it a'^ain with feeling and with truth. If the

ballads of a na.tion have, as in the case of Burns, a lasting

ertcct in arou-sing patrioti-sm, tlic religious jjuems of Co\v]"«jr

may be regarded no less influential in extending " that

icli-'ion which exalts and ennobles man.

"
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B. A.; F. (J. F., fi-'llo-.v of University College, l-oridon. Enlarjfcd and
t!ioi-ou2rh;y rcviscJ, with E.'caiuinatious i'aijeis added by W.Houston. M.A.,

27th Edition, price, 75 Cent.^-
" I risked a grammar school inspector in the old country to send niu the

best ;;ia iiuiar jiu;>; rihi.il there. IJc iuinicdiatcly sent Mason's. T!ie cli.ip-

tcrs r,:i l!ic analys's of d;:ri<udt sentences is of ilsclf suflioient to pl.acc the
work far bevo m1 a-j' J'i:^'lisii Gran^.inar hitherto before the Canadian pub-
li.-."-A:c:£. !li.:is, il. A., 11. M. U. S., Oakville.

English Grammar Practice.
Thisv.ork consijts of the Exercises appended to the " Shorter Eng-lish

Gi-a:n;nar," pnb.ishod in a separate form. Tlicy are arranged in i)rofrrcssive
lessons in such a manner as to be available v. itli almost any text book of
v. r^Vih Crauiniar, and take the learner by easy stai^^cs from the simplest
K;i;,'ii^h work to the most difficult constructions in the language.

Price, SO Cents.

Outlines of Engiisn Grammar.
These elementary ideas arc reduced to rc3:ular form oy means of careful

definitions and p'ain rales, illustrated by abundant and varied t'X.ampjesfor
practice. The learner is made acquainted, in nioderatc measure, v. .th tiie

most important of the older fonns of English, with the way in which wnrua
are constiTictcd, and with the elements of which modern En;riish is mad,'
up. Analysis is treated so far as to give tlij power of dealiiijr v.ilh su..-

fences of plain construction and modeiatedilicuUy In the

English Grammar
the same subjects arc jircsen ted with much prcatcr fulness, anu varricd lo

a more advanced and dilflcult sfasfc. The work onlains ample nialidas
for the rc'iuiicmcnts of CoTnoetilivc Examinations reaching' at least tl;e

standard of the Jlatricul.ation Examination of the Uinversitj' of Loudon

The Shorter Enj^lish Grammar.
is mtcnded for learners wlio have but a llinited amount of time at their dis-

posal for E;i'<lish studies; hut the ex))enc:ice of schools m which it has
i>een the only En.u'lish firamriaruscl.has shov.-n that, when well mastcivd,
this work also is suJlicicnt for the London JIatr.cuIati jn Exatnlnatiju.



Gil. J. G;uc v^' Co'q. <lc\ri €bncational G^orks.

IIAMiJUX JilliTirS MATHEMATICAL WOKKS.
Authorized for use, aml-Dow. used i'l iiuarly all tiij principal Schools of

Ontario, Quebec, Novu KKXjti.vatul Maiiitoba.

I

Hamblin Smith's Arithmetic.
A'» Ac'.vaiMwd treatise, on the I'nittsry System, by J. H.^mbliw Smitii,

I

M. A,, of Gon\il!e ami Caius Colleges, iind late lecturer of St. Peter's Col-
' les^e, Ca!u!>ri(U'C. Adapted to Ca:iaiian Schools, by Thomas Kirklaiid,

I
M. A., Science Master, Normal School, Toronto, and Willijun Scott, B. A.,

I

Head Miister Jlodel School for Ontario.

12^11 Edition, Price, 75 Cents.

) K£Y.—A comidete Key to the cbov* Arrthnietic, by the Authors.

1 Price, $2.00.

Hamblin Smith's Algebra.
An Eleiiientary Alfjehra, hy J. HAr^BLis Smith, M. A., with Appendix

by Alfi-wi B;iJ<er, B. A., Mathematical Tutor, University College, Toronto.

8th Editioa Price, 90 Cents.

KiLY.—A ccanplete Key to Haiublki Smith's Algcbrs*.

Price, $2.75.

Hamblin Smith's Elements of Geometry.
Containintr Books I. to VI., and portions of Books XI. and XII.,of Eaclid.

with Exercises and Note.s, by J Hamblin Smith, M. A., &c., and Examina-
tion i'ai>ers, trooi the Torcmto sjid McUill Universities, aaid Normal School,
Toronto.
Price. 90 Cents.

j
Hamblin Smith's Geometry Books, i and 2.
Price SOCenta

1 Kamblin Smith's Statics.
t

Ity i. M.^.MBLi.s Smith, M A , with .\ppcndtx by Thcouas Kirkland, M. A.,

1 Seieiscc Master, Normal School, Toronto.

i
Price, 90 Conts.

Hamblin Smith's Hydrostatics. 75 Cents.

XiliY.—statics and Hydiostatics, in one volume. $2.00.

ilamblin Smith's Trigonometry. $l25.

!
XSY.—To the above. $2.50.



. WL. J. (Daijc ^ Co.g' l\(\ii ®i)ucatJou^l cSiloi-hs.

Gage's Practical Speller.

A new Manual of Spelling' and Dictation. Price, 30 Co:it3

ri;OMiNfc.\r keaturbs

The book is divided into fue jarts as follows

:

TART I.

Contains the words in common use in iaily life together with ahbrevia-
lio:is, foima, etc. If a boy lias to leave school cnrly, he should ut least

know how to sijcll the words of coumion occurrence in connection with his

business.
I'ART II.

Gives words liable to be spelled incorrectly because the same sounds are

spelled in various ways in tlieiii.

r.iRT III.

Contains words pronounced alike but spelled differently with diifersnt

meanings.
PART IT.

Contains a large collection of the most difficult words in common use,

and is intended to supply material for a (jtueriU rccidw, and for sjielling

matches aud tests.

TAUT V.

Contains literary selections vhicli ire in'eniied to be ]nriiinri:ed and re-

cited as well as used lor dictaliou li-s>^"n>: aiil lessons i:i moruU.
DICIAriuN l.tesONS.

All the lessons arc suitable foi dictation lessons on the slalo or in dicta-

tio:i book.
HKVIKWS.

These will be found throughout Ujc- book.

An excellent conjpendium. aUx. Mc/:ar,Prin. AcaiVii,Oi'iUy,jf.S.

I regard it as a iieecssity und ati excellent cuniiieiidiu;u of the .--ubjcct

ol which it treats. Its natural and judicious arran.'eiiieiit well accords
with its title. Pupils insti-ueted in its priiieiijles, under lla- care >>f dili^'ent

teachers, cannot fail tolieconio correct npcllers. It great \:i!ue will, doubt-
less, secure fur it a wide circulation. 1 have seen no book on tliesubjtct

which I can more cordially recommend than •'Xhe Practical Speller."

Supply a want long felt. John Johnston, J.f'.S.. /'.r/ircnu.

The hints for teaching spelling are c.\ccllent. I have shown it to a num-
ber ot cxi»crienced teachers, and they all think it is the best am! most prac-

tical work on s|iellin^ and dictation ever presented to the public. It will

supply a want long felt by teachers.

Admirably adapted. Colin W. noaeoe, I.P.S., IVol/vlUe, X. S.

I he a;Tan;.-eHient ami L'radinir of the different classes of words I re-ard
as excellent. .M'sfh l.ei.eiit i:iu»t arise from committing to memorv the
"Literary .Selections." The »ork is admirably atlaptcd to our public
schools, and 1 shall recommend it as the best I have secji.
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